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Agenda Outline 
Tuesday, June 22,1993.. 9:00 AM 

Joint Session of EXCOM and ODP Council 
Item A. Initial Business 
Item B. Advisory Structure Review Committee Report 
Item C. Core Repository 
Item D. Japanese Deep-Drilling Vessel 
ItemE. ODP Council 
Item F. Program Management Reports (Current Operations) 
ItemG.: 1994 Program Plan Budget Reports t 

Wednesday, June 23,1993 9:00 AM 

ItemH. Membership Reports 
Item I. EXCOM Ad Hoc Report—Long-Range Strategy 
Item J. Other Joint EXCOM / ODP Business 

End of Joint EXCOim/ODPC Session 

EXCOim imeeting Session 

Item K. Old EXCOM Business 
Item L. New EXCOM Business 
ItemM. Future EXCOM Business 
ItemN. Other EXCOM Business (if required) 
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EXCOM j/ ODPC Agenda Notes 

Tuesday, June 22,1993 9:00 am 

Joint Session of EXCOM and ODP Council 

item A. initial Business 
1. Welcome, opening remarks and initial business 

(Arthur Nowell & Donald Heinrichs, 10 minutes). 
a) Logistics of the meeting (Robert Duce) 
b) Adoption of the Agenda 

2. Review of EXCOM Action Items identified at the last meeting to be 
addressed in the appropriate reports (Arthur Nowell, 5 minutes). 

a) EXCOM 
1) International Partnership 

• This item, will he addressed under Agenda Item H 
E X C O M passed a motion that established an ad hoc working group of four 
(JOI liaison - Baker, Australia - Falvey, ESF - Sartori, US member - Leinen) to 
energize efforts to sustain and increase international partnership. 

2) Long-Range Strategy 
• This item vnll be addressed under Agenda Item I 

EXCOM requested that Raleigh prepare a report for the June meeting on 
long-range science planning and long-range strategy. 

b) JOI Inc. 
1) Public Relations Strategy for JOI Inc. 

• Tom Pyle will discuss under Agenda Item F- 2 
In January, EXCOM endorsed, by consensus, the Public Relations Strategy 
proposal presented by JOI Inc. and instructed JOI Inc. to incorporate it into 
the FY94 Program Plan, the decision for the exact funding level would be 
left for B C O M to consider in March. 

c) O D P - T A M U / E X C O M 
• ITiis item mil be discussed under Agenda Item C. 

1. Core Repository Facilities 
In January, EXCOM passed the following motion in regards to core 
repository facilities: 

"Given that EXCO M recommended that O D P / T A M U should retain 
responsibility for curation repositories through 1998, and, given that the 
program requires not only cost minimization but also scientific, logistic and 
international considerations, EXC OM requests O D P / T A M U : 

A) curate cores as appropriate for upcoming legs for an interim period 
until: 

B) quotes from any interested JOIDES members have been requested 
and received to provide curation and repository facilities. Criteria for 
evaluation wil l include overall operating cost minimization, performance, 
total cost — including capital construction, and long-term scientific 
community benefit to the program. 
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This request for quotes for curation and storage of new core will be 
promulgated by O D P / T A M U no later than 1 March 1993. 
Recommendations on the issue wil l be made by EXCOM in June 1993, based 
on evaluation by a panel of 3 E X C O M members in June 1993. 

Furthermore, E X C O M requests all interested members to consider 
capital construction for repositories in the period 1998—onwards and will 
issue detailed procedures no later than June 1995". 

Item B. Advisory Structure Review Committee Report 
HansDiirbaum 

(Presentation and Discussion - 1 hour) 

Coffee and tea break 10:15 -10:30 AM 

Item C. Core Repository (Arthur Noweil, 30 minutes) 

Item D. Japanese Deep-Drilling Vessel (30 minutes) 

Item E. ODP Council (Donald Heinrichs, 10 minutes) 

Lunchbreak 12:00-1:00 PM 

Item F. Program Management Reports (Current Operations) 
1. NSF (Bruce Malfait, 15 minutes) 

2. JOI Inc. (Tom Pyle, 20 minutes) 

3. Science Operator Report, TAMU (Philip Rabinowitz, 30 minutes) 

4. WirelineLoggingServicesreport,LDGO (David Goldberg, 30 minutes) 

Coffee and tea break 3:00 - 3:15 P M 

5. PCOM Report (Brian Lewis, 45 minutes) 

Item G. 1994 Program Plan Budget Reports 
1. BCOM Report (Jim Briden, 15 minutes) 

2. 1994 NSF Budget Planning (Don Heinrichs, 15 minutes) 
• Projectedfiindsfor 1994 program operations-NSFand International. 

3. 1994 ODP Budget and Science Planning (Tom Pyle, 15 minutes) 

4. 1994 PCOM Science Planning (Brian Lewis, 15 minutes) 

1^ End of Day 1 5:00 P M 
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Wednesday, June 23,1993 . 9:00 AM 

Item hi. Membershiip Reports (10 minutes each) 
1. Can/Aus (David Falvey) 

2. ECOD (Renzo Sartori) 

3. France (Yves Lancelot) 

4. Germany (Helmut Beiersdorf) 
5. Japan (Asahiko Taira) 
6. United Kingdom (James Briden) 
7. United States (Bruce Malfait/Tom Pyle) 

Item I. EXCOM Ad Hoc Report 
1. Long-Range Strategy Report (Barry Raleigh, 20 minutes) 

Item J. Other Joint EXCOIVI / ODP Business 

End of Joint EXCOIVl/ODPC Session 

Coffee and tea break 10:30 -10:45 AM 

At this point the joint EXCOM I ODPC session of the meeting will be over; the EXCOM 
meeting will continue with the final items of business. 
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EXCOIVI Session 

ItemK. Old EXCOM Business 
1. Approval of the Minutes of the January 26 - 28,1993 Meeting 

in Coffs Harbour, NSW. 

2. Actions Required as a Result of Discussion on the ASRC Final Report 
(30 minutes) 

3. Actions Required as a Result of Discussion on the Core Repository RFQ 
(15 minutes) 

4. JOIDES Policy Changes (Arthur Nowell, 15 minutes) 
a) Possible changes to operational procedures resulting from 

internationalization of the JOIDES Office 

Item L. New EXCOM Business 
1. Follow-up on 1994 Budget Issues and BCOM Schedule 

(Arthur Nowell, 15 minutes) 
2. Ocean Drilling Program EY94 Program Plan Approval (15 minutes) 
3. Actions Required frorn the Joint ODP Council - EXCOM Meeting 

Lunch break '. 12:15 -1:15 P M 

Item M. Future EXCOM Business 
1. Review of EXCOM Motions and Action Item Assignments 

(Arthur Nowell, 30 minutes) 

2. Dates and Places for Future EXCOM meetings 
(Arthur Nowell, 15 minutes) 

a) Winter 1994 - Japan 
b) Summer 1994-

Item N. Other EXCOM Business (if required) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

Adjournment 

1^ End of Day 2 3:00 P M 
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JOIDES Resolution O p e r a t i o n s S c h e d u l e 

Leg Destination Cruise Dates In Port t 
Total 
davs 

On 
Transit Site 

150 New Jersey Sea Level May 30-July 25,1993 Lisbon, May 25-29,1993 56 16 40 

151 Atl. Arctic Gateways July 30- Sept 24,1993 St. John's, July 25 - 29,1993 56 14 42 

152 £ Greenland Margin Sepc29-Nov.24,1993 Reykjavik, Sept. 24-28,1993 56 6 50 

153 MARK Nov. 29-Jan. 24,1994 St.John's,Nov.24-28,1993 56 10 46 

154 CearaRise Jan. 29-March 26,1994 Badjados,Jan. 24-28,1994 56 8 48 

155 Amazon Fan March 31-May 26,1994 Recife, March 26 - 30,1994 56 8 48 

156 N. Barbados Ridge May 31-July 26,1994 Barbados, May 26-30,1994 56 1 55 

157 DCS Engineering July31-Sept. 25,1994 BariDados,July26-30,1994 56 8 4tf 

158 TAG 

Drydoclc 

Sept. 30 - Nov. 25,1994 Barbados, Sept. 25 - 29,1994 

Lisbon, Nov. 25 - Dec. 9,1994 

56 

t Although 5 day pott calls are generally scheduled, the ship sails when ready 

JOIDES Meeting Schedule 

Date Place Panel 

June 22 - 24,1993 College Station, Texas EXCOM 

July 21-23,1993 Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada IHP 

•July 28 - 30,1993 Palisades, New York SSP 

August 10 -12,1993 Brisbane, Australia PCOM 

* Sept. 18-21,1993 Comer Brook, Newfoundland TECP / SGPP 

•Sept. 24 - 28,1993 Reykjavik, Iceland TEDCOM 

•Sept. 27 - 28,1993 Marseilles, France SMP 

•October 6-8,1993 Bremen, Germany OHP 

•October 12- 14,1993 Santa Fe, New Mexico U T H P / D M P 

November 29,1993 Miami, Florida PANCH 

Nov. 30 - Dec. 3,1993 Miami, Florida PCOM 

•January 25 - 27,1994 Belairs Research Lab., Barbados SMP 

•March 29'31,1994 Amherst, Massachusetts OHP 

Meeting not yet formally requested and approved 
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F Y 9 4 S c i e n c e 

P l a n 

152 
NARM VOLCANIC I 

153 
MARK 

154 
CEARA RISE 

155 
AMAZON FAN 

156 
BARBADOS RIDGE 

157 
ENGINEERING 

158 
TAG 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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12-MAY-1993 08:44:45.76 

Subj: Final Report of Dr. Durbaum 

To: Oiainnan of JOIDES E X C O M 
JOIDES Office, Seattle 
JOIInc, Washington D . C 

Accompanjdng I submit the final version of the report of the Advisory Structure Review Committee to you. 
Marda McNutt, Lou Garrison and I wi l l present our recommendations to E X C O M at tiie June E X C O M / O D P 
Council meeting. Please inform me how much time you wil l allow us for the presentation so that we can 
prepare ourselves for it. 

Sincerely, Hans-J. Durbaum 

Copy to members of the Advisory Structure Review Committee by email / fax 
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Final Version 

IWay 10,1993 

Report of the JOIDES Advisory Structure Review Committee 

Executive Summary 
The Advisory Structure Reviev\r Committee was established by the JOIDES Executive Committee in 1992 in 

order to review the effectiveness of ODP's advisory structure. We undertook this task with the goal of 
maximizing the scientific return from the program in the next 5 years prior to a decision on the second half of 
ODP's second decade. Our principal recommendations can be summarized as follows: 

The Advisory Structure Review Committee considered the overall JOIDES advisory structure, and 
reviewed the mandates of the committees, panels, and other components of the advisory system. We 
concluded that in general the advisory system works well and that there should be no major changes in 
orgaruzation. However, we did note two areas that we believe can be significandy improved: 

• processing of proposals for drilling and 
• long-range plarming. 

The advisory system imintentiorially encourages development of proposals that have little prospect of 
actually being drilled. The system has a long lead time between the identification of scientific problems that 
can best be solved by drilling and die actual field program of drilling, recovery of cores, and analysis of 
samples. The advisory system does not adequately address long-range planning. This is partly becavise of the 
lack of a comprehensive structure for long range planrung and partly because of a lack of information on 
ongoing and required engineering development. 

Under specific subjects that follow we propose changes that should streamline the processing of proposals 
and shorten the time tmtil drilling, and we suggest modifications to panel and committee mandates that 
should facilitate the advisory process. Under subject 12 we recommend changes in the mode of operation of 
the planning groups that should produce economies of time and facilitate their deliberations. 

The work load on some of the panel chairs has expanded beyond the limit of what can be borne by a 
volunteer. Additiorud staff should be provided at the JOIDES office and at the LDEO site survey data bank to 
support d\e panel chairs. In addition, more use should be made of cornmittee vice-chairs to distribute the 
workload. 

Another COSOD is not required at * i s time or during the next five years; the COSOD n themes are still 
relevant but too broad. The hematic panels should organize small workshops to update and partly rewrite 
the "white papers" describing their highest priority themes for ocean drilling. 

P C O M spends too much time in detailed plarming of drill legs and not enough time in long-term planning. 
At tfie August meeting P C O M should discuss thoroughly tihe scientific worth of the diematic panels' h i ^ -
ranked proposals and select those considered top-ranked and ready to be drilled. A n anntial DPG should 
then be established to work out detailed drilling plans for the top-ranked proposals, refine the operations' 
plans for legs in the context of optimum portcalls, transit times and the best estimates of drilling and logging 
times. The plan would only need minor input and approval from PCOM at ttte December meeting. 

TEDCOM needs to become more pro-active in providing more advice and guidance for T A M U in hig^-
priority engineering developments and in helping P C O M set priorities for those developments. 

Thematic panels should take the initiative to find members of die scientific community widi die required 
expertise and endiusiasm to organize syntheses volumes (and associated workshops, if necessary) to better 
publicize the achievements of the drilling prograrru 
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Introduction 
In 1987 at the Annual Planning Committee meeting, the P C O M expressed a desire to change the program's 

driving mechanism from a geographic orientation to a thematically-driven process. The P C O M formulated a 
revised panel structure with new Terms of Reference that was implemented in January 1989. After three years 
of this system, EXCOM in Jime 1992 directed that an Advisory Structure Review Committee be established to 
exeunine the structure and evaluate the effectiveness of each of the existing advisory bodies. 

In addition, there were comments on the advisory structure in the reports of the PEC E and two EXCOM 
ad hoc committees which EXCOM asked this committee to consider. These comments refer mainly to P C O M 
andTEDCOM. 

E X C O M passed the following terms of reference: 

1. The committee wil l review and evaluate the current science and technology 
advisory structure of the Ocean Drilling Program. It wil l review the terms of 
reference and assess the effectiveness of the overall structure and the value of each 
of the existing bodies. Attention will be given to P C O M and its panels, committees, 
Detailed Planning Groups and Working Groups, and to the overall COSOD 
process. 

2. The committee may recommend changes, not limited to the strengthening or 
deletion of groups, but wil l provide justification for any recommended changes. 

3. The committee is requested to take into accoimt the discussions and suggestions of 
recent review groups, including the EXCOM ad hoc Committee on Long-Term 
Organization and Management of ODP, the Performance Evaluation Committee 
in , and tfie EXCOM ad hoc Subcontracting Committee. Input from JOIDES 
E X C O M members should be solicited. 

4. The committee wiU focus on die poteitial effectiveness of the science and 
technology advisory structures for the time period 1993-1998. 

5. The committee membership wil l be e i ^ t , four from the U 3 . and four fromnon-
U.S. partner countries. Members will be experts in the fields of science, technology 
and/or management A liaison with the JOIDES Office wi l l be appointed to the 
committee. The committee wil l be appointedby the President of JOI, Inc., in 
consultation with the Chair of EXCOM and the Chair of P C O M . 

6. The committee wil l cany out its work during 1992 and early 1993 land wil l report 
its findings and recommendations to EXCOM in June 1993. 

E X C O M decided that Hans J. Durbaum should chair the committee. After consultation the President of JOI 
Inc. appointed the following additional members of the advisory structure review committee: 

Bernard Biju-Duval, France 

Dieter Eckelberg, Germany 

Lou Garrison, l ^ A 

William W. Hay, USA 

Richard D. Jarrard, USA 

Marda McNutt, USA 

Matthew Salsbury, Canada 
Hay attended the SGFP meeting at Kiel in September 92, Eickelberg attended the TEDCOM meeting at 

Cambridge in October 92, Also in October 92 Durbaum paid a visit to IFREMER to have a discussion with the 
French represoi- batives in PCOM, EXCOM and the ODP Council. Durbaum also inifbrmed Charles Sparks, 
Chairman of TEDCOM, on the task of the advisory structure committee, especially concerning TEDCOM. 

The committee met first on 30 November 92, one day ahead oY the Panel Chairs meeting, attended the 
Panchm and important parts of the P C O M meeting, and adjourned on Saturday 5 December at noon. During 
tfie week the committee had several meetings discussing the subjects and interviewing all panel and 
committee chairpersons assembled in Bermuda, indudihg the outgoing and the incoming P C O M Chairmen. 
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We listed the subjects to be discussed imder six main groups 

1. Tasks of thematic panels (proactive role), workshops, COSODs 

2. Membership of panels and shipboard parties 
3. Liaison with groups outside ODP 

4. PCOM'srole 

5. TEDCOM and other service panels 

6. JOIDES office, site surveys, handling of proposals, sjmtheses. 
The second version of our report - with JOI Inc.'s consent - was distributed to die P C O M menUjers and to 

the panel chairs to get conrunents from them for the committee's continuing work. In addition Hay attended 
meetings of die OHP and SGPP in mid-March. 

The committee met for the second time froni March 29 to April 1 at O D P / T A M U . On March 30, the 
conunittee met jointly with TEDCOM discussing TEDCOM's relationships in advising ODP and JOIDES on 
die engineering development projects. 

The final work of the committee has been done by e-mail or fax. The mid-April version of die committee 
report has been sent to the JOIDES office for distribution to P C O M members to discuss at the end of April 
P C O M meeting. The final version of the advisory istructure review cottunittee report will be presented to 
E X C O M at its meeting in June 1993. 

Subject 1 Workshops / COSODs / White Papers 
Problem: The COSOD U Report, which was written in 1987 and covered die period 1993-2003, does not 

fill ODP's need for an up-to-date statement of priorities for die next 5 years. The thematic white 
papers similarly need either an update or a pre - 98 focus, or both. The question has been 
b rou^ t up if there should be held another COSOD. In our opinion, the long range plan is not 
focussed enou^and leaves die themes of objectives top diffuse, so that the danger exists that 
inadequate progress may be made on major tiiemes by 1998. U T H P has proposed to work on 
an updated thematic white paper, dien to hold an open meeting (about 50 people) for 
commiuiity discussion of die white paper. After that discussion, the panel would work on a 
revised version, send this to P C O M and with PCOMs consent publish the result in die JOIDES 
Journal. 

Proposal: Our committee proposes that die LITHP proposal should be accepted and be applied to all 
thematic panels: . 

• draft updated thematic white papers 
• hold meetings of about 50 people for intense discussion and revision of die updated 

papers; the updated versions ̂ o u l d outline die few themes on which ODP drilling 
should be focussed during die yeaxs 93 - 98 using mainly die presait drilling technology, 
as well as other diemes diat should be taken up then during die period 1998 - 2003, 
assuming that new technologies wil l be available. 

• publish the revised versions of the white papers in the JOIDES Journal and summaries 
elsewhere (e.g., in EOS) to give a more focussed guidance for proponents. 

Discussion: The primary purpose of these 4 small scale meetings to be organized under die guidance of the 
diematic panels is to focus the ODP objectives for die period 93 - 98, and witii less resolving 
power those of 1998 - 2003. A n additional purpose is to guide long-term technological 
developments widiin the context of scientific objectives for that second half-decade. These 
meetings and associated "•white papers" would replace a full-scale COSOD, which is not 
deemed necessary at this time. 

Fimding should come from national fimds, not continued funds, as the latter would be a major 
financial load for ODP. We believe diat diis approach is die fastest way to provide diematic 
focus to ODP without fueling arguments complaints of insider control. In our opinion ODP 
proponents need more guidance for 93 - 98. Focus would be set by diemes, not by oceans. ODP 
would avoid the danger appearing in die public as just a tool. The technological developments 
has to be more focussed, and the timetable for their availabili^ worked out in a better way. 
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Subject 2: 
Problem: 

Proposed: 

Discussion: 

Subject 3: 
Problems: 

Proposals: 

Discussiotu 

Subject 4: 
Problems: 

Updated and focussed white papers would be a compromise between tightly fooissed themes 
and the concept of the drillship as a tool. 

This focussing wil l reduce the long-term workload on the panels. There is the danger that diis 
procedure might exclude some exciting and valuable drilling proposals, but ODP cannot do 
everything and focussing need not eliminate flexibility. 

Role of thematic panels 
If JOIDES builds its program only from unsolicited proposals it may - and it does - happen that 
important subjects are not covered by the incoming proposals. 

When major themes are not addressed by unsolicited proposals, JOIDES should solidt drilling 
proposals. Some thematic panels already are doing this, l l i e members of the thematic panels 
know who or which research group is working on high ranking objectives on which JOIDES 
wants to focus. They can contact them and soon find out who is willing to support ODP by a 
proposal and the necessary data. The thematic panels thus should be encouraged to play this 
proactive role. 

UiTSpiidted proposals should remain as the basis of most of ODP's operatiorx. Hiere may be 
objectives which are not adequately covered by unsolidted proposals despite asking for such in 
the updated and focussed white papers. It is important then that jOlDES does not depend 
exdusively on unsolidted proposals. 

One purpose of this proposal is to ertsure that ODP remains thematically-driven rather tiian . 
geographically-driven in response to annoimcemotts concerning die JOIDES ship schedule. 

Organizations like RIDGE mig^t be involved in such solidted proposals, but there should 
always be an individiud responsible for the quality of the proposal and the submission of the 
necessary site survey data. 

Overlapping of themes, liaisons with international groups 
Sometimes there is considerable overlap between die sdentific interests of JOIDES and those of 
odier international and national groups, as eg. InterRIDGE, IRIS, die Nansen Arctic Project etc. 

• There is also overlap betweai important tasks of panels within JOIDES. E.g. the dieme of 
sealevel changes is of concern to both OHP and SGPP which have different points of view and 
different expertise. Overlaps in interest also occur in the service panels, such as e.g. IHP/SMP 
in die matter of the computer environment problem, or IHP/SMP/TyMP in die case of die 
core/log-correlation problem. 

In the case of overlapping interests betwem JOIDES and other international and national 
groups, informal liaison and information bransfer is working well to promote cooperation and 
should: continue to be pursued. More formal relations in addition to diose already established 
by JOI Inc do not appear to be necessary. 

In cases of important overlapping themes v\ndiin JOIDES more use should be made of die 
opportunities for joint meetings of panels. 

The existing overlaps of panel and committee memberships betweoi JOIDES and other 
organizations are serving the desired purpose of communication; they should be continued and 
oicouraged. Ihey can be supplemented by informal contacts at national and international 
meetings. 

Panels should be sensitive to the usefulness for occasional joint meetings widi other panels 
having related objectives. The JOIDES office may help by steering meeting scheduling to 
facilitate such communication. 

Handling of drilling proposals 
Under the present system, P C O M annually updates the general direction of die drilling vessd 
for die next 4 yeare. Proponents submit proposals to die JOIDES office; these are dien 
distributed to diematic panel chairs. A l l proposals are rated for thematic relevarKe, sdentific 
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merit, and interest. Reviews are returned to proponents for proposal revision. Revised 
proposals go through the same process all over again. Firtally some emerge as being highly 
ranked by one or more panels. These are then presented to P C O M by P C O M watchdogs or 
(since Deceinber 1992) by panel chairs for the schedule for 1+ year hence at ttie December 
P C O M meeting. Proposals placed on the schedule are carefully reviewed by SSP, PPSP, etc. 
The problems with this system are as follows: Many proponents submit proposals which are a 
waste of time for both of them and the panels, because their objectives are not highly ranked in 
thematic interes t, the technology is not yet available, and/or ship operations are not where 
proposed in the reasonable future. Adequate expertise is not always available on panels to 
completely evaluate proposals. Some proposals are found to be deficient in site survey or safety 
after they are scheduled by PCOM and, more rarely, after co-chiefs have been selected. PCOM 
is spending a large part of its time discussing the value of each hole, time needed, veuious 
options of combining legs, etc. 
There is very often a long lead time between submission of a proposal and the corresponding 

' drilling even if the proposal is good, quite mature, and in the current area of operations. Only 
about 10 % of all proposals are successful, and therefore it seems that the advisory structure 
spends too much time on too many proposals. 

Proposals: The procediire should be changed as follows: 
P C O M should continue to update its 4-year preliminary plan for the general direction of the 
drilling vessel at its April meeting. This theater of operations should be larger tinan the area that 
can conceivably be covered in a single year of drilling, thiis allowing the proposal pressure to 
refine where the ship is likely to go one year later, then all through the year proposal abstracts 
or proposals including a proposal abstract could be submitted to the JOIDES office. A l l 
thematic panels get the proposals/proposal abstracts. The abstracts have to contain all of the 
relevant information concenung scientific merit and interest, thematic relevance, scientific 
feasibility, site survey maturity, and technical feasibility. Under scientific feasibility, 
proponoits must present a diain of arguments why they think that drilling wi l l solve the stated 
sdentific pioblem. In addition, they contain a rough list of survey lines, type of saivey data 
collected, approximate drill sites with water depths, desired depths of penetration, and - as far 
as predictable - formation conditions. 

Thematic panels preview sudi abstracts during all regular meetings and encourage or 
discourage the proponents to prepare full proposals. Full proposals submitted to the JOK)ES 
office until the a i d of the year 199(x-l) are to be reviewed by the thematic panels at their 
February 199x meeting, and a first cut is made such that each panel is bringing forward at most 
6 to 8 proposals (some of which may be brought forward by more than one paniel). The 
abstracts of tiiose proposals which have survived ihe first cut are previewed by the standing 
Site Survey Group (SSG) (see subject 5) and by PPSF, T E D C O M (witti advice firom TAMU), and 
D M ? at their meetings during the next two months (February to mid-April) to come up with 
any major objections at this early stage. (The full proposals should be available to all chairs.) 

The proponents are informed by the JOIDES office as soon as possible on the results of the 
pand discussions permitting them to react to the remarks/objections by improving tiieir 
proposals, adding additional data, etc. Ihpse proposals which have not survived the first 
preview of the thematic panels are not considered further at this stage, but they may re-enter 
die process only one year later. If they should not re-«iter tiie process there should be frank 
discouragements. It mig^t also happen that a thematic panel wi l l dedde to send one or more 
proposals out for external review after that proposal has survived the first cut The proposals 
should be sent for review immediately after the February meeting, with the intent of returning 
the reviews to the proponents by mid-April to give ti\e proponents time to react to the reviews 
before tiie next cut by the thematic panels in July. The thematic panels are well staffed for 
determining the thematic relevance and scientific merit of the proposal, but we envision that 
such external reviews might be solicited to answer questions on scientific feasibility when there 
is insufficient expertise on the panel. For example, the solution to some drilling problem might 
require precise dating, and thus the proposal might be sent to an expert to ascertain whether 
the dating is likely to be precise enough-
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At the Apri l meeting, the thematic panel representatives inform P C O M on the general themes, 

objectives, and operational areas which have passed the first cut by thematic and service 

panels. At this point PCOM can narrow the likely area of operations so that at their July 

meetings, the thematic panels can cut otherwise worthy proposals that nevertheless cannot be 

placed on the drill schedule for the year under consideration on accoimt of ship track logistics. 
In advance of the July meetings of the thematic panels, TEDCOM (and/or DMP) and PPSP 
provide prelimiruiry evaluations on the technical feasibility and safety problems, respectively, 
based on their preview. The SSG gives its most recent evaluation on the site-survey maturity 
using as criteria - as stated in their mandate - the adequacy of the data for optirhally siting 
holes, for assessment of safety (by PPSP), and for the determination of scientific feasibility. A t 
their July 199x meeting, the thematic panels make tiieir final selection and ranking concerning 

• sdentilic merit and interest, 
• thematic relevance, and 
• scientific feasibility. 

Hius by the end of the July meetings, each proposal will have been judged on the following 
criteria: 

A . Scientific Merit and Interest (by Thematic Panels) 
A l . Outstanding 
A2. Meritorious 
A3. Average 
A4. Below average 

B. Thematic Relevance (by Thematic Panels) 
B l . Highly relevant to top thematic objectives 
B2. Relevant to thematic objectives 
B3. Could be relevant with minor revisions 
B4. Not relevant to thematic objectives 

C Scientific Feasibility (by Thematic Panels) 
C I . H i ^ probability of achieving scientific objectives 
C2. Needs more supporting data to achieve objectives (e.g., wi l l need other sorts of 

data to interpret drill results) 
C3. Insufficient data to assess scientific feasibility 
C4. Scientific feasibility h ig^y questionable 

D . Site Survey Maturity (by SSG) 
D l . Fully mature-all data in hand 
D2. Largely mature, acquisition scheduled for data not inhand (via a field program, 

visit to a data repository, etc) 
D3. Partially mature - still need to arrange for acquisition of more data via field 

program or otherwise 
D4. Immature-practically no data in hand 

E. Technical FeasibiUty (TEDCOM and DMP) 
E l . Technology in hand and tested 
E2. Technology in hand, untested 
E3. Technology imder development 
E4. Technology not available 

At the August PCOM meeting the thematic pariel chairs or designated panel representatives 
each present their 3 highest-raniked proposals, including an additional one if ranked fourth by 2 
or more panels. PCOM, from these 12+ proposals, selects 6 plus 2 or 3 reserve proposals based 
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on their rankings by the relevant panels in all of the categories above. P C O M then constitutes a 

special Detailed Planning Group (DPG) and appoints its chair. 
This armual DGP (aDPG) should have: 1-2 members of each thematic panel as well as 
representatives from PCOM, SSP and the operators. The members wil l be chosen for their 
expertise and experience with respect to the assigned thematic topics and the regions where 
they are addressed. In choosing the members, conflict of interest has to be avoided. 

PPSP, SSP, and a subgroup of DMP should have separate meetings in October before the aDPG 
meets eeirly November to make a thorough review of these 6 +2-3 proposals. Proponents should 
be invited to present data and arguments at the SSP and PPSP meetings which therefore should 
be scheduled in a contiguous manner, preferably at Lamont or T A M U . The best place for the 
aDPG to meet would be also O D P / T A M U . 

The aDPG then gathers all the information and transforms the proposals into several options 
for concrete plans of operations for 12 months. The reserve proposals are included in this 
detailed plan only if there are major objections from SSP and PPSP with respect to 1 or 2 out of 
the 6 proposals. The aDPG submits the options to PCOM at its December meeting. P C O M then 
makes the final decisions for the legs to be drilled from February 199(x+2) through January 
199(x+3). This shift of time is proposed to give the operator four additional months' time to 
prepare the drilling legs. 

Discussion: This proposal could first be applied for x=4: i.e. announcing the area of operation for 1996 in 
April 1993. The main goals of ttiis proposal are 

• to reduce the number of proposals at an early stage 
• to get early comments from service panels 
• to have PCOM fully involved in the discussion of the science of tfie highly-ranked legs, 

but not in details of the operations for individual legs. 

This operations micro-management should be done by the thematic panels (with comments 
coming from the service panels) and the aDPG, which has a high level of regional knowledge 
and can provide optimum cdtematives for drilling. 

Prior to the aDPG meeting the proponents and the respective thematic panel has to describe the 
importance of each proposed drillhole, iri order to enable the aDPG to optimize the use of the 
drilling time for the 6 legs. 
The scientific conununity should be well aware of which technological developments wi l l be 
available at what date, and such information should be kept up to date. The community should 
also be aware of operations which may not be carried out due to the special safety situation of 
JOIDES Resolution. 

Annex 

Flow chart for handling of proposals 

199(x-D 

A p P C O M 4 year prelim, plan ) 
M y ) proposals or 
Ju ) prop, abstracts 
Jy ) submitted; 
A u ) them, panels' 
S ) preview any 
O ) meeting 
N . 
D P C O M decision on legs up to Jan. 199(x+2) 
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199x proposals submitted ind. formalized abshracts 
Ja 
F Them. Panels 1st cut leaving 6-8 proposals by each panel 
Ma T A M U / T E D C O M , SSG, DMP, PPSP preview 
Ap P C O M updating 4 year plan, general directive to them, panels 
M y 
Ju improved proposals submitted 
Jy Them. Panels ranking 
A u P C O M selection Of 6 proposals + reserve; appointment of aDPG 
S 
O SSP, DMP-subgroup, PPSP, TEDCOM / T A M U review 6+ reserve proposals 
N aDPG 
D P C O M final decision for Febr. 199(x+2) to Jan 199(x+3) 

199(x+l) 
Ja ) 
^ ) 
Ma ) to be continued as in 199x 
A p ) 
M y ) . 
Ju ) 

Subjects: SSP,PPSP 
Problem: Both of these panels provide inmportant services to the ODP. Their advice is given as to tiie 

adequacy of data upon which the drilling of each proposed site is based and upon die degree of 
risk its drilling wi l l incur. 

Riserless drilling as conducted by JOIDES Resolution does not permit the circulation of drilling 
returns to the rig floor, nor can a standard blow-out preventer be employed to stop the 
accidental release of over pressured fluids and gases erKOuntered down hole. Special 
precautions must therefore be taken to avoid such encounters. The first defense against this 
type of accident is to diill only at locations vdiere tiie risk of penetrating over pressured 
deposits is judged to be acceptably low. A careful review and study of the data available for 
each individual proposed site, and an assessment of the risk involved in its drilling is made by 
the PPSP. The PPSP is composed of experienced and highly qualified petroleimi geologists, 
geophysidsts, and geochemists whose combined expertise indudes a global knowledge of 
hydrocarbon deposits and the conditions under which they are found. Each proposed site is 
examined, discussed, and either approved for drilling, moved to a safer location in agreement 
with the site objectives, or rejected as being too hazardous to drill. It is important that these 
safety reviews be made as feir in advaiKe of the scheduled drilling as possible in order to allow 
safe^ related changes to be incorporated in the final cruise plans. Problems can arise when a 
leg alters the schedule only a few months ahead of its sailing date. Only then is the formal 
safety review made and time may be short for replacing rejected sites. Such unpleasant 
surprises are sometimes avoided by "safety previews", or informal PPSP examinations of the 
data for a h i g ^ y ranked but not yet approved proposal. Ihis may provide the proponents with 
an early warning of safety problems in time to consider reasonable alternatives. 

Proponents are aware of the requirements of site survey data as published in the JOIDES 
journal. Sometimes due to various reasons site survey data which according to these 
requirements are considered as necessary are not available and wil l probably not be available. 
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But deep sea drilling is very expensive and has to be well prepared. Else drilling legs will fail or 
drilling results cannot be well interpreted. P C O M has been given the power to overrule SSP's 
judgement and to drill a site despite a protest by SSP. As this is the case, it would be wise for 
PCOM to do this only in very exceptional cases, and, if done, to give the community detailed 
reasoning why the decision was done that way. Else there would be a credibility gap. To gather 
the necessary data to present well prepared drilling proposals has always been a problem, 
especially to get the necessary ship's time. Thus proponents have to get very early comments by 
SSP if SSP thinks that additional data wi l l be necessary. There should be more intematioritil 
cooperation to collect necessary site survey data. 

Proposal: P P S P / P C O M / T A M U should state the limitations of ODP with respect to safety. PPSP should 
have an early chance to inform proponents that there might be serious reasons for PPSP not to 
accept a proposal. P C O M should set up a subgroup to revise the SSP data rquirements and 
determine the necessity of site survey data, especially differentiating which data cire required 
always and which data are not necessary in any case. SSP should set up a standing subgroup 
(SSG) meeting at the site of the ODP data bank at least two times between February and July to 
give early comments on proposals (s. Subject 4). The ODP data bank plays a very important 
service function in this respect SSG should be involved in very early stages of proposals as i t 
might take much time to get additional data. The JOIDES office should offer help to identify 
colleagues, vessels, equipment to obtain the necessary data. The ful l SSP should then meet only 
once a year at the decisive October meeting (s. Subject 4). 

Discussion: Safety and pollution issues are very important in this time of ever-increasing awareness of the 
environment and requirements for permission to dril l . They are also necessary to avoid a major 
accident which could stop the whole project. Therefore, PPSP should remain a panel giving 
independent advice to P C O M and T A M U , i.e. its opinions should be developed outside the 
influence of scientific objectives and program goals. The PPSP should have ttie time to think 
about more general requirements in order to avoid situations as now with the New Jersey sea-
level change leg. 

A standing site-survey group could give early and timely advice to proponents to make the 
proposals more mature. The proposal abstracts (as outlined under subject 4) wi l l be a great help 
in SSG's evaluation efforts. 

Subject 6: Panel and Shipboard Party membership 
Problem: The non-U.S. members are entitled to one representative on each panel per country or 

consortium. Each member nominates its own panel members and no formal rotation schedule 
is in place. Ihe U.S. is entided to a minimum of 50 % of the membership on each panel and 
maintains a 3 year rotation schedule for all of its members. (This term may be extended by 
being appointed as chair.) Since the non-U5. nomination mechanisiris are rwt sensitive qu>ugji 
to the expertise requirements of the panels, additional "members-at-large" are added to fill in 
gaps in expertise, causing panels to become xmwieldy and imbalanced. 

Similar problems exist with respect to the setting up of shipboard scientific parties. Co-Chief 
Scientists are nominated by P C O M and the thematic panels on ttie basis of scientific expertise 
and selected by the Operator according to M O U guidelines. Shipboard participants are also 
selected by formula (about 50 % US. , 50 % non-U.S. or 2 participants per cruise per coimtry or 
consortium). U.S. participants are selected for expertise by the Operator from the U.S. applicant 
pool; non-U5. participants are selected for expertise from a limited slate of nominees provided 
by each coimtry. Two problems have arisen from diese nomination/selection mechanisms: 

a) Principal scientific proponatts have occasionally been passed over by the Operator 
during Co-Chief selection in order to honor non-sdentific constraints. 

b) The range of scientific expertise on the national slates is often too limited. 

Proposal: a) To prevent enfrenchment, it is recommended that the non-U.S. members adopt the 
same 3 year or a maximum 5 year rotation policy (plus a term as chair, if appointed). 

b) To reduce the membership-at-large of panels, it is recommended that when a non-U.S. 
panel member rotates off, tfiat coimtry should nominate a slate of candidates with a 
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range of expertise for PCOM consideration, allowing the necessary coverage of 
disciplines without adding additional members for this, purpose. The appointment 
should certainly only be made in consensus with the national ODP representatives. 

c) To aid corporate memory, each pand might return a past member after a reasonable 
hiatus and when rotation allows. 

d) While many factors must be taken into consideration in the selection of Co-Chief 
Sdaitists, the principal grounds must be scientific expertise and the qucdification to head 
a large group of sdentists. 

e) Non-U5. members are asked to nominate a slate of candidates with a range of expertise 
appropriate to each cruise, if possible. 

Subject?: Selection of new JOIDES Office 
Problem: The JOIDES Office rotated among the JOI institutions in the U.S. every 2 years. The rotation did 

not guarantee that office and PCOM chair were the best available at that time. US sdentists at 
non-JOI institutiorw were ineligible regardless of their interest/qualifications. International 
partners were not allowed to have office or chairmanship. Now for the first time the location of 
the JOIDES office has been selected based on an RFP (in this case for locating the office at an 
institution in one of the international partner countries). 

Proposal: Continue the RFP process every 2 years in the same way as done in 1992. To gain experience 
ti\e PCOM-chair-elect should be added to PCOM for the period ahead of his/her cheiirmanship. 

Discussion: This recommendation is easy to implement since it is a continuation of a procediu-e just recentiy 
tried successfully. This provides opportunities also for non-JOI institutions/ sdentists of the US 
to lead the program. It should result in more choices. 

Subjects: PCOM 
Problems: P C O M and PCOM's chairperson have the decisive functions in JOIDES. A l l panels and the 

TEDCOM report to PCOM, PCOM has the final decisions on sdentific planning and an 
important role also in the budgetary process. P C O M assembles tiiree times a year (April, 
August, December) to meet certain dates mainly determined by die budgetary process. 

There are several conflicts: 
• service parids and TEDCOM have to react fast on special problems, but their advice has 

to go tiirough PCOM, and dus takes too much time; also P C O M may not contain enough 
technical knowhow to evaluate some questions brought up by the service panels and 
TEDCOM. 

• a crucial role concerning drilling proposals has so far been played by watchdogs whom 
P C O M has assigned to such proposals, and by liaisons assigned to die panels. It seems to 

u s that die chairpersons of die diematic panels should play more important roles in the 
. decision process,, and there is too much watchdogging and liaisoning. 

• P C O M is so much embroiled in debating the merits and flaws of proposals sdected and 
presented to diem, diat too much of dieir meeting time is consturied by decisions diat 
they should not involve diemsdves in. After endlessly discussing die details of cruise 
plans for the coming months, the length and intensity of the discussioii on long range 
plans, i.e. strategy, is alarmingly short and not profound. Possibly, our committee got this 
impression in Bermuda in part due to die tasks P C O M had set for the December meeting. 
But taking into account the other meetings as well, we condude diat P C O M definitdy 
should devote more time for discussing the long range decisions to be taken for 1995 to 
98 and die time beyond. Longer meetings are not the solution. 

• • In the early days of the Ocean Drilling Program, die ship schedule was set by the concept 
of circumnavigation. P C O M would announce that the ship would spend 1.5 years in each 
ocean (witii western and ceiiti:al Pacific counting as 2 oceans). This practice was later 
discarded as being ihappropidate for a dieiiiatically-driven program. More recentiy, 
"proposal pressure" has supposedly given P C O M guidance on where to send die ship, 
but in actuality few proponents wpuld take the time to prepare a drilling proposal for 
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Proposcds: 1) 

Discussion: 

2) 

3) 

any geographic area other than that where the ship was armounced to be going in the 
near future. Thus there has been no real replacement for the concept of circumnavigation, 
leaving P C O M open to certain natioricil pressures for where to send the ship. 
P C O M does not play as active role in the decision process on SOE funds as was 
envisioned by E X C O M when the SOE fund was established. 

P C O M should work more effectively, by partly working as subcommittees during 
P C O M meetings and by leaving more work and decisions to the thematic panels 
(see subject 4 on handling of proposals). The time saved could be invested in more 
profound long-range planning, especially for the period after 1998. In order that 
necessary technical developments be carried out early enough, it is essential to 
anticipate where major progress m i ^ t be made, to decide on which technical 
developments die program should concentrate, and which syntheses should be 
done. ODP needs a timely recognition of which aims could be realistically 
pursued and how that could be done. 

P C O M should have a small technical subcommittee to handle the needs of the service 
panels and TEDCOM. That subcommittee could react immediately on requests or 
proposals according to urgency, it should meet also with service panel chairpersons 
during P C O M meetings. The in-between work would not necessarily have to be done by 
meeting, but mostly by telecommunication. PCOM should meet once a yecir at College 
Station. That meeting should also be attended by the service panel duiirs. 
P C O M should take special care of its relationship with TEDCOM strengthening that 
committee's role and input into the ODP sthicture. Special proposals are made under 
subject 10. P C O M has an important role in the Budget Committee (BCOM) to decide on 
the Special Operations Expenses. As these are to a Uirge extent spent on development 
costs for drilling and borehole measurement equipment, P C O M needs proper advice by 
TEDCOM and DMP on such developments and has to set priorities. The P C O M technical 
subcommittee proposed under 2) should well prepare the necessary discussions. 
Technology decisions by P C O M should be corrununicated widely and frequently. 
The thematic panel chairpersons or other thematic panel representatives should attend of 
the P C O M meetings and should thus infroduce the ful l amount of their panels' work into 
the discussions and decisions of PCOM. This proposal and those made in cormection 
with die subject l iandling of proposals" should lead to a large reduction in the amount of 
P C O M watchdpgging and liaising to the thematic panels. 

Under the proposed procedure for how drilling proposals should be handled, at their 
February meeting thematic panels-are only seriously considering proposals for a general 
area of operations as defined by P C O M the previous Apri l , and at the July meeting they 
cut these down to proposals in a narrower geographic area tiiat can be covered by die 
ship in one year, l i t is plan dierefore does not provide a mechanism for deciding how best 
P C O M should define the broader area of operations for which proposals should be 
encouraged in die following year. It is our opinion that for an international program with 
some high-priority themes only satisfied through global drilling (e.g. global seismic 
networks, sampling for paleoenvironments) the concept of circumnavigation continues to 
have merit What we view as the principal shortcoming in its previous implementation 
was die setting of the number of legs diat should be drilled in each ocean regardless of 
the quality and quantity of proposals for that area. 

It wi l l itot be denied by many colleagues involved in ODP that P C O M is burdened too much 
wid i short-term plaiming and routine decisions in connection with ODP operations, and that 
there is not enough time in die P C O M meetings to discuss long-term planning and the 
necessary accompanying technical requirements. Such discussions have to be based on 
continuous evaluations of die real progress made and die shortconungs observed. "Ihe panel 
chairpersons could contribute much to such evaluations. 

Part of die large burden on P C O M and die panels results from the current procedure of too 
little focussing on highest priority objectives. One could imagine that perhaps 2/3 of legs 
should be focussed on important objectives of die "focussed ODP-plan" while 1/3 m i ^ t be 
reserved for odier new ideas. P C O M could base their discussion largely on the outcome of the 

4) 

5) 
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proposed revision of the white papers. By this type of discussion diere is a much better chance 
for a truly thematically-driven program. This would avoid critidsms ODP is Just a tool and ttiat 
proposals come in mainly for oceans where the vessel is supposed to go. The additional burden 
of die diematic panels must be supported by the JOIDES office which has to be somewhat 
strengthened (see subject 12). We think that one cannot imderestimate the task of planning for 
the second part of the prolongation period, and the task is such that it has to be started now. 
This work must not be ddayed because there^ wil l be a decisive evaluation of ODP probably as 
early as 1996. If we want to keep the major international ocean drilling efforts togedier with a 
structure such as we have it now - not with several planning committees, executive committees 
etc. P C O M must activdy take up diis task now. 

Subject 9: Scientific Syntheses 
Problem: Individuals can organize workshops to produce sdentific syntiieses. Funding is done from 

various sources (e.g., generally JOI-USSAC for US partidpants). The results are published by 
sodeties in peer-reviewed books/journals. This has happened several times, but more is 
definitdy better. 

Proposal: Ask thematic panels to encourage sdentific syntiieses and special sessions at geosdentific 
meetings. To avoid adding imduly to the thematic chair's work load, perhaps someone other 
than die chair should be asked now and again to find an appropriate group of sdentists to 
produce such a synthesis and hdp them in organizing/funding the enterprise. P C O M and 
EXCOM should encourage these activities and define possible additional themes and actions. 

Discussion: JOIDES should not consider this task as one outside of its interest. Syntheses' results wi l l be 
very important for long range planning and the evaluation of the worthiness of future 
proposals. 

Subject 10: TEDCOM, Engineering Developments 
Problems: Technological developments are essential for the achievement of several important sdentific 

objectives of ODP. Yet, ODP engineering developments have been hampered by gaps in 
understanding and expertise. Delaj^ and feiilures have hampered the devdopment of new, 
hi^-tech tools and techniques for drilling, coring, and downhole measurements. These ^ u r e s 
consume a significant portion of die ODP budget and impede die attainment of certain high-
priority goals. The ODP community, which has been surprised by ddays and cost revisions, 
need to seek ways to antidpate and reduce such surprises, not to seek groups to blame. Cenhal 
to minimizing such problems in the future is refinement of die relationship between TEDCOM 
and die Sdence Operator's devdopment engineers. This relationship does not appear to 
function as well as intended by the TEDCOM mandate. In part this may be because die 
prindpal contact is only dirough inconsistent TEDCOM attendance at twice-aimual meetings. 

. TEDCOM is briefed on die prindpal devdopments at these times, but such meetings generally 
do not allow for die in-depdi kind of exchange of ideas and advice that the operator needs. 
Some misunderstandings seem to exist For example, TEDCOM feels that it cannot carry out its 
mandate to assist engineering devdopment without having an advising role in the writing of 
RFFs and die awarding of contracts. This conflicts widi die Operator's understanding of his 
ultimate responsibility and is also made difficult by the lack of commimication between 
meetings. Thus many imresolved differences of opinion exist between the TEDCOM and the 
Operator as to the wisdom of certain original decisions. 

Proposals: 1) Engineering devdopment, wWch is crucial to the success and renewal of ODP, deserves a 
more thorough examination than has been possible for recent review groups. We 
therefore suggest tiiat a small group from outside die Ocean Drilling Program be 
appointed to evaluate die engineering devdopment efforts at T A M U and to seek a way 
to make diis high-tech task more effective in die future. This group would be composed 
of experts in drilling technology and in die organization and management of small 
engineering-devdopmait groups. This evaluation should indude T E D C O M / T A M U 
rdations and ways of erihandng bodi itfie tesiinwork between these two groups and the 
personal involvement of TEDCOM members, dierefore, die proposed group's tasks 
cannot be ddegated to ddier TEIDCOM or T A M U . 
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2) We propose tiiat die present TEDCOM mandate be simplified and clarified as follows: 
The Technology and Engineering Develojpment Committee (TEDCOM) is responsible for 
recommending to PCOM drilling tools and techniques to meet the objectives of the 
scientific plan and for monitoring the progress of their development through liaison with 
the O D P / T A M U Engineering development department 
The members of this committee are nominated by TEDCOM and approved by PCOM. 
Liaison should be maintained between TEDCOM and die Downhole Measurements 
Panel. A n O D P / T A M U engineer is assigned to act as Science Operator liaison with 
TEDCOM. 
This mandate should be fully accepted by all partners within ODP and should be fully 
exercised, in order to give TEDCOM a more proactive role in ODP engineering 
development 

3) In detail we propose that for the plarming of engineering developments die follovnng 
procedures are adopted: 
• Ihe current inventory of all planned or desired ODP engineering development 

projects should be expanded to include an analysis of projects or project steps which 
failed in the past die chances of realisation or success of proposed projects and the 
expected costs of engineering development, construction and testing. The inventory 
should include technology available from outside ODP. 

• Widi the scientific priorities of the diematic panels in mind, "reDCOM and the 
T A M U development engineers should discuss and set up a list of realizable 
engineering development projects, the probable cost and the means of realization. 
PCOM dien prioritizes this list. This list should then be the basis for die future ODP 
work in this field. There should be no modifications of the priority list without the 
consent of P C O M in consultation widi die TEDCOM chair. The TEDCOM chafr 
should attend die P C O M iheetings and report on the progress and necessary 
modifications. V 

• The budgetary planning by ODP-TAMU,JOI Inc. and B C O M should follow die lines 
of this priority list The thematic panels interested in the developments wil l be 
informed routinely in writing, and in addition at special request 

• Engineering development projects should be discussed by TEDCOM widi the ODP 
T A M U engineers, and if necessary with specifically invited guests; such discussions 
should also be ariranged if a development project enters a critical phase. CThis has 
already been done for the diamond coring system.) 

• For each engineering development project diere should be one or two TEDCOM 
members with special expertise who are willing to serve as advisors; they should be 
supplied with all necessary detailed information on a continuous bcisis by T A M U . If 
TEDCOM has no specific expertise in a certain field, die TEDCOM chair should 
contact die P C O M chair for having a competent expert as an additional temporary 
TEDCOM member, 

• In concert witii PCOM's long-term plan on scientific priorities and drilling platforms 
for die periodl998-2003, TEDCOM should undertake intense discussions of necessary 
engineering developments to support these projects. 

Subject 11: New technologies for downhole measurements, DMP's role . 
Problems: Some scientific objectives of ODP reqiure downhole-measurement technology that has not been 

developed or that is currentiy iiKompatible vwth ODP drilling requiremeiits. For example, use 
of die diamond coring system for drilling on zero-age crust wi l l require slimhole, hothole 
downhole tools. Previous ODP development of such techniques has been inadequate, partially 
because of funding limitations. Delays and failures in developmoits of new technologies have 
raised concerns about the viability of already scheduled legs. 

Proposal: With the sdoitific priorities of the diematic panels in mind, DMP should expand their current 
list of existing, planned, and d^ired ODP downhole-measurement tools, to include analysis of 
failures, chances for success of planned tool developments, and uncertainties in bodi expected 
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costs and expected completion times. P C O M should use this revised list in assigning priorities 
for devdopment of downhole-measurement tools, and budgetary planning should be in accord 
with diis priority list Each high-priority downhole tool development should be monitored by a 
DMP watchdog. Thematic panels interested in these devdopments should be informed 
routinely of any changes of development plans or progress. 

Subject 12: Mode of operation of panels, more support of panels's work by the JOIDES 
office staff. 

Problem: The workload of the panel chairs has caused diem already severed times in the past to ask for 
more support or funding to enable diem to do their jobs. As we propose to transfer additional 
responsibilities to certain thematic or service panels it is important to support them even more. 
Therefore we suggest in the following some changes in the mode of operation of die planning 
groups that should produce economies of time and facilitate their ddiberations. 

Proposals: A l l advisory groups, but particularly PCOM, TEDCOM and SSG (SSP), should make more use 
of Executive, Standing and A d hoc Subcommittees. Subcommittees can prepare position papers 
in advance for the entire committee to discuss and modify. A l l panels should get more hdp 
from die JOIDES office, which should have one or two additional staff members. 
PCOM should routinely indude an Executive Session in its agenda to allow for free discussion 
of items that may be unusually sensitive. 

Chairs should ddegate more duties to committee and pand members. In most instances the 
work loads are unevenly distributed at present with the chairs performing most of the work of 
the committee. This imbalance could be reduced by ddegating responsibilities. 

Routine work common to more than one pand should be handled by the JOIDES office. In 
particular, we suggest that die JOIDES office take on die responsibility to: 

1) Devdop a set of instructions to proposers, induding abstracts, cover sheets and checklists 
to ensure diat all required information is addressed so that proposzds can be evaluated on 
an even footing. They should include a release statement to ensure that the proposers are 
aware that the proposals are not treated as proprietary information and are widdy 
distributed. 

2) Copy and mail extended abstracts or full proposals to all pand members, 
3) Maintain a current checklist of the ratings of all proposals and the status of the rdevant 

site survey information, and publish this regularly in the JOIDES Journal. 
4) Respond to inquiries from interested parties for copies of proposals for die purpose of 

contributing information or expertise to existing proposals, for combining proposals and 
efforts, etc The JOIDES office should inform the author of a proposal if a copy is sent to 
another potential investigator. 

The JOIDES Office staff m i ^ t also take on responsibility for providing the following standard 
information that shoiild accompany full proposals: to prepare preliminary drilling time 
estimates, to provide information on regional oceanic conditions, such as currents, winds, and 
wave h d ^ t information for proposed drill sites, etc. 

Proposals that are of high sdentific merit but do not fall within the mandate of any of the 
diematic panels should be rderred to a subcommittee of the Planning Committee for 
consideration. 
In view of the restructuring proposed, each Pand should review its requirements for 
watchdogs and liaisons. 
Panels and Committees should meet regularly (preferably once a year) at the ODP in College 
Station, Texas to fodlitate liaison with the engineering devdopment group and other rdevant 
components of die Program, 

Discussioru We believe diat modifications of the operation mode of die panels, use of subcoirimittees, and 
ddegation of duties, wi l l reidiice the load on-the Pand Chairs and free up time for them to have 
doser interaction witii other parts of die advisory structure. 
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The additional duties suggested for die JOIDES office wi l l also reduce the work load on panel 
chairs, but wil l require additional persormel at the JOIDES office. 

We hope that suggestions presented above and in die other more specific sections will serve to 
reduce the amount of time of panel members and Project personnel spent in liaison with other 
groups while at die same time providing for a more effective transfer of information. 
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E X E C U T I V E S U M M A R Y 

The January meeting of E X C O M was held January 26 - 28,1993 at Coffs Harbour, N.S.W., Austiralia. 
The following is a brief summary of the meeting. 

APPROVALS 
1. Minutes 

E X C O M approved die minutes of die June 15 -17,1992 meeting in Washington D.C. 

ENDORSEMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. JOIDES Office 

E X C O M endorsed, with a motion, die sdection, by JOI Inc., of the U K JOIDES member to 
host die JOIDES Office for FY95 - FY96. 

2. Public Relations Strategy for JOI Inc 
E X C O M endorsed, by consensus, the Public Rdations Strategy proposal presented by JOI Inc. 
and instructed JOI Inc. to incorporate it into die FY94 Program Plan, the decision for the exact 
funding levd would be left for BCOM to consider in March. 

3. Canadian Partidpation 
Recognizing the vdue of die sdentific contributions Canada hais made and continues to make 
in die Ocean Drilling Program, the JOIDES Executive Committee passed a motion urging 
Canada to make every effort to maintain its current participation. 

POUCY UPDATES 

1. V a l i n e Re-entiy of D S D ? and O D P Boreholes 
E X C O M updated its 1987 policy oh wireline re-enby of DSDP and ODP boreholes to indude 
notification of P C O M , through die JOIDES Office, by passing die following motion (changes 
in bold): 

"The JOIDES Executive Committee activdy encourages the use of the Deep Sea Drilling 
Project and Ocean Drilling Program boreholes for sdentific purposes by both the D / V 
JOIDES Resolution and independent vessds through wireline re-entry. The drilling program 
has historically sou^ t to maintain a catalog of hole conditions for diose s i t^ with installed 
re-entry equipment in order to fodlitate scientific planning, in order to maintain such a list 
and to protect JOIDES interests in future use of diese holes, the JOIDES Executive Committee 
requests that parties desiring to use any of diese holes seek endorsement of die Planning 
Committee, through the JOIDES Office, prior to dieir use. In addition, a written report to 
the Sdence Operator on the state of die holes used is requested following the conduct of these 
experiments. We trust that all member institutions and governments wUl adhere to diis 
agreement and vnll ensure diat those announcements and reports are made in a timdy 
fashion". 

2. Panel Membership 
E X C O M agreed, by consensus, that counbies were not entitied to an additional pand 
member when their representative member became chair of that pand. 

ITEMS OF BUSINESS 

1. Core Repository Facilities 
E X C O M passed the following motion in regards to core repository fodlities: 

"Given diat E X C O M recommended diat O D P / T A M U should retain responsibility for 
curation repositories t h r o u ^ 1998, and, given diat the program requires not only cost 
minimization but also sdentific, logistic and international considerations, E X C O M requests 
O D P / T A M U : 

A) curate cores as appropriate for upcoming legs for an interim period 
until-

B) quotes from any interested JOIDES members have been requested and recdved to 
provide curation and repository facilities. Criteria for evaluation wil l indude overall 
operating cost minimization, performance, total cost — induding capital construction, and 
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long-term scientific community benefit to the program. 
This request for quotes for curation and storage of new core will be promulgated by 

O D P / T A M U no later than 1 March 1993. Recommendations on the issue will be made by 
E X C O M in June 1993, based on evaluation by a panel of 3 EXCOM members in June 1993. 

Furthermore, E X C O M requests all interested members to consider capital construction 
for repositories in the period 1998—onwards and will issue detailed procedures.no later than 
June 1995". 

2. International Partnership 
E X C O M passed a motion that established an ad hoc working group of four (JOI liaison -
Baker, Australia - Falvey, ESF - Sartori, US member - Leinen) to energize efforts to sustcun 
and increase international partnership. 

3. Long-Range Strategy 
E X C O M Chair requested that Raleigh prepare a report for die June meeting on long-range 
science planning and long-range strategy. 

MEMBERSHIP CHANGES 
1. B C O M 

E X C O M approved either Lancelot or Taira as replacements for Riddihough should the 
necessity for his replacement arise. The Chair would contact each and determine who would 
fulfill die B C O M responsibility. 

FUTURE E X C O M MEEHNGS 
1. June 1993 

The next E X C O M meeting wil l be in College Station, Texas on June 22 - 24,1993. 
2. Januaryl994 

The January meeting of E X C O M wil l be hosted by ORI in Japan. The exact location was 
undetermined and likely dates would be in die last week of January. 

RETIREMENT 

E X C O M recognized Kazuo Kobayashi for his many years of service to EXCOM. This was his last 
E X C O M meeting, he wil l be retiring from Ocean Research Institute of Japan in the spring. 
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E X E C U T I V E C O M M I T T E E M I N U T E S 

Tuesday, January 26,1993 ' 8:30 am 

I T E M 541. I N I T I A L B U S I N E S S 

1. Approval of Minutes of the June 15 -17/1992 Meeting in Washington, D. C. 

Motion - EXCOM adopts the minutes of the June 15 - 17,1992 meeting in Washington D.C. 

Maxwell proposed, Orcutt seconded; vote: 16 in favor. 
2. Review of the Agenda 

Nowell reviewed die agenda and items to be addressed in the reports to E X C O M . 

I T E M 542. R E P O R T S 

1. Membership Reports 
a) Caiuda/Australia 

Falvey brought E X C O M up to date on the status of the Canadian proposal to withdraw from ODP. 
He reported that Canada had originally notified Australia on December 24th diat, as part of an overall 
budget reduction, Canada wished to withdraw by March 31,1993. However, Australia's M O U widi 
Canada required 12 months notice of termination, so a compromise was reached that required Canada to 
stay in the consortium imtil September 1993. The final decision on Canadian ODP participation was going 
to be voted on in a cabinet meeting on January 28th and it might be possible that a decision would be 
known in time for die JOIBOG meeting on die 28di. Falvey added diat die Canadians had stressed diat 
this decision was not a commentary on ODP, emphasizing instead that the decision resulted from an 
internal funding problem. 

A Can/Aus Council meeting in Honolulu on March 5th would finalize a solution for die consortium. 
Falvey indicated diat Canada was attempting to acquire additional partners to raise the necessary funds. 
The Australians were committed to continued funding, from all three of their funding sources. Australia's 
problem was tiiat dieir M O U agreement was widi Canada not NSF. Falvey wanted to make it clear tiiat 
the Australian position was that Can/Aus Consortium should be treated as if Canada would be involved 
as agreed; no easy-outs should be offered to Canada until die situation required i t However, if the 
Canadians withdraw, other partners for Australia could be considered. Falvey felt that Korea, Taiwan 
and Indonesia were potenti^ replacements. 

A discussion followed on whether or not Canada had officially notified either Australia or NSF of 
what they were doing and of the timing of any official actions diat Canada was considering. E X C O M also 
discussed the process.Canada was going through to make diis decision and what, if any, role E X C O M 
should have in the process. It was dear finm the discussion diat more information was needed on v^iiat 
the official Canadian position was and what letters had already been written by individual E X C O M 
members, JOI and NSF to Canadian officials. Nowell requested that he be briefed on any letters or actions 
taken by E XCOM members so diat he could summarize diem at an ad hoc session on Thursday morning 
where E X C O M could discuss the issue further. The issue was tabled for discussion iniheadiwc session on 
Thursday (8:15-9^)0 am). 

b) E C O D 

Sartori discussed problems diat die ESF Consortium was having regarding the.management of the 
large number of partners, specifically die differait currencies and different fiscal years. In regards to 
renewal, die prospects were good diat all 12 partners in the consortium would renew if fees were not 
raised significantiy higher; if there was to be a large increase there could be problems in keeping all the 
ECOD members. Some member counhies had already signed the ESF M O U , new members migjht become 
involved in the future but such actions would not necessarily change the level of ESF participation; more 
than 90% of the fees were already collected for next fiscal year and Sartori saw no imminent problems in 
die renewal process. 
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c) France 
Lancelot wanted to be candid about the French renewal position, specifically on the questions they 

had raised during renewal. Lancelot felt that there was definite, increased interest in ODP within France, 
largely because of other scientific programs that are linked with ODP. This, he felt, was a result of the 
change in emphasis of ODP from tool-oriented to science-oriented. Lancelot observed that the problem-
solving type of thinking in ODP had improved and, as a result, science priorities were much improved. 
The LRP was an initial effort and had helped renew French interest in ODP. This situation would 
continue to improve if the main goals of ODP continued to be scientific and can be linked to other major 
programs in earth science. 

Lancelot reported that France would renew for 5 years, on the condition that there be a major review 
after three years v«th a plan formulated to use the last two years to transition into a new program. As for 
why France had not yet signed the M O U , Lancelot explained that it was the political problem of 
upcoming fall elections. He emphasized that France supported the renewal but tiie actual signing could 
not be nished into before the expected change in administration. 

d) Germany 
Beiersdorf reported Germany was ready to sign the M O U agreement. The only problem that still 

existed was in the intellectual properties clause, which would be solved shortly. Germany would sign for 
five years with an option for a 10 year commitment. Beiersdorf was concerned that if Germany did not 
sign soon there might be a financial renegotiation by the government due to current budget problems in 
Germany (caused by reunification). 

The German ODP Colloquium would be held in March. It would be the first to be held in eastern 
Germany. Beiersdorf was also happy to announce that the first east German had participated in ODP on 
Leg 146. On a ministry level, ttie Ministry of Research and Technology would be establishing more formal 
links to ODP by sponsoring a workshop on marine science, with earth science plajnng an important 
diematic role; in part, this effort was being made because of the three German research ships capable of 
working with ODP-related projects. 

Beiersdorf requested an overhead on German ODP structure that he did not have time to present be 
attached to the minutes (Appendix 1.0). 

e) Japan 
K o b a j ^ h i reported that the Japanese government had approved renewal for 5 years, formal approval 

would come by the end of March and the M O U would be signed after Apri l 1,1993. The Japanese 
Committee on ODP had met in November and selected Asahiko Taira to be the new E X C O M member 
after Kobayashi's retirement and Kiyoshi Suyehiro would replace Taira on P C O M . 

After Kobayashi reviewed Japanese scientific plans for 1993, he asked Hfirose and Omori to present 
Aeir report on the status of the Japanese deep ocean drilling vessel plans and indicated that there was 
Japanese interest in international participation in this venture. Hirose then summarized die report 
(Appendix 2) for EXCOM. 

f) United lOngdom 
Briden was pleased to report that on December 7,1992, the U K had signed the M O U witii the US. The 

U K renewed for ten years, with review concerning d\e period beyond 1998. He applauded Japan for the 
initiative for long-tenn planning; changes like that foreseen for the Japanese deep ocean drilling vessel 
required long lead times. 

Briden dien gave a review of other scientific news from the UK: 
1. Nortii Atlantic paleoceanography cruises would be beginning this spring 
2. The Trans-Atlantic Geotraverse (TAG) hydrothermal site survey scheduled 
3. Mid-Ocean Ridge funding was coming on line 
4. a swath bathymetric system would be put on the R / V Darwin. 
4. the R / V Discover}/ was stretched 10 meters and would be refitted with a new seismic system; it 

would be doing World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) work 
5. die R / V 1 ^ (the British Antarctic research vessel) was now operational 
6. British Institutions Reflection Profiling Syndicate (BIRPS) was funded for 4 years and would be 

evolving fmm a shore-based into a marine-based study (Timor/Banda Sea profiles were done 
recently with BMR). 

g) United States 

1. Reipew3)g 
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Heinrichs reviewed the timeline of renewal of international partners (Appendix 3.0); the UK was the 
only signed partner. He noted BCOM would need to have closure on M O U status, by March, and he 
would press to have the other MOUs agreed upon and signed by then. NSF was near to signing with 
Germany, Japan (would sign in April due to fiscal year differences), France (January fiscal year) and 
ECOD (possibly in the spring). Unfortunately, the Can/Aus consortium still had large problems to 
overcome before they could sign, if they would be able to sign at ail. 

2. Budget 
Heinrichs reported that the 1993 NSF-ODP budget was not known as yet. The ODP budget total was 

35.4 M if funding stays level. He then presented the 1993 field programs supported by NSF-ODP funds 
(Appendix 3.1). In addition, he described several other scientific activities related to ODP projects that 
NSF-ODP funds would support in 1993 (Appendix 3.2). 

Dorman asked if NSF had heard anything from the Russians? Heinrichs regretted that he had only 
limited communications with the Russians. But in any case, NSF would not be able to subsidize their 
mlembership. The present Russian government was too chaotic and did not have any money to fund an 
ODP membership. Heinrichs did know that Nikita Bogdanov was still trying to get a Russian drillship 
operational. 

3. USSAC Program 
Pyle reported on USSAC activities planned for 1993, including a distinguished lecturer series 

(Appendix 35), site survey augmentation and workshops/symposia supported in 1992 —1993 
(Appendices 3.4 - 3.5). He was particularly proud of ti\e JOI/USSAC summer research program. It had 
been very successful and would be repeated in 1993 (Appendix 3.6). 

2. ODP Council Report 
Heinrichs reported on three issues addressed at the last ODP Council meeting: 
a) Technical and Support Staff Internationalization 

Heiiuichs noted the ODP Council concern oh the issue of technical and support staff becoming more 
internationalized. He indicated that the contractors must implement the internationalization througji 
their hiring practices; the Council could not direct US governmental hiring practices but there were no 
formal.obstades to hiring foreign nationals into the program. 

b) Russian Participation 
Heinrichs indicated tiiat there was discussion on facilitating Russian participation in ODP through 

the collection of additional shares from the other members. The conclusion was that there was sjmipathy 
for the Russian situation but no fiiuncial commitments could be made for implementing this idea. 

c) M O U s 
The final issue that had concerned the ODP Coundl was the early and timely signing of MOUs. 

3. Program Management Reports (Current Operations) 
a) JOI 

1. Managfimpnt Items 
Pyle reviewed management items that had been addressed at JOI since tiie last E X C O M report 

(Appendices 4.0 - 41), He noted thatthe bidding processes that EXCOM had requested (JOIDES Office & 
Wireline Logging) were done, or nearly so. He added that the review of tfie advisory structure y^^s 
underway, while the science reviews had already been completed—and deemed successful; the P C O M 
objectives for DCS aird computing were actively being worked on by JOI. 

2. Advisory StaTichire Review Committee 
Pyle then reviewed in more detail the composition, activities and timetable of the Advisory Structure 

Review Committee (ASRQ; tfieir final report would be due to EXCOM in June 1993 (Appendix 42). 
b) Science Operator Report, T A M U 

1. Scimrp Oppratinns 
Baldauf presented summaries of scientific results for recent drilling legs (144 -147) and the status of 

Jnitio/ Reports and Proceedings volumes publication (Appendices 15.0 -15.19). Rabinowitz wanted to point 
out to E X C O M tiiat the plarmed thirty-page increase in the vbluihe size would increase the production 
cost to the publications budget by 200 K/year and reminded everyone that this cost needed to be 
considered in future budgets. Dorman wanted to know,if digitization of data would be incorporated to 
reduce publication costs. Baldauf replied that CD-ROM would be incorporated in the near future. 
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2. New Information Services Grnu p 
Baldauf presented the administrative structure of die new Information Services group (Appendbc 

520), the former Database group had been combined with the Computer group (science services), to form 
this new group. Rabinowitz emphasized that the structure of this new group was independent of the RFP 
for a new computing system (Appendix 5.21). 

3, New Core Repository Facilities 
Rabinowitz gave an overview of the current repository situation and the problem that T A M U was 

mandated by E X C O M to review. He announced that LDEO had indicated to T A M U tiiat it would be able 
to house the core for the next five years in present space with no additional cost to the program (outside 
of operations costs) so T A M U had recommended to JOI that the repository remain in LDEO. 

Rabinowitz then presented his cost analysis for opening a new repository to store new core 
(Appendbc 522). The additional cost of a new repository would be about 100 K/year in salaries and 20-30 
K/year for additional miscellaneous costs. The total cost to ODP would be 120 -130 K/year — assuming 
free leasing and refrigeration. T A M U estimated that there would also be an additional one-time set-up 
cost of 200-300K required for opening a new repository. If the movement of old cores and equipment to 
this new repository was to be included, it would require shipping costs of approximately 330 K. But, 
Rabinowitz added, moving the old cores and equipment would also reduce the one-time start-up costs to 
100 -150 K, for a total one-time cost of 430 - 480 K. 

Since this original T A M U cost analysis was done, Rabinowitz noted that LDEO had submitted 
another bid for the East Coast repository with an 80K/year increase in yearly operational cost (this figure 
included the 40% increase in space for new ODP cores. E X C O M discussed the present costs of operation 
at the East Coast repository. 

Beiersdorf brought the discussion back to the lack of a formal bidding process in tiiis cost armlysis; as 
a restdt of the informal process used, the numbers that Rabinowitz had presented were not from the 
foreign partners and may not have been very accurate. Rabinowitz reiterated that his figures assumed 
tiiat any coimtry hosting a repository would have to cover all die costs for tiie repository; the numbers he 
had presented were add-on costs for any new repository focility. 

E X C O M discussed the assumptions of tf\e T A M U cost analysis and the potential willingness of 
another country or institution to subsidize the entire costs of the program (one-time and add-on included) 
in order to get the repository. Beiersdorf questioned whether or not T A M U had actually communicated 
with the interested groups in Germany; there was very great interest in hosting a new repository at 
Bremen and at GEOMAR-Rabinowitz indicated that they had not 

Pyle reviewed the issue from JOI's perspective, E X C O M s request for T A M U to recommend tfie least-
cost solution was precipitated by a perceived.crisis of storage at LDEO based on statements made at tiie 
June 1992 E X C O M meeting. He felt that the situation was such that a commitment from LDEO was all 
that was really required to achieve the least-cost solution and the discussion could continue but it was not 
necessary; Pyle wanted to finalize a decision at dus meeting. 

Kent clarified that originally LDEO was looking at an addition of space to accommodate an 
additional 10 years of core storage in LDEO, but this would not have been possible witiiout major 
construction. The present LDEO dunking was directed toward a 5 year window and core storage for this 
period of time could be doite at LDEO with a smaller amount of capital cost required-for remodeling die 
space to suitability; LDEO was ready to commit the funds to develop the storage facilities necessary for 
die period 1993—98. 

Lancelot made die point diat the German problem was that they did not feel thiey had access to the 
bidding process. There was a real issue here and it needed to be recognized and dealt with better at the 
E X C O M level. Raleigh brought up die sdaitific issues that would be raised in the splitting of repositories 
for Atlantic cores and the resulting problem of uniform access. In his opinion, die combined scientific and 
financial drawbacks would not justUy discussing the issue any further since there were no financial or 
scientific justifications to create another repository. 

Kent wanted to know if LDEO should proceed widi tiieir own capital investment and remodeling; 
they would like guidance on the time frame that needs to be accommodated. 

Briden requested clarification on what the real decision was, a quick fix now and then a revisit of the 
issue after five years? He felt that if core storage beyond 1998 involved new building at LDEO, die 
process could be opened up for bidding at that stage. Briden also objected to die assumptions made about 
the costs of an international repository. Having made die inquiries it was not very diplomatic to rule out 
the possibilities by arbitrary assumptions. Rabinowitz argued that he was only informing EXCOM on die 
costs. It was ultimately EXCOM's decision. 
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Lewis explained the PCOM/Thematic Panel position on multiple repositories; there was support for 

multiple institutions but very strong opposition to shipping existing cores to a new facility. 
Beiersdorf reiterated his strong support for approaching interested groups with Rabinowitz's figures 

and letting them comment or "bid" informally on what they could provide. Discussion continued over the 
process that was employed by T A M U to examine the costs of this issue. Falvey was concerned that 
initially LDEO had not made it dear that there would be an 80 K/year increase in costs. He felt that if 
T A M U was now going to negotiate with LDEO it should also have negotiated with the Germans. 

Rosendahl wanted to know if there was any time conflict for LDEO if E X C O M did a pre-RFP process 
in time for the June E X C O M meeting? Kent thought that the arrival of the first Atlantic cores would be in 
June and that LDEO must begin renovations immediately to accommodate them. LDEO needed a 
decision very soon. Kent also wanted to clarify that the commitment LDEO made about providing more 
storage space at no additional cost to ODP was in regards to capital costs, not operational costs. The 80 K 
increase in operating costs was prorated to incorporate the additional space in tfie lease arrangement. 

Raleigh stressed that the actual costs were not known for either LDEO or overseas partners and it 
would be difficult to make a decision based on the available numbers. Nowell concurred, noting that the 
process by which the numbers were arrived at was not very structured. Leinen was concerned about the 
judgmental nature of the process. She noted that it was not based on adequate budgetary information and 
there was also a lack of technical information on how a new repository would impact scientific progress. 
Lewis explained that P C O M had polled all of its advisory panels and received no strong indication for or 
against additional repositories; therefore, it was left to EXCOM. Raleigh repeated that without the proper 
financial iiiformation, which was the only real reason for moving it, EXCOM could not make a decision at 
ttus time; he recommended getting more financial information on the issue but felt that without an 
overriding financial reason LDEO should continue to host the repository. Consensus was reached that 
there should be action taken to find out the real financial costs for making this decision and further 
discussion concerned how this should best be done. 

The issue tabled until Thursday for action at ,that time. 
4. QDP Exhibits 

Rabinowitz was pleased to aimoimce that a TAMU-prepared ODP exhibit would be opening in tiie 
Pear Aquariimi in St Petersburg, Florida on February 10,1993 (Appendix 5.23). 

c) Wireline Logging Services Report; LDEO 

1) Logging Restfte on Pecent tegs; 144-147 
Goldberg reported that Legs 144 -146 had eq>erienced very difficult drilling and logging conditions. 

He outlined the specific logging programs carried out on each leg and the sigiuficant sdmtific results that 
had been determined from each to date (Appendices 6.0 - 62). 

2) Logging Plans on Fmure Lpgs 
Goldberg presented the planned logging programs for upcoming Legs 148 - 150 (Appendix 63). 

3) Povynhole Systems Deyelopment Swmmary 
The status of the downhole systems development programs being done for ODP was reviewed, there 

were currently four programs being supervised by ODP-LDEO (Appendix 6.4). 
4) Other Operational Pevelopments 

Other operational developments at ODP-LDEO were briefly reviewed (Appendcc 65) 
a) CD-ROM 

Goldberg presented several FMS images to EXCOM and explained that, in order for these images to 
be useful, they must be available in digital CD-ROM format Recent jimr^s in logging data requests to 
LDEO were due to the iruxeased use of FMS and on-line data in the program. ODP was moving forward 
toward CD-ROM data distribution, Leg 143 data was in production and Leg 144 was in preparation, both 
onCD-ROM. 

b) Other 
Goldberg reported on the successful logging school held in Japan during July 1992 and briefly went 

through the present staffing situation in the LDEO logging group. 
d) P C O M Report 

1. PCOM Meetings , r . 
Lewis reviewed the P C O M activities since the last June EXCOM meeting. P C O M had met twice, in 

August in Comer Brook, Newfoundland and in December in Bermuda. The primary activities were 
determining the contents of the FY94 Atiantic/E. Padfic Prospectus in August and finalizing tihe FY94 
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Science Plan in December. Annual reports from all of the advisory structure panels were presented to 
P C O M in December. 

2. Use of Existing Bnrphnips Pniiry 

Lewis reported that at the August PCOM meeting it was decided that die 1987 policy for use of 
existing boreholes, which was established by EXCOM, was in need of revision. P C O M requested EXCOM 
amend diis policy such diat parties desiring to use diese holes seek permission from PCOM, radier dian 
E X C O M . TWs change was recommended so that a specific office would be responsible for approval for 
use of existing boreholes. 

3, P9T)e> Activities 
Annual reports from all of die advisory structure panels were presented to P C O M in December. 

Lewis briefly summarized the activities of each of the panels. 
a. Panel Chairs (PANCH) 

Lewis presoited the P A N C H recommendations regarding the future of DCS development (Appendbc 
7.0); the P A N C H concluded that if the next sea trial did not recover core, die development of DCS should 
stop. Dorman agreed with this conclusion, he also felt that any plan for DCS needed to include a 
contingency in case DCS failed the land test. He wanted to know more specifically how long the program 
would continue to spend money on diis development? Beiersdorf asked for clarification on the siting of 
the land test and the lidiologies being drilled for testing. Lewis clarified diat the secondary heave 
compensation system was the key element of die land test, not die lithology. 

Lewis also highlighted anodier issue raised by the P A N C H on publications of drilling results 
(Appendix 7.1). P A N C H felt diat, due to die diematic science being done, results volumes should also be 
published concerning the diemes die program was addressing; Lewis indicated diat there would be 
continuing discussion on diis item at the PCOM level. 

b. mp 
Lewis explained that the recent RFP for an integrated shipboard computer system was driven by IHP 

recommendations and the EXCOM motion to have die operator integrate shipbocird computer operations 
(Appendix 72). Hie RFP had been issued, with die help of IHP and an RFP Evaluation Committee. Lewis 
oudined the four stages of the RFP. The system was seoi as a UNIX-based system, with Lntemet access. 
Bodi IHP and P C O M were working widi T A M U on diis RFP. 

There was discussion over a general concem for having the implementation timetable being weigjited 
in die proposal evaluation process to give advantage to quick implementation. Lancelot reminded 
E X C O M that the two-5^ear time fiame was in part constniined by die budget that was available; it might 
be necessary to have it implemented over two years in order for ODP to have die money to cover die 
costs. 

c TEDCOM 
Lewis reviewed the recent actions and advice that TEDCOM had provided on current technical 

development issues, including DCS heave compensation. Most importantiy, an RFQ had been let to 
research development of the deep drilling capabilities on the JOIDES Resolution. 

d. DMP 
Lewis reviewed the E X C O M Action Item assigned to DMP concerning die development of diirtf-

party tools. He related that DMP was developing guidelines for the development and use of third-par^ 
tools. Once these guidelines were in place it would be possible to identify appropriate candidates for 
commingled funding; DMP felt diat only tools that were appropriate and mature should be supported. 

• e. SMP 
Lewis listed die current SMP priorities for shipboard scientific equipment and tools. 

/ . PPSP 
Lewis presented die concepts and plans for die Leg 150 NJ-MAT program. He tiien explained die 

problems that developed due to the PPSP review of die shallow water drilling hazcirds. Several of the 
shallow water Leg 150 sites were not approved by PPSP for drilling. Hiis problem arose due to a 
combination of site survey data limitations and die hesitance of PPSP to approve shallow water sites. 
Some PPSP members had said they would never approve sites in less dian 100 m water; others were 
willing to approve diem widi better site survey data. 

Lewis reported that this action precipitated a "crisis" and P C O M was required to take action to 
determine the future of the leg. At die December PCOM meeting, it was decided to accept an alternate 
NJ-MAT proposal diat substituted deeper water slope sites for the shallow water sites. Another result of 
the Leg 150 approval process was diat PCOM formed a Working Group to address the issue of shallow 
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water drilling with the fOIDES Resolution. The group indudes industry and ODP members and wil l 
formulate guidelines for dealing with the safety problems; the group's first meeting would be in 
February. 

Rosendahl asked why the planning process failed on this leg? Lewis explained that the timetable for 
the safety review process and severe shortcomings of site survey data led to the disallowing of the sites. 
Rosendcihl was concerned that the panel was being very strict if it would never allow drilling in less than 
100 m of water. 

Kent requested that Lewis briefly review what die PPSP process and timetable was. Lewis reviewed 
the current process for safety review, explaining the roles of both PPSP and TAMlTs safety panel. A 
group discussion followed on how the PPSP determines sites are safe. 

4- 1994 P r o g r a m Plan Repor t s 

a) NSF Budget Planning Letter 
Heirmchs reviewed the actual FY91 & FY92 budgets, the estimated FY93 and projected FY94 budget 

(Appendices 8.0 - 8.8). He indicated that a comparison to the LRP showed funding was behind the'LRP 
projections. He then reviewed various budget options with different combinations of six or seven 
international partners; however, without Canada, the international funds would drop to five partners — 
which would result in a very difficult budget scenario. 

Heinrichs reviewed tiie outstanding budget-related problems in the intematiorral partnerships as well 
as in the NSF structure. The new Qinton administration in Washington had yet to construct their new 
budget; they wanted it done by March 1,1993. NSF had given JOI an interim budget planning target of 
44.9 M , with a 41.9 M lower limit, for program plan development. Updated target budgets would be 
provided prior to BCOM in March. Pyle wanted more NSF instruction on how to approach budget 
plaiming for FY94i Heinrichs felt that the higher number (44.9M) was realistic for planning if 
contingendes were developed for reductions if necessary. Heinrichs compared the LRP budget 
projections and actual expenditures since 1992 Arough 1994. He felt that there was dose agreement in 
most budget categories; the gaps were in the Spedal Operating Expenses (SOE) and developmental areas 
which had taken the loss because of the loss of one partner (Russia). 

b) 1994 Budget Planning 
Pyle also compared the LRP projections for projected spending in FY94 (Appendix 9). There were 

shortfalls with six partners, greater shortfalls witii only five partaers. Pyle also stressed that the 
innovative aspects of the program were going to suffer the most with these budget projections for FY94. 
Dorman asked about the DCS issue. Who would make the decision regarding money spent on expensive 
issues like this. Would it be BCOM? Pyle reiterated that it was P C O M who prioritized tiie spending on 
these developmental issues. Kent asked for clarification on what the actual cost for DCS would be. 
Specifically he wanted to know if the leg expenses would be induded in ttie cost of DCS development 
Discussion followed on the opinions as to the actual accounting of costs for DCS and if it induded the 
shiptime or not; no consensus was reached. 

c) 1994 P C O M Sdence Plan 
Lewis went over die proposal review and planning processes that P C O M used for deriving the FY94 

Sdaice Plan (Appendix 10). He then presented brief reviews of the objectives of each of the new drilling 
programs that were approved by P C O M in December 

1- M A R K 

2. CearaRise 
3. Amazon Fan 
4. Barbados 

5. Yema-PCS 
The presentation of A e Vema - DCS engineering leg was followed by a group discussion of the DCS 

leg objectives and what contingency plans had been made if the land or sea testing results were a f^ure . 
Lewis indicated that these details hiave not been worked out Discussion tiien moved on to what would 
happen if diis test was not a full enough test of the system's capabilities. Lewis stressed that the P C O M 
philosophy was to maximize the success of DCS but that it must be done one step at a tiane. He explained 
that this leg was designed with the primary objective of testing the system's secondary heave 
compoisation. The leg was specifically scheduled late in FY94 to give enough lead time so Aa t the leg 
could be replaced witii T A G if the land test of the secondary heave system failed. 
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6. Trans-Atiantic Geotraverse (TAG^ Hvdrothermal System 

Lewis explained diat diis drilling proposal was scheduled late in die program to give die RIDGE 

group the maximum amount of time to instrument the hydrodiermal system in die summer of 94. 

d) Discussion 
General discussion followed on this review of the 1994 Science Plan. Briden commented diat overzill, 

he was very nervous about die FY94 Sdmce Program because he claimed there was an absence of 
fallbacks on two out of six programs. Specifically he worried about Leg 152 because of the weadier in 
Greenland. Additionally, he stated diat diere were no scientific fallbacks for die Leg 157 DCS test if DCS 
fails. He also was not in favor of die combination of testing retractable bits with EXIS testing. Kent was 
optimistic that the technical objectives of DCS were important and diat the DCS could become a proven 
tool, even if it still had limitations. Lancelot thought the approach was reasonable given the history of the 
program but wanted the IXZS sampling/drilling program better defined and no distractions (Le.. 
retiactable bits). 

5. Long Range Planning Reports 
a) Four-Year Flan 

Lewis previewed the programs from FY93 througji FY94 widi an advance look d i r o u ^ FY98. The 
question of commitment to multileg Detailed-Planning Group (DPG) programs VIBS discussed. FY95 was 
dearly an Atlantic program but FY96 would be guided by die Spring Qobal Rankings of proposals diat 
were now in the system. Lewis pointed out that in terms of long range planning there would be a lot 
going on in PCOM's four yeax planning process; ttiis was very differoit than the yejirly budget planning. 

Lancelot asked how P C O M planned to fill out the post-FY96 program. Would P C O M be passive or 
proactive? He felt that planning for this must start now. Lewis indicated that P C O M would be proactive 
but needed flexibility e n o u ^ to allow for thematic panel reactions to good proposals that still mig^t 
come in. 

Heinrichs warned against seeing 1998 as the end of the program and urged EXCOM to look ahead 
and do planning diat would take account of an evolution of the program into die next phase (which he 
admitted was still unknown as of FY93). Lewis agreed, stressing that PCOM needed a roadmap for future 
planning. 

b) Future Platforms 
Lewis presented possibilities for future opportunities for ODP to utilize alternate platforms in 

shallow water drilling and deep crustal drilling (Appendbc 11.0). He thai reviewed die performance 
requirements for such alternate platforms (Appendix 11.1). Lewis suggested that TEDCOM and P C O M 
review the opportunities for both of die deep drilling alternatives — die recendy-approved T E D C O M 
RFQ and die Japanese vessel proposal. The issue of shallow water drilling would be answered by die 
recently-organized Shallow Water Working Group. 

c) The Scope of ODP 
Lewis perceived diat there existed two views of ODP, one as a tool-driven program, die other as a 

sdoice-driven program (Appendbc 112). He explained how each view requires differoit planning 
approaches and discussed the ramifications of each view for PCOMs planning process. If the first view 
was taken, die planning philosophy should be diat ODP does not use commingled funds for programs 
that can't use the tool (i.e. JOIDES Resolution). However, if the second view was taken, dien ODP must 
plan to fund alternative platforms as appropriate in order to fulfill scientific programs that cannot be 
completed solely with the/0/DES Reso/ufion. 

Discussion followed on the disadvantages of funding alternate platforms given the lack of core 
handling facilities that would not exist on any other ship. There was general concem that the issue may 
not be only one of budgets but there could also be problems of getting commitment to devote the time 
necessary in the JOIDES Resolution's schedule to drill difficult holes with diese techniques. Hie riser issue 
was discussed and diere was agreement that the costs for equipping die JOIDES Resolution widi this 
technology needed to be carefully evaluated. Lewis assured EXCOM tiiat die Shallow Water Working 
Group was going to address diis cost issue. 

A request from EXC OM was made to Hirose to explain in more detail die Japanese deep drilling 
vessel progiaitu Hirose read more from his report outlining the performance capabilities of the ship 
(distributed to EXC OM as a handout see Appendix 2). Heinrichs asked what die completion timeline for 
diis new vessel was? Hirose indicated diat it was projected to be completed around the year 2000. 

Briden asked iHrose to clarify who exacdy had been invited to die March meeting in Tokyo and what 
the Japanese envisaged as die ODP role in dieir planning process. Discussion followed on who the invited 
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persons would represent ODP or their institutional/national science programs. Heinrichs emphasized 
that ODP could not provide capital facilities to programs like this, the money must come from national 
funding agendes. Lancelot felt Japan could invite ODP to partidpate in an advisory role, possibly in this 
workshop in March, and the ODP advice could then be taken to the appropriate national funding 
agencies of interested countries. Beiersdorf commented that this situation was similar to German KTB 
planning. He was concemed about drilling in other country's waters and the EEZ issues; these issues 
needed to be addressed in order to sell this to national funding agencies. Lewis pointed out that ODP was 
itself planning to spend money on deep drilling (begiiming with \hs TEDCOM RFQ), P C O M would need 
to know what all the options were in this situation in order to do effective long range planning. 

Nowell ended the session by summarizing the outstanding issues to be dealt with on Thursday and 
asking members to thiitk about these issues for further discussion and action. 

End of Day 1 5:00 P M 

Thursday, January 28,1993 9:15 A M 

A n hour of informal discussion on the status of the Canada membership crisis preceded the formal 
EXCOM meeting. 

I T E M 543. O L D B U S I N E S S 

1. JOIDES Office RFP 
Pyie reviewed tfie RFP process for tiie JOIDES Office and announced that die U K bid for the JOIDES 

Office had been selected as the wiimer (Appendix 12). There were several issues that would be affected by 
this change to an overseas location, the first concemed the issue of national representation for the U K at 
P C O M meetings. Briden explained the practical requirements for an observer from the institution of tiie 
Chair (PCOM) to be present at aU P C O M meetings. He indicated that the UK expected ttiat the P C O M 
alternate wovdd be attending all the P C O M meetings as an observer; the EXCOM alternate would also 
attend tiie E X C O M meetings. Such observers would not have voting privileges. He emphasized the 
rectson for an alternate to attend was to ensure continuity/corporate memory should either P C O M or 
E X C O M chair be imable to attend part or all of a specific meeting. Briden did not tiiink it raised any 
procedural problems and Pyle conceded that it was not a fiscal problem because the UK woukl be paying 
for the alternate's expenses. 

Maxwell voiced concem about the procedures used for EXCOM-mandated RFPs, namely the JOIDES 
Office and Wireline Logging. Specifically who made the decisions? Maxwell stated that JOI had dedded 
on where the JOIDES Office would go and, ftom die June minutes, it was dear tiiat EXCOM wanted to 
select the bid. Pyle clarified that it was the contiractual obligation of JOI to select tiie bids since JOI had put 
out the RFP. Maxwell requested tiiat E X C O M be involved in the discussion of tiiese issues before 
decisions were made, not just being able to discuss the decision once it was made—when tfiey were not 
eva i required to approve i t Heiiuichs agreed ttiat there were points on both sides, but that JOI was 
correct in making the final decision in the selection process of bids from an RFP. Heinrichs thought that 
the problem was tiiat E X C O M did not have involvement in the selection process as was indicated in the 
br i^nal motion made by E X C O M . 

Beiersdorf asked about the original JOIDES agreement on how member institutions would operate 
and wanted to know how it was tiiat a non-JOIDES instihition could run die JOIDES Office? He dted tiie 
BGR and G E O M A R institiitions as potential places tiiat would also be interested in hosting the JOIDES 
Office. He specifically questioned this issue in reaction to the two bids put in by tiie Canadians. Pyle 
answered that this issue had not been questioned during the review process. Heinrichs explained that 
Canada's bids were submitted to change the E X C O M / P C O M memberships, there would still have been 
only one institution representing Canada, it wasn't a two-iitstitution membership option for them. Pyle 
agreed, stating that Canada had in essence put the decision of Canadian national representation into JOrs 
hands. Falvey wanted to clarify for E X C O M that Australia was very surprised that the Canadians put in 
two bids. Australia was not consulted on this matter. 

Lewis offered the observation, as a reviewer of the proposals, that die process could have been much 
improved and suggested that it should have beeih (done by choosing randomly or setting up a rotation. He 
was sure tiiat the RFP was not the best method and tiiat the issue of future US locations was not 
addressed. Lancelot felt that the process was distorted during its implementation. He asserted that the 
intent was to let the JOIDES Office rotate between international partners, the intent was not to let JOI 
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choose national representation— like Canada had done. He suggested that the MOUs should be amended 
to fix tiiis problem so that JOI would not be in die position of choosing between different institutions 
within a member country. Maxwell.asserted that this process was not what he expected, JOI's formal 
bidding competition did not achieve die result E X C O M had intended, i.e. of E X C O M making the decision 
after reviewing the bids. 

Nowell drew die discussion to a dose by suggesting that E X C O M review this process when the office 
was due to rotate back to die US. 

Motion - EXCOM endorses the selection, by JOI Inc., of the UK JOIDES member to host the JOIDES 
Office for FY95-FY96. 

Dorman proposed, Falvey seconded; vote: 15 in favor, 1 abstention. 
2. Wireline Logging RFP 

Pyle gave an overview of the status of the Wireline Logging RFP (Appenciix 13). There had been two 
submissions—one from LDEO and one from the University of Utah. He then went over the composition 
of die review committee for die bids and presented the plarmed procedure and timetable for the 
evaluation of bids and selection of the contractor. 

EXCOM returned to a discussion of the fact that there was no direct role for E X C O M in the award of 
die togging contiract, just as in the JOIDES Office selection. Pyle agreed but stressed that once it goes to a 
formal RFP process JOI was contractually obligated to select the winner. NSF had contracted JOI to be die 
management contractor for the program and JOIDES can only spedfy die parameters of the competition. 
JOI implements these specifications through a contract prcxess. Lancelot pointed out that there was no 
international representation in diis process because JOI was answerable only to JOIBOG. No international 
representation was present in the system since international members were only represented by JOIDES; 
dierefore, witiiout JOIDES input diere was no avenue for international input or objections. He wanted to 
see JOIDES input on die RFP review committee so that there would be greater representation of 
international interests. Pyle agreed diat more could be done in this maimer and solidted E X C O M input 
on members of the review committee. Briden requested the JOI indude the JOIBOG approval in the 
procedure for selecting the wiruiing bid. He felt that the international partners would trust JOIBOG to act 
in the best interests of the intematioiud partners and would be more comfortable if formal approval of 
JOIBOG was induded in JOFs timetable. He pointed out diat E X C O M had discussed die 
internationalization of JOI, die partners had agreed in June 1992 diat tiiey did not wish represenfation on 
JOIBOG. 

Pyle added JOIBOG approval after die "jOI Consults with E X C O M Chair" step in die process. Nowell 
asked that any EXCOM input on the membership of die Wireline Logging RFP review committee be 
directed to JOL 

3. Public Relations S trategy 
Pyle reviewed what JOI had done, at EXCOM's request, to arrive at a public relations strategy for 

ODP (Appoidix 14). So far, diroug^ the.use of a consultant, die selection of a unifying theme and 
developmait oiaFR strategy had been completed. Pyle outlined die program and stressed that JOI 
wanted EXCOMs direction on implementing die strategy because further development of the campaign 
would cost money. Specifically JOI needed to know if it should be induded in the program plan for FY94. 
Heinrichs made die point diat PR was an area where national review of ODP had pointed out diat ODP 
needed more improvement Falvey agreed diat it was imperative for an organization of this size to have a 
marketing department BMR had such a departinent and it was quite successful. He supported diis 
approach and urged formation of a marketing and public relations steering group. Lewis noted diat at 
P A N C H meeting tiiis was discussed and a perceived weakness of public relations campaigns in general 
was diat die sdentific results were not well integrated into the process. P A N C H preferred to seesdentific 
results go out to the sdentific community as well as to the general public and felt diat this PR campaign 
did not address this. 

Nowell asked what the costs were. Pyle said that it was 100 -120 K initially, but tiiat did not get any 
activities done, it just initiated a stafr position. Falvey agreed with this budget estimate and its asscxnated 
problems, explaining.that at BMR diere was more than several hundred thousand dollars a year involved. 
However, he felt diat the gaieral public was paying for this program and felt it was important that the 
program communicate with them. Beiersdorf described some of die German efforts for media 
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involvement but what he thought was really needed was live sdence, as in broadcasting the results of the 
drilling direcdy from the ship as it happened. 

Nowell asked tiiat EXCOM endorse the proposal by JOI and request diat tiiey put it in the FY94 
program plan, leaving the decision for the exact funding level for B C O M . 

Consensus - EXCOM endorses the Public Relations Strategy proposal presented by JOI Inc. and 
instructs JOI Inc. to incorporate it into the FiQA Program Plan, the decision for the exact funding level 
will be left for BCOM consideration in March. 

I T E M 544 . N E W B U S I N E S S 

1. 1994 Management Issues 
a) B C O M Issues and Schedule 

Nowell reported that BCOM would be meeting in March. He expressed concern tiiat one of die 
international members on BCOM was Robin Riddihough of Canada. Given that Canada had notified 
NSF of dieir intent to wididraw from ODP, he felt tiiat diere might be procedural difficulties for 
Riddihougji at this meeting. Nowell then asked for suggestions on how best to deal with die problem. 

Heinrichs felt it was imperative tiiat all BCOM members have die expectation diat their country wil l 
be involved in the future of the program. EXCOM discussed the uncertainty of Canada's status and the 
membership of BCOM. Maxwell requested diat E X C O M name anotiier international partner 
representative to be a member of BCOM. Falvey wanted to wait imtil tiie Canadian withdrawal was 
official before asking Ridd ihou^ to resign. Rosendahl asked if there was an official Can/Aus position 
yet? Falvey could only darify diat Riddihough was on B C O M as die Can/Aus E X C O M alternate and 
declined to make further comment 

Discussion continued as to who should replace Riddihough and what the appropriate action was at . 
this time. Lancelot and Taira were considered and each would be approached by the E X C O M Chair to 
determine who could fulfill the BCOM responsibility in die event Riddihough steps down. 

2. Canadian ODP Participation 
E X C O M returned to a brief discussion of die status and future of Canadian partidpation in ODP. 

There was no new information on the status of die situation, but E X C O M wished to communicate to 
Canada their coiKem for Canada's future involvement 

Motion - Recognizing the value of the scientific contnlsutions Canada has made and continues to make 
the Ocean Drilling Program, the JOIDES Executive Committee urges Canada to make every effort to 
maintain its cun-ent participation. 

Rosoidahl proposed, Leinen seconded; vote: 14 in favor, 1 abstention, 1 absent 

3. Use of Existing Boreholes 
At the request of P C O M , EXCOM amended their previous 1987 motion regarding die use of existing 

DSDP and ODP boreholes. Interested parties would now be requested to contact and seek endorsement 
itom PCOM, duDu^ die JOIDES Office, prior to using DSDP or ODP holes. 

Motion - The JOIDES Executive Committee actively encourages the use of the Deep Sea Drilling Project 
and Ocean Orilling Program boreholes for scientific purposes by both the ON JOIDES Resolution and 
independent vessels through wireline re-entry. The drilling program h£ts historically sought to maintain 
a catalog of hole conditions for those sites with installed re-entry equipment in order to facilitate 
scientific planning, in order to maintain such a list and to protect JOIDES Interests in future use of 
these holes, the JOIDES Executive Committee requests that parties desiring to use any of these holes 
seek endorsement of the Planning Committee, through the JOIDES Office, prior to their use. In 
addition, a written report to the Science Operator on the state of the holes used is requested following 
the conduct of these experiments. We trust that all member institutions and governments will adhere to 
this agreement and will ensure that those announcements and reports are made in a timely fashion. 

Maxwell proposed, Duce seconded; vote: 15 in favoi-; 1 absent 
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4. Internationalization of the ODP Program Revisited 
Nowell returned to die issue of die internationalization of the core repository facility and after a brief 

discussion offered die following motion for EXCOM consideration: 

Motion - Given that EXCOM recommended that ODP/TAMU should retain responsibility for curation 
repositories through 1998, and, given that the program requires not only cost minimization but also 
scientific, logistic and intemational considerations, EXCOM requests ODP/TAMU : 

A) curate cores as appropriate for upcoming legs for an Interim pericxj until: 
B) quotes from any interested JOIDES members have been requested and received to provide 
curation and repository facilities. Criteria for evaluation will include overall operating cost minimization, 
performance, total cost including capital construction, and long-term scientific community benefit to 
the program. 

This request for quotes for curation and storage of new core will be promulgated by ODP/TAMU no 
later than 1 March 1993. Recommendations on the issue will be made by EXCOM in June 1993, 
based on evaluation by a panel of 3 EXCOM members in June 1993. 

Furthermore, EXCOM requests ail interested members to consider capital construction for repositories 
in the period 1998 onwards and will issue detailed procedures no later than June 1995. 

Nowell proposed, Falvey seconded. 
E X C O M discussed the wording of the motion and how best to select the members of the review 

committee. 
Kent wanted E X C O M to be aware that in December he believed LDEO had responded to a request for 

a bid for operations with die expanded storage space and, at that time, LDEO fdt that the issue was 
progressing along the lines of the recommendations made by JOI in their cover letter to LDEO. He 
wanted to know why EXCOM was revisiting the issue that had been settied in accordance with their June 
motion and why this process would be repeated. 

Beiersdorf felt there was another option that EXCOM could consider, instead of four repositories 
there could be three if diere was consolidation of all of the Atlantic cores in Germany. Raleigh reminded 
E X C O M that P C O M had recommended that core movement not be done. Lewis objected. PCOM's 
specific recommendation was that core should not be moved unless it was done properly and the 
problem widi diat was that it would be very expensive. 

Beiersdorf observed diat if the repository remains at LDEO, none of the recommendations of die 
Dorman Committee were being enacted. Hiis was an identified area of potoitial internationalization. The 
serious efforts toward internationalization were not being made here. The figures have not been seen yet 
from all interested parties. There was no evidence that it had to be more expensive. 

Dorman endorsed this motion. He saw this as an opportunity for internationalization. The current 
facilities were in need of enlargement and diere had been an informal E X C O M request for letters of 
intent Unfortunately, diis process had not been completed to die satisfaction of die German partner so he 
conduded by calling for a vote to more formally continue the internationalization process. 

Motion was then brought to a vote: 13 in favor. 1 opposed. 1 abstention. 1 absent 
5. JOIDES Panel Membership Issues 

a) Wording Changes to the Operating Procedures 
Nowell wi l l review the JOIDES Operating Procedures and identify wording changes diat wi l l be 

required to reflect die upcoming changes in die JOIDES Office and, if necessary, in Wfreline Logging 
Services; he indicated diat he would bring up die issue again in June, along with suggested changes. 
Dorman pointed out that the names of two JOIDES institutions, LDEO and Oregori, would also need to be 
changed. 

b) Panel Chairs and National Memberships 
Nowell asked for clarification on die issue of international partners claiming diat they were aititied 

to have an additional national representative appouited to an advisory panel when their primary 
representative becomes panel chair. 

Beiersdorf did not feel this was a good policy. He felt that die panel members were representing 
sdence on die panels and not coimbies. Heinrichs dted the MOUs do state diat a partner country was 
oitided to membership on the panels but diat putting an additional member on as an official 
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representative when another member becomes chair was bad precedent. Beiersdorf agreed and was 
afraid that particular national issues could be raised on the panels and diis would not be good. Lewis 
explained diat one reason he asked this issue to be raised at E X C O M was that this has already been done 
by several pands and PCOM wants guidance in how to deal with the issue. Briden emphasized that it 
was how the chair behaved and conducted themselves as chair and also as a national member of the 
committee, particularly on issues that require chairs to vote. Lewis felt that it was a very flexible system at 
present because, as experts, a country could have more than one member on a panel; it was the 
entitiement issue that needed darification. 

Consensus - It was agreed by EXCOM that countries were not entitled to an additional panel member 
when their representative member became chair of that panel. 

6. New Members 
Pyle presented Baker's report on possible new ODP memberships (Appendix 15). He stressed that the 

concerns over new members that E X C O M had in Jime had been greatiy complicated by die Canadian 
problems. Hie US State Department had been approached for seciiring Russian funding but this had been 

. unsuccessful. Similar reaction had been received from the other partners. The private Soros Foundation 
had also been approached but with no result cis yet Other potential partners that JOI had considered 
were: Asia, Africa, IOC/World Bank and an expanded ESF. Pyle and Lewis were going to New Zealand 
next week to visit and explore their interest in ODP. Lewis has gone to South Africa on a similar fact
finding tiip in October 1992. The question Pyle had for E X C O M was what should JOI do at diis point? 

Falvey was in favor of a coordinated effort. Depending on what Canada does, he said diat the 
Australian National Committee had audiorized action to be taken on finding partners for Australia in 
Asia. Falvey requested diat JOI coordinate with Australia on any approaches they might make to Asian 
countries concerning ODP membership. Pyle assured Falvey that JOI would cooperate fully in this 
endeavor. 

A discussion followed about the philosophy of approaching new members while existing members 
were not yet signed and settied. Maxwell felt that the strategy should be different, not centered on 
attracting new members but on strengthening existing contributions to the program from member 
countries. Briden disagreed, he was concemed that die existing membership was threatened and diis 
action was necessary to fill the gaps. To implement the process of finding new members, Briden 
suggested diat a three-person group be formed to carry this task forward. He nominated the JOI liaison 
(Baker or equivalent), Falvey, and Sartori for die task. The composition of this group would guarantee tiie 
coordination for the Can/Aus problem as well as pursuit of die ESF rumors of additional memberships. 
Briden speculated that the outcome could be a revised Can/Aus consortiimi of .85 of a full membership 
and an ESF consortiiun contributing 1.15 of a membership that could possibly be restructured into two 
full memberships, he wanted to see what could happen. 

Leinen was concemed about the longer term issues of membership at this stage in the program. She 
felt it was important to have a long-term strategy for membership issues; it should be more proactive in 
approaching countries/from a sdentific point of view as well as a political one. She urged E X C O M to 
rethink its strategy and solidt support from other sdentific groups, like JGOFS and WOCE, to develop 
sdentific support in other countries. 

Maronde brought up the issue of membership subsidies for the Russians. He wanted to know what 
the US position was; if Germany had some indication that NSF would spend money to support Russian 
membership, there might also be German support to fund this also. Heinrichs answered that after the 
ODP Council meeting in June a letter went out to all member countries asking for financial support for 
Russian membership. The UK, Japan, Canada and ESF all indicated that no international money would be 
available. The NSF could not fund a Russian membership in ODP, the budget was stinictured such diat 
funds were available only for support of sdence. However, the money could come from an assistance or 
aid budget, but the US State Department had not settied on what it would fund in aid to die former USSR. 
This issue had not been dedded as of the end of the Bush adminisbration and NSF had no indication what 
tiie new Ginton administration would do with this issue. 

Rosendahl asked about the possibilities of a South American consortium? Pyle only knew of Jamie 
Austin's efforts vntii the Hnker Foundation. Rosondahl stressied diiat Petrobras had a large and skilled 
population of South American geologists and JOI should consider possibilities of a consortium involving 
Brazil, Argentina, Chile and odier South American countries with marine research programs. 
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Dorman felt strongly that this issue was a first-order problem. The bottom line was diat it was 
essential for ODP to have six members. Looking toward 1998 and beyond, he wanted to see a broader set 
of peuticipants become involved now so that when planning for the future of the program there would be 
an adequate foundation for doing so. Dorman conduded by suggesting diat E X C O M take on diis task 
and appoint an ad hoc panel to put it into motion. 

Motion - EXCOM establish an ad/joc working group of four (JOI liaison - Baker, Australia - Falvey, ESF • 
Sartori, US member - Leinen or Rosendahl) to energize efforts to sustain and increase intemational 
partnership. 

Dorman proposed, Falvey seconded; vote: 13 in favor, 1 against, 1 abstention, 1 absent 
Raleigji wanted die discussion to return to the issue of ODP's sdentific impact on the community. He 

was concerned that die ODP was becoming too inward-looking and did not adequately address sdentific 
issues that were of interest to a wider sdentific community; in order to insure the long term survival of 
the program, Raleigh asserted that diere needed to be a way to direct the program to expand into 
sdentifically broader issues. In addition, Raleigh reminded EXCOM that there would be many new issues 
coming up within the next five years diat needed to be worked on soon; E X C O M needed a strategy for 
moving toward 1998 and beyond. He saw little effort to formalize die long range planning processes and 
proposed diat there be a concerted effort at the June EXCOM meeting to formalize EXCOM's long range 
sdence and strategy planning. 

Lewis agreed, stressing that P C O M wanted some long range planning directions for the sdence 
planning process. E X C O M needed to have a stirategy because it would involve budgetary considerations. 
P C O M wanted EXCOM to realize that if the long range strategy was for expanding the sdentific goals for 
the program to go beyond the operation of die single drillship, die JOIDES Resolution, die budgets must 
also increase in die long term to allow incorporation of alternate platforms. 

Discussion followed concerning die current five year commitment and the post-1998 planning, both 
sdentific and financial. Heinrichs warned that die current MOUs do contain a small budgetary increase, 
but there wil l not be a huge increase in present funding levels in this renewal period; partners were 
committed to an evaluation of die post-1998 direction of ODP. 

Nowell asked Raleigh if he would put some thought into formulating a report that carefully 
examined the issues of long range sdence planning and die strategies that would be necessary to carry 
the program successfully into die post-1998 era. R a l e i ^ agreed to do so with help horn Leinen and others 
and would report to EXCOM in June. 

Action - Raleigh to prepare a report for long-range science plan and long-range strategy. 

I T E M 5 4 5 . F U T U R E B U S I N E S S 

1. Dates and Places for Future EXCOM Meetings 
A . The next EXCOM meeting wil l be in College Station, Texas on June 22-24,1993 
B. The January meeting to be hosted by ORI, in Japan. The exact location was still undetermined, the 

likely dates were sometime in the last week of January, Taira wil l present further details on die meeting 
venue and dates at the June meeting. 

Nowell wanted to take the opportunity to recognize Kobayashi's many years of service to EXCOM, he 
would be retiring in die spring and this would be his last EXCOM meeting. 

Nowell also dianked Falvey for gradously hosting die meeting and field trijp. 

Meeting was adjourned. ,— _ - 12:30 PM 
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S E L E C T E D A C R O N Y M S A N D A B B R E V I A T I O N S 

ACQS Advisory Coramiaee on Ocean Sciences GCR Gulf Coast Repository 

ABW Antarctic Bottom Water GEOSECS Geochemicai Ocean Sections Study 

AGU American Geophysical Union GLOBEC Global Ocean Ecosystem Dynamics 

AMC axial magma diamber GOOS Global Ocean Observing System 

APC Advanced Piston Coter GSC Geoiogicai Survey of Canada 

ARC Australian Researdi Council GSGP Global Sedimenary Geology Program 

ARCSS Arctic System Sdence HRB hard-FOck guide base 

ASRC Advisory Structure Review Committee HRO hard-cock orientation 

ASTC Association of Sdence and Tedinology Centers IDAS isothermal decompression analysis system 

BGR Bundesanstalt iiir Geowissenscliaften und IFREMER Institut Fran̂ ais de Recherche pour 

Rohstofle I'Exploitation de la Mer 

BGS Britisli Geological Survey ILP International Lidiosphere Program 

BHA bottom-hole assembly IMF Institut Mediterraneen de Technologie 

BHTV borehole televiewer INSU Institut de Sdences de ["Univers 

BIRPS British Institutions Reflection Profiling InterRIDGE International Ridge Inter-Disdplinaiy Global 

Syndiate Experiments 

BMFT Bundemintsterium iiir Foischung und IOC Intergovernmental OceanbgraphicCommission 

Technologie IPOD International Phase of Ocean Drilling 

BMR Bureau of Mineral Resources IPR intellectual property rights 

BRGM Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres mis Incorporated Research Institutions for 

BSR bottom-simulating reflector Seismology 

CGC Canadian Geosdence Council JAMSTEC Japan Marine Sdence and Technology Center 

CHI cross-hole tomography JAPEX Japan Petroleum Expteration Company 

CORK 
cross-hole tomography 

JGOFS Joint Global Ocean Flux Studies 

CSDP Continental Sdentific Drilling Progiam JOIBOG JOI Board of Governors 

CSG Computer Services Group (ODP) KTB Ibntinentales Tielbohrprogtamm der 

CSl^ Camborne School of Mines (UK) Bundesrepubiik Deutschland 

CY calendaryear LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory 

DCB diamond core banei LAST lateral stress tool 

DCS diamond coring system LBL Lawrence Bedceley Laboratory 

DEA DiiDing Engineoing Association LDEO Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory 

DFG Deutsdie Foisdiung^gemeinschaft LIPS large igneous provinces 

DI-BHA DiiH-in bottom-hole assembly UtP Long Range Plan 

DOE Depanment of Energy mbsf meters bek>wseafloor 

DP dynamic positioning MCS multi-chatmei seismic 

DPG Detailed Planning Group MDCB motor-driven core band 

DRB diamond coiing system retractable bit system MMS Minerals Management Service 

ECB extended Core Band MOU memorandum of understanding 

ECOD ESF Consortium for Ocean Diiliing MOR mid-ocean ridge 

ECR East Coast Repository MRC Micropaleontoiogical Reference Center 

EEZ Exchisivie Economic Zone MST multi-sensor track 

EIiCO ESF Management Committee for ODP NAD North Adantic Deepwater 

EIS enviroimiental impact statement NADP Nansen Arctic Drilling Program 

EMR Department of Energy, Mines & Resources NAS National Academy of Sdences 

ENSO El Niiio Southern Oscillation NATRE NorthA Atlantic Tracer Release Experiment 

EPR East Pacific Rise NERC Natural Environment Research Council 

ESCO ESF Sdentific Committee for ODP NGDC National Geophysical Data Center 

ESF European Sdence Foundation NOAA National Oceanic & Atmospheric 

ETH Etdgenossidies Technische Hochschule, Adminisiraticxi 

^ c h ) NRC National Research Council 

FARA French-American Ridge Atlantic NSB National Science Board 

FCCSET Federal Coordinating Committee on Sdence NSF National Sdence Foundation 
Engineering & Technology . r NSERC National Sdence and Engineering Researdi 

FDSN Federation of Digital Seismic Networks Council (Canada) 

FNB formation micioscanner OBS ocean bottom seismometer 

FY fiscaiyear 1 i*ODIN Ocean Drilling Information Network 
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ODPC Ocean Drilling Program Council SOW Statement of Work 
OG organic geochemisuy STA Sdence and Technotagy Agency (of Japan) 
OMDP Ocean Margin Drilling Program SUSCOS Subcommittee on U.S. Coastal Ocean Sdence 
ONR Office of Naval Researdi TAMU Texas A & M University 
ORI Ocean Research Institute of Univ. of Tokyo TAMRF Texas A&M Research Foundation 
OSN Ocean Seismic Network TOGACOARE Tropical Ocean Global Experiment Coupled 
PCS pressure core sampler Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment 
PDC poiy-ciystalline diamond compact (drilling bit) TTO Transient Tracers in die Ocean program 
PEC Performance Evaluation Committee UDI Undeiseas Drilling, Incorporated 
PPI Producer Price Index USSAC US Scientific Advisory Committee 
RFP request for proposals USSSP US Science Support Program 
RFQ request for quotes VPC vibta-percussive corer 
RIDGE, Ridge Inter-Disciplinary Global Experiments VSP vertical seismic profile 

(US) WCR West Coast Repository 
ROV temotely-opetaied vehicle WCRP World Climate Research Program 
SCM sonic one monitor WG Working Group 
SCOR Scientific Committee on Ocean Research WHOI Woods Hole Oceanogiaphic Institution 
SCS singiediannel seismic WOB weight on bit 
SES adewall-entrysub WOCE World Ocean Circulation Experiment 
SNL Sandia National laiiaatory WSTP water sampler, temperature, pressure 
SOE Special Operating Expense (downhole tool) 

JOIDES Committees and Panels; 
BCOM Budget Committee PPSP Pollution Prevention and Safety Panel 
DMP Downhole Measurements I^ei SGPP Sedimentary and Geochemical PttKesses Paiiei 
EXCOM Executive Committee SMP Shipboard Meanuements Panel 
IHP Information Handling Panel SSP Site Survey Panel 
UTHP Lithosphete Panel S m i C O M Strategy Committee (disbanded) 
OHP Ocean History Panel TECP Tectonics Panel 
OPCOM Opportunity Committee (disbanded) TEDCOM Technokigy and Engineering Development 
PANCHM Buid Chairs Meeting Committee 
PCOM Planning Committee 

Detailed Planning Groups (DPG) and Working Groups (WG); 
DH-WG Data-Handling WG 
NAAG-DPG North Adantic-Atctk: Gateways DPG (disbanded) 
NARM-DPG Nonfa Atlantic Rifted Margins DPG (disbanded) 
OD-WG Ofito Drilling WG (disbanded) 
SL-WG Sea-LevdWG (disbanded) 
SWD-WG Shaikjw Water Drilling Working Group 

FY93 Programs; 
NAAG-I North Adaniic Arctic Gateways, liist leg (L^ 151) 
NARMNon-VokanicI North Adantic Rifted Margins non-vokanic, first leg (Leg 149) 
NJ/MAT New Jersey / Mkldle Atlantic Transect (Leg 130) 
304B deepening Hole 504B (L^ 148) 

FY94 Programs; 

NARMVolcanic-I Nonfa Adantic Rifted Margins volcanic, first leg (L^ 152) 
MARK Mid-Atlantic Ridge at Kane fracture zone (Leg 153) 
CeataRise Legl54 
Amazon Fan Legl55 
N. Baibadoes Ridge Legl56 
DCS Engineering Diamond Coring System engineering leg (Leg 157) 
TAG Trans-Atlantic Geotraverse Hydrodiermal Field (leg 158) . . 
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Appendbc 1.0 German ODP Structure 
Appendix 2 Future Ocean Drilling 
Appendbc 3.0 Timelines for renewal 
Appendu 3.1 FY93 NSF-ODP Resources and NSF-ODP Field Programs 
Appendix 3.2 , Additional Funding Activities 
Appendix 3.3 Distinguished Lecturer series -1992 & 1993 Series 
Appendbc 3.4 Site Survey Augmentation Program 
Appendix 3.5 Workshops and Results Symposia 
Appendix 3.6 JOI/USSAG Summer Research Program 
Appendices 4.0 - 4.1 .Jan 1993 Program Management Report - pages 1 & 2 
Appendix 4.2 Advisory Structure Review Committee 
Appendix 5.0 Science Operator Report Summary 
Appendix 5.1 Map of Cruise Legs 
Appendbc 5.2 Leg 144 Summary 
Appendix 5.3 ODP Leg 144 Hole Location Map 
Appendix 5.4 Leg 144 Time Distribution Chart 
Appendix 5.5 Leg 144 Results 
Appendbc 5.6 Leg 145 Summary 
Appendix 5.7 Leg 145 Site Location Map 
Appendbc 5.8 _ Leg 145 Time Distribution Chart 
Appendix 5.9 Leg 146 Results 
Appenciuc 5.10 Leg 146 Site Location Map 
Appendix 5.11 Leg 146 Time distribution Chart 
Appaidix 5.12 Leg 145 Results 
Appenciuc 5.13 Leg 147 Summary 
Appendbc 5.14 General Overview of Leg 144 -156 Staffing 
Appendix 5.15 Shipboard Participant Tally Legs 101 -147 
Appendix 5.16 „ Publications Summary - Dates of Publications 
Appendbc 5.17 Proceedings Volumes Produced each Fiscal Year 
Appenciix 5.18 „ ODP Samples Distributed per Year by all Repositories 
Appendix 5.19 „ ODP Samples Distributed per year by Repository 
Appendix 5.20 Information Services Group Organization Chart 
Appenciuc 521 _ Task Timelines for Computer/Database Upgrade REP 
Appendbc 5.22 — Core Repository Situation - Cost of Options 
Appendbc 5J23 _ Display of the ODP Program Sketch 
Appendbc 6.0 „ Wireline Logging Services EXCOM Report 
Appendix 6.1 -Recent Logging Operations 
Appendbc 6.2 _ Log Coverage of Legs 144 -146 
Appendbc 6 J Future Logging Operations Summary (Legs 148 -150) 
Appendix 6.4 _ Dovvnhole Systems Development Summary 
Appendbc 6.5 Other Operational Developments 
Appendbc 7.0 .„ „ PANCHIXS Recommendations 
Appendbc 7.1 .„ PANGH ODP Sdentific Output Recommendations 
Appendbc 7.2: :— — „ IHP Computer RFP Status 
AppCTdbc 8.0....... —Budget Options - 6 Int Partners (+ 7% inc. in partner support) 
Appendbc 8.1 .Budget Options - 6 Int. Partners (+ 7% inc in US & part sap.) 
Appendix S2 _ Budget Options - 7 International Partners 
Appendbc 8.3 ODP Budget Options - 5 International Partners (no Can/Aus) 
Appendices 8.4 - 8.7 „ ODP Budget Status Rqwrt 
Appendbc 8.8.— JOIDES Long Range Plan Budget vs. JOI Plan Budget 
Appendbc 9 „ JY94 Budget Planning 
Appendbc 10 „ „ Sdence Plan for FY94 
Appendbc 11.0 „..._ EXCOM Action Item for Alternate Platforms 
Appendbc 11.1... Otiier Platforms - Requirements 
Appendbc 112 . The scope of ODP 
Appendbc 12 „ — RFP for Ihtemational JOIDES Office Review Process 
Appendbc 13._ _ Logging RFP Status and Schedule 
Appendbc 14- -.Public Relations Strategy 
Appendbc 15 New Partners for ODP 
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BUDGET COMMITTEE REPORT 
8-10 March 1993, Washington, DC 

1. The Budget Committee met at JOI Inc., Washington, DC on 8 -10 March 1993. 
Members present were James Briden (Chair), James Austin, Yves Lancelot, Brian 
Lewis and Bruce Rosendahl. Tom Pyie and Ellen Kappel (JOI) attended. Phil 
Rabinowitz, Tim Francis and Rick McPherson (TAMU) and David Goldberg and 
Katherine Rodway (LDEO) attended for part of the meeting. 

2. B A C K G R O U N D 

2.1 Budget targets 

On directives from NSF, B C O M based its analysis and resulting recommendations 
on two alternative sets of target budget figures. 

Alternative A assumes 6 partners and a budget of $44.9 M , (i.e., that C A N - A U S 
membership continues as is). 

Alternative B assumes 5 partners and a budget of $41.9M. 

It was noted that the NSF budget for F Y 1994 was not yet firm and that the 6 
partner scenario is well below the Long Range Plan (LRP) target The following 
table shows the L R P and 6-parmer profiles from the 4-year plan developed by 
B C O M in January 1992, and the revised projections as of March 1993. 

m i FY93 EY24 F Y 9 ^ 
L R P profile 45.3 48.3 50.9 52.9 
6 partner profile 1992 43.2 45.4 48.0 50.0 
6 partner profile 1993 43.2 44.9 
5 partners 41.9 

In the 1992 B C O M report it was stressed that the L R P target figures were realistic i f 
goals were to be met with a program of a quality and innovation that the partners 
would support, and that some erosion of itifrastructure would occur at the lower 
figures. In this report this fear is realized. 

2.2 The FY1994-1998 phase and "internationalization" of ODP 

FY1994 is the first year of die second phase of ODP and B C O M noted that 
continuation beyond FY1998 is going to depend on scientific successes between 
now and FY1995-6, when program reviews will begin in earnest In this renewal 
phase T A M U will continue as Science Operator, L D E O (with assistance fi-om 
CRNS in France and U . Leicester in U.K.) wiU operate wireline logging services, 
and the JOBDES Office will be outside the U S A for the first time. Vital upgrades in 
data collection and databasing on the ship and ashore have been put up for 
international bid, and the East Coast Core Repository is also in the process of 
international bidding. These welcome modifications to the program were initiated 
by E X C O M , but they would entail cost increases. 
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2.3 FY1994 Science program 

The science program for FY1994 covers a wide range of science and innovative 
approaches. In particular, the plan includes drilling into an active (unsedimented) 
hydrothermal system, "CORKing" and instrumentation of holes to measure long-
term fluid flow in an accretionary wedge, use of an offset drilling strategy to study 
fundamental igneous processes, the first sea test of the DCS system with a 
rigorously designed and land-tested secondary heave compensation system, and use 
of speciaiized coring and drilling methods to study objectives relating to ocean 
history and sedimentary processes. Inevitably, the use of innovative methods to 
solve the science problems is expensive. Many of these drilling legs will use costiy 
special equipment requiring transportation and installation, examples being CORKs, 
bottom hole assemblies and the DCS system. 

2.4. B C O M approach 

B C O M noted with concern that with the present budget scenarios, the divergence 
between program goals and actual funding will deteriorate in future years. 
Therefore, B C O M recommends a dual strategy: 

• Short term 
- Maintain cutting edge science and innovation. 
- Tighten base budgets as far as possible, using efficiency and performance 

improvement to effect savings. 

• Long term 
- Apply concerted effort to find new funds or new structures that will result in 

new funds. 
- Rewrite the science objectives to be more consistent with reality. The Long 

Range Plan has served a purpose, but is no longer a realistic template for 
science prioritization. Recent emphasis on use of rewritten thematic white 
papers is encouraged. 

- If new funds are not forthcoming, then devise a slimmed-down operation with 
constrained science goals. 

SOE did not seem to be a very useful concept at this meeting (with the climate of 
budget shortfalls), so the term "innovation" was stressed instead. 

3. PROPOSALS TO B C O M 

3.1 The draft budgets proposed to B C O M were (with FY93 Program Plan for 
comparison):-

FY94 Proposed $ FY93 Program Plan $ 

T A M U 40,709,000 37,016,447 

L D E O 5,685,888 4,621,000 

JOVJOTDES 2.00L324 l.mOOQ 

T O T A L : 48396,212 43,197.447 
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The bids were therefore approximately $4^5 M above the target budget for FY94, 
which itself may not be attained due to uncertainty in the CiM^-AUS membership. 
The key contributions to this excess of demand over budget were: 

the enhanced logging and related deliverables proposed by L D E O and its 
partners in their successful response to RFP 92-2; 

the computing/databasing upgrade project; 

technical demands for difficult legs and engineering developments for the 
future; 

public relations (PR) initiatives known to be highly desirable; 

approximately 4% growth in salaries and related costs. 

3.2 Following preparatory Private Session, presentations were made by T A M U , L D E O 
and JOL B C O M next held a further Private Session to reach interim conclusions. 
These were then presented to the subcontractors and discussed with them. B C O M 
then proceeded to finalize this report 

4. RECOMMENDATIONS R E L A T I V E TQ $44,9 M B U D Q E T 

4.1 BCOM's summary recommendation is as follows (details and rationale are given in 
subsequent paragraphs):-

ProposedS Recommended $ 

T A M U Base 37,256,164 36,420,000 
Innovation! 3,452,836 2,020,000 

L D E O Base 5,153,213 4,500,000 
Innovation! 532,675 300,000 2 

joi/joEDEs \ 2m224 3 \mm 
Innovation! J 

TOTALS 48,396,212 44,900,000 

! In its recommendations, B C O M discontinued the use of the term Special 
Operating Expenses (SOE) that has been used in recent years in favor of 
"Innovation'*, which more accurately portinys the intent It is recognized that this 
description has been interpreted elastically! 

2 As described in section 4,3, B C O M was unable to recommend fimding of M X of 
LDEO's proposed SOEs but, in making its recommendation, wished to 
emphasize the innovation content of L D E O ' s base proposal. 
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3 The JOI proposal contained at least $96K of "innovation" concerning PR which 
B C O M was unable to recommend supporting due to the severe financial 
constraint on the operating program (see section 4.4). 

4.2 T A M U 

Following their policy of recent years, T A M U proposed a budget of which they 
identified 8.5% as SOE. 

SCIENCE OPERATOR FY94 PROPOSED BUDGET OUTLINE 

Base$ SOE$ 

Headquarters/Admin 2,049,153 100,000 

Science Services 3,235,955 227,836 

Drilling/Engineering 4,029,400 1,250,000 

Technical & Logistics 4,548,590 100,000 

Science Operations 1,030,361 300,000 

Information Services 1,132,017 1,425,000 

Ship Operations 21.230.688 50.000 

T O T A L 37,256,164 3,452,836 

G R A N D T O T A L $40,709,000 

Base Budget 

The contractors and the advisory structure, as represented at the meeting, were 
unanimous that it was imperative to maintain maximum innovation in the program 
despite evident severe financial constraint B C O M therefore investigated base 
budgets thoroughly and in the case of T A M U , reconmiended that approximately 
$850K of savings must be achieved. T A M U and JOI must tackle this speedily, 
because P C O M in April will need to address the consequences. B C O M advises that 
particular attention should be directed at: 

• capping publication costs close to FY93 level, for example by imposing new 
disciplmes on authors, as has recently been discussed at Panel level; 

• minimizing the cost increase at the East Coast Repository; 

• examining costs in the "Engineering Development" budget line; 

• negotiating economies with UDI, for example on air travel. 

But T A M U will have to scrutinize their operation across-the-board. Staffing 
economies are likely to be inevitable. T A M U should seek to preserve, as much as 
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possible, areas that have recently been strengthened in response to JOIDES 
recommendations (e.g., technical staffing aboard the drillship). 

InnQvatipn 

The major innovatory or special expenditures proposed by T A M U were expressed 
in their SOE proposals. As stated abready, B C O M responded to the unanimous 
view of aU present that innovation should be maintained to maximum extent, and 
considered these items line by line: 

Proposed $ Recommended $ 

DCS Leg 157 trial 690,000 690,000 

DCS Leg 157 shipping 100,000 100,000 

Computing/databasing project 1,425,000 600.000 

Drilling Supplies 560,000 560,000 

Shipboard Science Equipment 300,000 70,000 

Publications Equipment 188,000 

Public Relations (Exhibits) 100,000 . -

Bar-coding 40,000 -

Dry-dock preparation 50.000 -

T O T A L 3,453,000 2,020,000 

B C O M ' s view was that since the Leg 157 DCS test is make-or-break for this large, 
expensive project funding provision should be made in full . It took the same view 
on Drilling Supplies tiiat were judged essential for Legs 153,156 and 158; T A M U 
recognized that as planning progressed, some savings may be possible which 
B C O M recommended may be used to mitigate cutbacks in the T A M U base budget 

The computing/databasing project must go ahead and B C O M allocated as much as 
was available to start implementation. 

With additional approval of the "Real Time Navigation" request (up to $70 K),. 
which seems to have wide support from shipboard parties and JOIDES panels, the 
amount that B C O M could allocate to special items was exhausted. 

Therefore, the following requests remain unfunded: 

• exhibits to publicize ODP in member countries; 

• equipment for publications branch which B C O M regarded as premature in 
relation to the computing/databasing project and revision of publication 
policies; 

• shipboard science equipment and a bar-coding system for cores and inventory; 
and 
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• dry-dock preparation. 
4.3 L D E O 

The L D E O budget was presented as a response to an RFP (92-2) issued by JOI Inc. 
for a new conti-act for wireline services. B C O M recognized tiiat tiiis proposal called 
for a new approach, and that the corresponding Statement Of Work included new 
developments both in technological and managerial approaches. The result was an 
ambitious proposal emphasizing the usage of new and better tools as well as an 
international dimension. 

WIRELINE SERVICES OPERATOR PROPOSED B UDGET FOR FY94 

$ 
L D E O Base budget 1,703,138 
Schlumberger subcontract 2,421,861 
B H T V subcontract 25,000 
Rockworks subcontract 56,495 
CNRS-LGQ/IMT subcontract 349,949 
Univ. Leicester subcontract 349,989 
Overhead costs 66,250 
Tool insurance 180,530 
On-line data base 177,505 

Engineering Development CentiB 355.170 

T O T A L 5,685,887 

L D E O Base Budget 

Because of the nature of the RFP and the response of L D E O , this budget does not 
separate the "innovative" aspects from the base budget Nevertheless, B C O M tried 
to estimate, from the description of various tasks and tools, what would be 
considered "base" and what "innovation". 

In the Schlumberger subconoact, B C O M noted that the "Back-off and Severing" 
service previously tmder T A M U ' s responsibility was now included in the L D E O 
contiract B C O M referred the issue to JOI for resolution. The inclusion of M A X I S in 
the new contract is recognized as an essential part of the new approach for 
improving the quality of the logs as well as for data handling. Among the other 
subcontracts, the Borehole Televiewer (BHTV) appears to be used only for special 
projects and is judged to be of limited usage at this time. B C O M recommends that 
this subcontract be ternunated. The creation of two European specialized processing 
centers is a positive step toward internationalization of operations and will allow 
tapping of new resources, both human and technical. 

Because of funding pressure, the base budget was capped at $4.8 M . Noting the 
addition of new personnel in the two European centers, B C O M recommended that 
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the base budget be reexamined thoroughly, with special attention to possible 
reductions in staffing at L D E O . 

Although recognizing the enhancement of capabilities brought to the program by 
the choice of logging tools included in the Schlumberger subcontract B C O M 
nevertheless recommended that L D E O scrutinize that subcontract in order to save 
approximately $100K. 

Innovations 

B C O M was impressed by the innovative content in the Schlumberger subcontract 
and the separation of $300K in the table in section 4.1 reflects this. 

Enhancements for on-line databasing and an Engineering Development Center diat 
JOI had requested in the RFP could not be funded. Nevertheless, B C O M 
.recommended that L D E O seek ways to integrate logging data handling, both 
shipboard and shorebased, with the new data handling system to be developed at 
T A M U for core data. This aspect is considered an essential step toward efficient 
core-log data integration. 

4.4 JOFJOIDES 

JOI 

Proposed $ 

770,085 

Recommended $ 

621,000* 

G & A 361,188 298,000 

JOIDES Advisory Services 

OfBce 370,673 360,000 

Travel 45,000 45,000 

Journal 58,000 40,000 

Panel Chair Support 125,000 25,000 

Data Bank zj\m 27;.000 

T O T A L $2,001324 $1,660,000 

includes $50,000 for PEC-IV, but see below 

JOI had asked for several PR enhancements, in line with recent E X C O M discussion 
and its endorsement of PEC-HI recommendations. While recognizing the potential 
value of these enhancements, B C O M declined to include any of them, in order to 
maintain the focus on both scientific and engineering innovation, and preservation 
of the FY94 Program Plan. 

Although JOI requested an appropriation for establishment and support of PEC-IV, 
B C O M suggested that JOI negotiate with NSF for a delay, in order to give recent 
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program developments (e.g., die new LDEO logging contract the JOEDES Office 

move to the U.K. , and the JOEDES Advisory Structure Review Committee report) 

time for proper integration into ODP. 
B C O M referred the issue of salary support of thematic panel chairs to national 
funding agencies. 
B C O M suggested that production of a new "Guide to the Ocean Drilling Program" 
be incorporated into a "normal" 3-issue year of JOIDES Journal production. 

5. IMPLICATIONS OF BUDGET REDUCTION TQ $41.9 M 

Following discussion with subcontractors on scenarios for reaching the upper level 
target figure of $44.9M provided by NSF, B C O M went on to consider the 
alternative target of $41.9M, necessitated by potential absence of the C A N - A U S 
contiibution from ODP for FY94. B C O M noted that the lower figure represented a 
shortfall of $6.4M from the budget level projected in the LRP. There are various 
options, but certain immediate consequences are inevitable, even if this is only a 
one year cut: 

• revision of the Science Plan to more limited objectives; 

• reduction or elimination of technical innovation; 

• a further cycle of evaluation among P C O M , B C O M and probably E X C O M in a 
matter of weeks. 

One example would include: 

• deletion of all O D P - T A M U SOE's for FY94 ($2.02M); 

• re-review of the FY94 Program Plan by the JOIDES Advisory Structure, with a 
view to modifications narrowing the scope of the proposed science, pro()ably 
focusing on those legs not impacted by SOE deletion (above) - e.g., 154-Ceara 
Rise, 155-Amazon Fan; 

• emphasis on data acquisition throughout all coring and logging aspects of ODP, 
at the expense of all aspects of processing, interpretation and information 
dissemination. 

B C O M emphasizes the mid- and-longer term deleterious and potentially fatal 
impact that such a budget reduction would have on ODP. 

6. LONG TERM ISSUES 

It was evident to B C O M that budgetary projections contained in the Long-Range 
Plan have become obsolete under the revenue scenarios which now seem to prevail. 
Either the Long-Range Plan should be reformulated or there need to be radical 
changes made to the overall funding or operation of the drilling program. 

There are two main parts to the problem. The first pertains to a growing gap 
between the needs and expectations of the science that drives ODP and the financial 
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resources that will apparently be available. B C O M unanimously agrees that 
innovation associated with new science and teclmology is essential to the health and 
welfare of ODP, now and into the future. It must be emphasized that die cuts 
reported here are occurring at a time when scientific and technological innovations 
should be advancing. In spite of these cuts, B C O M believes that the basic F Y 1994 
science plan has been preserved by insisting on base-budget reductions, while 
retaining as much innovative expenditure as possible. Such an approach cannot be 
continued in subsequent years without detrimental and possibly irreversible 
consequences to ODP. 

The second part of the problem is lack of revenue, which has not kept pace with 
even the most conservative expectations. The problem has been exacerbated this 
year by the C A N - A U S dilemma, but is a chronic one relating to continued lack of 
new partners. A renewed, vigorous effort to attract new partners is essential if 
vitality of the Program is to be maintained. E X C O M members must apply some 
innovative thinking to this problem and P C O M scientists are urged to assist in the 
process. The standard approach of simply soliciting new partners either is not 
working or is not being pursued with enough vigor. It has been assumed that 
significantly increasing membership dues is not a viable option for increasing the 
overall budget and could, in fact have the opposite effect This assumption should 
be reviewed. 

Data management and networking, both widiin and between shorebased facilities 
and the drillship, and between T A M U and LDEO, are long-term issues. There is a 
consensus that progress must be made in these regards. Sliding toward the 
backwaters of data management in an age when technology for innovation is 
advancing rapidly, is not appropriate for a high-visibility, international project such 
as ODP. 

The Diamond Coring System appears to have reached the do-or-die stage, both 
operationally and financially. The consequence of continuing the DCS program if 
had and sea tests are successful will be increased budgetary pressure for additional 
development and deployments. A successfid DCS program probably means 
increased expenditures in the fiiture, and budgets need to anticipate these 
expenditures. 

Another example is the growing budgetary problem in regard to burgeoning 
publication. The root cause appears to be increased page numbers arising in part 
from increased scientific productivity. Page limits on manuscripts, and limits on the 
number of manuscripts, need to be considered by P C O M and other panels before 
this problem gets out of hand. The use of computer disc technology to replace 
and/or augment certain aspects of volume presentation also needs to be examined. 

If revenues cannot be increased to reduce significantiy the gap between science 
plans and fiscal resources in subsequent years, then consideration will have to be 
given to reformulating science plans. The key issue is, of course, defining a viable, 
justifiable, ongoing science program that matches financial resources. It is not the 
purview of B C O M to specify whetiier this means focusing on particular objectives 
in order to achieve "selective excellence". But it is dear that the future of the 
Program will be jeopardized if a "business-as-usual" stance is maintained. 
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7. A C T I O N 

B C O M requests JOI to complete discussions with the subcontractors, compatible 
with the recommendations in this report by mid-April so that the JOIDES advisory 
structure can consider the consequences beginning at PCOM 26 April 1993. This is 
essential for timely completion of the FY94 Program Plan. This and the longer term 
issues raised in this report should be addressed at the E X C O M and ODP Council 
meetings in June 1993. 

Washington, DC 
16 March 1993 
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Appendix 1 
B U D G E T C O M M I T T E E 

8 -10 M A R C H 1993 

A G E N D A 

(Preparation) D A Y 1 

1 (O) Introduction; approval of agenda 

2 (P) Identification of Major Issues 

(a) Review of report of 1992 B C O M , and update 

(b) JOI advice 

(Presentations from subcontractors/contractor) 

3 T A M U 

4 L D E O 

5 JOI/JOIDES 

(Conclusions and preparation of report) D A Y 2 

6 (P) Private Session: Irutial Conclusions 

7 (O) Discussion witii operators 

8 (P) Preparation of report 

9 Editing and finalization D A Y 3 
a.m. 

Items O are open to all subcontiactors 

Items P arc B C O M private sessions 

Items 3 - 5 are for B C O M with each presenter in tum^ 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

JOIDES PLANNING COMMITTEE SPRING MEETING 

Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, Palisades, New York 
A p r i l 26 - 28, 1993 

LONG RANGE PLANNING 

P C O M Motion 1993A-1: Four Year Plan 

The Ocean Drilling Program is thematically driven, as generally detailed in the Long-Range Plan and 
White Papers presented by the program's thematic panels. In order to address some of those themes 
which are considered of high priority by the advisory panels, and to provide for the development of 
necessary technology to achieve drilling targets, PCOM sets the direction of the drilling vessel for the 
next four years as follows: 

a) In the remainder of FY93, confirmed as the current program plan (PCOM winter 91). 
b) In FY94, confirmed as the program plan approved at the December 1992 PCOM meeting in 

Bermuda, noting that the precise location of the DCS test leg (157) may change and that, if the 
DCS testing is eliminated from the FY1994 schedule, drilling at TAG (Leg 158) will occur as 
Leg 157. This program plan is designed to address aspects of rifted margin evolution, the 
development of oceanic lithosphere at ocean ridges, Neogene paleoceanography, and the 
evolution of deep sea fans and acaetionary prisms. 

c) The furtiier investigation of diese and odier hiĝ i priority themes including, but not confined 
to, sea-level change, high-latitude paleoceanography, fluid circulation in the lidiosphere, 
carbon cycle will continue to define the track of the drillship. At present highly ranked and 
drillable proposals which address such themes exist for the North and South Atlantic Oceans, 
the Caribbean, the Gulf of Mexico, the Mediterranean, Norwegian, Labrador and the Red 
Seas, the SW Indian Ocean and the East Pacific. These, at present, confine the likely 
operatior\al areas of the drillship for FY95 and FY96. 

d) PCOM encourages the submission of proposals for any ocean which address those higji 
priority diemes appropriately investigated by ocean drilling. 

Proposals received before 1 January 1994 that are subsequently h i ^ y rai\ked have the potential to 
modify the FY1996 and subsequent ship brack. 

P C O M Consensus 1993A-2: Long Range Planning (beyond 1998) 

In preparation for proposing a renewal of ODP beyond 1998, PCOM identified the following two 
tasks as being required by 1995. 

1. A proposal describing the principal scientific goals of post-1998 drilling. 
2. A paper describing platform requirements and options to aclueve the science goals. 

To accomplish task 1, PCOM assigns a subcommittee, consisting of the PCOM Chair (Lewis) and next 
PCOM Chair (Kidd) to work with the thematic panel liaisons to direct d\e writing of White Papers by 
ihe thematic panels that can form the basis for task 1. 

To accomplish tzisk 2, PCOM assigns a subconunittee consisting of PCOM Chair (Lewis) and next 
PCOM Chair (Kidd) to initiate work on this task. 

PCOM expects tliat in executing diese tasks the subcommittees will make maximum use of e-mail and 
they will present synopses of these papers iat the August 1993 PCOM meeting. 
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FY94 SCIENCE PROGRAM PLAN ACTIONS 

PCOM Motion 1993A-3: Leg lS7 
PCOM, in light of recent Hess Deep experience, recognizes the importance of photo coverage in the 

vicinity of any site scheduled for deployment of a HRGB. PCOM, in order to prepare properly for Leg 
157, endorses a plan of action to attempt to acquire this coverage during an upcoming survey of the 
Vema FZ transverse ridge. The JOIDES Office will help the PI of the program with diat effort. 

PCOM Consensus 1993A-4: Leg 158 
PCOM consensus was not to use the TAG leg to CORK hole 395A. 

ADVISORY STRUCTURE REVIEW COMMITTEE R E P O R T 

PCOM Consensusl993A-5: Advisory Structure Review Committee Report 
PCOM has received the #3 draft of the ASRC report PCOM finds within the report many beneficial 

recommendations, but also some recommendatiorw tiiat it wants to examine in greater detail. 
PCOM requests after the report is formally received by EXCOM, that it be referred to PCOM for 

detailed comment. 
PCOM set up a subcommittee consisting of Von Rad, Austin, Kidd, Taylor and Lewis to coordinate 

PCOM responses. 

ACTIONS TAKEN IN REGARDS TO THE FY94 B U D G E T AND PENDING R F P S AND 
R F Q S 

PCOM Motion 1993A-6: FY94 Budget Shortfall 
PCOM considered the impact of .financial shortfcills in the period FY 1994 and beyond stemming from 

reduction or loss of the Can-Aus contribution. 
1) In the event of a one-time shortfall of $1 million, PCOM sees no choice but to delay DCS 

development and engineering Leg 157 into FY 1995. 
2) If there is to be no contribution from Can-Aus at all, the program will be xmable to continue 

in its present form. Radical reorientation of scientific and technological objectives would be 
necessary. PCOM discussed potential deleterious consequences to logging and tool 
developmmt, bare-rock lithospheric and accretionary prism drilling, computer upgrades, 
publications, and the scale of scientific participation in program planning. 

3) Since these consequences are unacceptable to large segments of our constituent commxmity, it 
is imperative that current Can-Aus efforts to find financial support be successful. PCOM 
stands ready to support those efforts. 

4) Even if continuing Can-Aus participation in ODP is successful, ODP presentiy lacks the funds 
necessary to carry out the program outlined in the Long-Range plan. 

5) PCOM therdbre wishes to assist EXCOM in its efforts to attract a broader international base 
for scientific ocean drilling. 

PCOM Motion 1993A-7: Deep Drilling RFQ 
PCOM recognizes the importance of deep drilling for ODP, particularly for anticipated continuation 

of operations beyond 1998. However, given severe present fiscal restrictions, PCOM cannot recommend 
to fund any of ttie responses to the RFQ recentiy issued by ODP-TAMU in consultation with TEDCOM. 
PCOM encourages TEDCOM to pursue the initiative on its own, by augmenting its existing expertise as 
required. 

PCOM Motion 1993A-8: I« Situ Pore Fluid Sampling RFP 
PCOM appreciates that sampling of pore fluids in low permeability rocks is of importance to several 

thematic panels. However, the poor prospects for success and the budgetary constraints, preclude 
issuing an RFP for evaluation of the feasibility of sampling pore fluids at this time. PCOM recommends 
that the DMP either use or acquire panel expertise to address this issue or to seek funding from other 
sources for the RFP. 
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PCOM ACTIONS TAKEN ON JOIDES ADVISORY PANEL RECOMMENDATIONS 
PCOM Motion 1993A-9: BCOM / DMP Request for Review of RFP Specification and Review Procedures 

To ensure tiiat the interests of the JOIDES advisory structure are fully represented in all contracts let 
by JOI Inc. or it subcontractors that involve important new directions, the PCOM Chair should be 
directly involved with JOI Inc. in the specification of RFPs and nomirmtion of reviewers. 

PCOM Action 1993A-10: TECP Core Orientation Recommendation 

PCOM referred the TECP core orientation recommendation to both DMP and SMP for their opinions 
on what to do and how to implement this recommendation. DMP/SMP recommendations in regards to 
core orientation are to be presented to PCOM at the December annual meeting.. 

JOIDES Office Action: SGPP / UTHP Proposal Updating Recommendation 
The JOIDES Office will make an effort to improve the process of updating proposals for non-revised 

proposals nearing the three year age limit by working with proponents of these proposals to meet the 
JOIDES thematic panels recommendations. 

PCOM Motion 1993A-U: SGPP PCS Recommendation 
PCOM recognized the critical importance of the Pressure Core Sampler (PCS) for studies of in situ 

sediment conditions, including but not limited to capture of dathrates. However, PCOM remains 
concerned about the sporadic success of the instrument to date, and the complete lack of information 
concerning progress on design and construction of a lab diamber for transfer of pressurized core into 
an environment more amenable to analysis. PCOM requests SGPP to investigate the latter, for a report 
back to PCOM at its 1993 annual meeting. 

A. Mix Action - OH? Recommendation - Carbonate Autosampler 
Alan Mix will investigate tfie OHP recommendation on the carbonate autosampler, he will talk to 

Peggy Delaney and report back on this issue to PCOM at the August meeting. 
PCOM Consensus 1993A-12: LITHP White Paper Revision 

PCOM fully endorses tiie approach and schedule taken by LITHP in their White Paper. The PCOM 
Chair will contact the UTHP Chair to ensvue that the objectives of the White Paper are consistent with 
the PCOM discussion. 

PCOM Action 1993A-13: IHP Data Management Recommendation 
PCOM referred the concerns of IHP vriih regards to the interim capture and curation of data to the 

Computer RFP Evaluation Committee to review. PCOM Chair will ask the RFP Evaluation Committee 
to come up with a report contairting specific recommendations on how to deal with this problem for the 
August PCOM meeting. 

PCOM Motion 1993A-14: IHP Publications Recommendation -IRScSR Size 
Considering the trend for increase in the size of both Initial Results and Scientific Results volumes, and 

a corresponding increase in the costs of publication. PCOM recommends that TAMU negotiate the size 
of voliunes with co-duefe before each leg, widi a review after each leg, when an assessment of .scientific 
output can be made. PCOM eiKOurages publication of data on CD-ROM to reduce printed pages. 
Establishing an across-the-board page limit for either IR or SR is discouraged, to maintain flexibility. 

PCOM Consensus 1993A-15: IHP Publications Recommendations - SR Submission Deadline 
PCOM was not in favor of implementing IHFs recommendation for a 40 month submission deadline 

as policy. PCOM preferred to leave the 36 month post-cruise publication deadline in place. 

PCOM Action 1993A-16: TEDCOM DCS Leg 157 Planning Recommendation 
PCOM will reconsider in August the issue raised by TEDCOM concenung DCS hardware placement 

prior to Leg 157. 
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JOIDES COMMITTEE/PANEL MEMBERSHIP CHANGES , 
PCOM Motion 1993A-17: Personnel Changes 

PCOM endorsed all personnel changes in panel membership, panel chairs and PCOM liaisons 
presented at the April 1993 PCOM meeting. 

SGPP SMP 
R. Sarg to replace N. Christie-Blick J. Gieskes to replace K. Moran as Chair 

'r£(3P J. Parizo to replace J. King 
J. Stock to replace T.Atwater J. Whelan to replace M . Mottl 
A. Robertson to replace E. Moores as Chair. SSP 

L i j U P D. Toomey to replace G. Moore 
A, Sheehan to replace T. Brocher 
A. Fisher to replace D. Moos 
K. Gillis to replace S. Humphris 

PCOM Consensus 1993A-18: ODP-LDEO Liaison to the Computer RFP Evaluation Committee 
PCOM endorsed, by consensus, the designation of Dave Goldberg as a liaison to the Computer RFP 

Evaluation Committee to foster interaction (except that he will be excluded from situations involving 
cor\flict of interest). 

PCOM Consensus 1993A-19: Canadian Co-Chief 
PCOM endorsed, by consensus, the nomination of Dave Piper (Canada) as Co-Chief Scientist for Leg 

155 (Amazon Fan). 

PCOM Consensus 1993A-20: Susan Humphris Retiring from LITHP Chair 
On behalf of the JOIDES advisory structure, PCOM expresses its considerable appreciation for tfie 

excelloit job that Susan Humphris performed as chair of the Lithosphere Panel and wishes her well in 
her position at the RIDGE office and co-chief designate of Leg 158. 

PCOM Consensus 1993A-21: John Malpas Retiring from PCOM 
On behalf of the JOIDES advisory structure and the entire ODP community, PCOM expresses its deep 

appreciation to John Malpas for the time and energy he has put into PCOM, the Long Range Plan, and 
the numerous committee and panels he has attended over tfie years. PCOM recognizes tliat his 10 year 
commitment to the program has contributed immeasurably to its success. 

OTHER MISCELLANEOUS ACTION ITEMS 

PCOM Chair Action - Proposal Review Inquiry 
PCOM Chair to consult witfi an FDSN representative (Dziewonski/Purdy) about the proposal for die 

emplacement of a borehole seismometer (proposal # 431). 
JOIDES Office Action - Science Program Publicity 

JOIDES Office will submit Ae FY94 schedule and Four Year Plan for Publication in EOS. 
JOIDES Office Action - August 1994 Meeting 

The JOIDES Office will poll PCOM for interest in having the August 1994 meeting in Iceland, possibly 
to include a field trip to Greenland. 

PCOM Chair Action - PCOM Liaison Duties 
PCOM Chair to notify Brian Taylor he should plan to attend the fall TECP meeting as PCOM liaison -

Hans Christian Larsen will be unable to attend. 
C M^vel Action - Russian Request for ODP Speakers and Information From Leg 147 & 148 

Catherine M6vel (Leg 147) will investigate the possibility that she and another scientist from Leg 148 
can travel to Russia to give presentations on results of those legs. 
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D R A F T MINUTES 
JOIDES P L A N N I N G C O M M I T T E E M E E T I N G 

P A L I S A D E S , N E W Y O R K 
A P R I L 26 - 28, 1993 

Monday, April 26,1993 . 9:00 AM 

Item 987. Initial Business 
1. Introduction of P C O M members, liaisons and guests 

The meeting was called to order by Lewis and introductions were made. Lewis thanked Roy 
Schlische from Rutgers University for leading a field trip to the Newark Basin on Sunday, everyone who 
attended agreed that the trip was a great success. 

2. Approval of the Agenda for the April P C O M Meeting 
Lewis reviewed the agenda for the meeting and outlined the major items to be addressed at die 

meeting, Lewis intended to have a review and vote on all motions on Wednesday afternoon. PGOM 
agreed that voting on motions should be moved up to Wednesday morning in recognition of the fact that 
many PCOM members would be leaving early on Wednesday. 

PCOM approved the revised agenda for the April meeting. 

Fox proposed, Nadand seconded; vote: 16 yes. 

3. Apjproval of Minutes from the December P C O M Meeting 
1. Kidd requested a change on p. 44: change "the" to "sufficient". 
2. Sager requested a change on p.49: change the sense of an ambiguous sentence to specify that "it" 

ttie RFP and not the working group. 
3. Francis requested a change on p. 56: delete the sentence I t was the first time a hole " 
4. Berger requested a change on p. 39: delete the second soitence of the SGPP report 

PCOM approved the revised minutes of the December 2-4,1993 meeting in Bermuda. 

Nadand proposed, von Rad seconded; vote: 16 yes. 

Item 988. OOP Liaison Reports 
1. NSF 

Mal£ait began his report by revievnng the NSF budget situation (Appendix 1.0). He was sorry to. 
report Ointon's economic stimulus package, which included $ 241M for NSF, would have brought NSFs 
budget to die requested FY94 level. Unfortunately, the Qinton package failed to pass through Congress; 
the jRnal FY94 budget was still in Congress. 

Status of Renewal Activities - MOUs 
Malfeit reported that MOU renewal activities were moving along (Appendix 1.1); the UK had signed, 

Germany was in the process of signing, Japan should be prepared to sign in May, and die ESF signing 
date would be known soon, Can/Aus status was unknown and France's signing date had not yet beein 
set M6vel clarified diat IFREMER had been waiting the French elections to be completed—to see if their 
budget would be there; die budget was now in place and France would sign in early Jime. 

Contra cts 
Malfait reported tiiat JOI and NSF were negotiating a new contract NSF had completed 

"administrative" review of the 1994 Program Plan, die plan was siubmitted with a $ 44.9 M budget—this 
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was a six partner scenario. Malfait stressed that this budget was unlikely to stand without the sixth 
(Can/Aus) partner. In his opinion, the budget uncertainty would probably not be resolved until June. 

Other Items 

Malfait concluded his report by summarizing other items of NSF business that related to ODP 
(Appendix 12). These included: (1) the USSAC program being reviewed this summer, (2) 1994 field 
programs, (3) drilling of holes onshore New Jersey as part of the Leg 150 transect program, (4) Beth 
Ambos would be departing NSF in July—^NSF was looking for a replacement, (5) NSF would be moving 
to northern Virginia in the fall of 1993. 

C^Xtqdia:;! Fundi;ng Sitaatjio^ 
At this time Malpas asked to report on Canada's funding situation. He briefly reviewed the history of 

events that had occurred since November leading up to the present Canadian situation. Malpas explained 
the ODP funding structure in Canada and detailed efforts in die Canadian ODP community to restore 
funding after the decision to cut ODP funding in Canada was announced in December. 

Malpas had recently been elected Chair of the Canadian ODP Council. The Council had been working 
hard to get the money to continue Canadian membership from Canadian government sources. There had 
been efforts made to solicit funds from an internal Canadian partner—i.e. from provincial governments 
such as Nova Scotia, New Brunswick or Newfoundland. Petroleum companies had also been approached. 
Another cdtemative for funding was finding a third partner for Can/Aus. This option had been 
postponed until all Canadian sources of funding were exhausted; this, Malpas explained, was In order to 
be able to negotiate fairly with potential partners. 

Malpas concluded by saying that it was unlikely that Canada would have anj^thing definite to report 
about money by June. The Canadian Cotindl would be meeting after the PCOM meeting and would 
disaiss the tfurd-partner option. Malpas was hopeful that there would be good news by the August 
PCOM. 

2. JOI Inc. 

Pyle reviewed the ODP-related activities at JOI since the last PCOM meeting (Appmdix 2.0). Two 
RFPs had been completed, one for die JOIDES Office to ti\e UK in FY95 and one for die logging 
subcontract to LDEO. Pyle reported diat die Advisory Structure Review Committee (ASRC) had met witii 
TEDCOM in March and issued a revised draft report after diat meeting. JOI had completed the draft of 
the FY94 Program Plan according to BCOM's recommendations; NSFs comments on die dooiment were 
under review. Pyle noted diat die Program Evaluation Committee (PEC) was postponed from FY94 to 
FY95. Contract renewal negotiations continue between JOI and NSF. There would also be negotiations 
between JOI and its subcontractors, the meeting dates for diose negotiations were to be announced. Pyle 
announced diat JOI had received a grant, through NERC, from die Royal Society to support Russian 
scientists. The JOI/NERC grant was one-time money in Pounds and it was intended to support sea-going 
Russian scientists. 

Pyle showed last year's budget and die projected FY94 budget for ODP (Appendix 2.1). He pointed 
out die shortfalls from the LRP budget projections. Pyle then reviewed the FY94 SOEs diat were funded 
by BCOM (Appendix 2.2), die list included: hard rock guidebases, DCS, DCS shipping, 
computer/database upgrade and a real-time shipboard navigation system. There was also the possibility, 
depending on the outcome of the Can/Aus situation, that anodier $ 3 M would need to be cut from the 
budget If these cuts needed to be made there would be another meeting of BCOM iri June. 

Kegk Rgpprt 
Pyle read excerpts (Appendix 23) concerning ODP from die National Academy of Science's Solid 

Earth Sciences and Society Report f Keck Report"). These comments were very positive about ODFs 
contribution to earth sciences. Copies of the report were available from the National Academy Press. 

JOI was organizing publication of a special issue of Oceanus devoted to die 25th anniversary of ODP, 
publication was planned for January 1994. Pyle outlined die content of die issue (Appendix 2.4) and 
requested suggestions and volunteers to help with this imdertaking. Austin asked about the cost of this 
activity? Pyle replied diat JOI was negotiating costs and he went on to explain that he saw this as a 
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minimum-cost remnant of JOl's PR program—something Uiat EXCOM had wanted JOI to do but had 
been cut by BCOM. PCOM discussed the cost, circulation and content of material presented in Oceanus. 

3. Science Operator 
Leg 147 
Frands gaye an overview of Leg 147 drilling at Hess Deep and explained the drilling operations that 

occurred on the leg, including problems widi lost and damaged hardware (Appendices 3.0 - 3.2). Francis 
reported that the offeet drilling strategy had been expensive due to lost hardware (Appendix 3.3). 
However, 122 m of core was recovered out of 545 m penetrated—a very good ratio for this type of leg—so 
the expense may pay off scientifically. Mevel countered that she did not think it was the offset drilling 
strategy tfiat lead to equipment loss but rather the environment of drilling. 

PCOM then discussed the causes of equipment loss on diis leg and implications for future legs and 
budgets. There was concern about site survey deficiencies and die discussion examined if existing 
guidelines were sufficient to prevent similar problems from happening in die future. Kidd assured PCOM 
that SSP would have a full post-cruise review of site survey problems on die leg at its next meeting. 

Mgl48 
Frands reported on the drilling progress on Hole 504B during Leg 148 (Appendices 3.4 - 3.5), die 

coring operations deepened the hole by 111 m before die drill string became stuck. After a day and a half 
of fishing, drilling was abandoned until additional jars arrived—they had to be emergency-shipped to the 
JOIDES Resolution. In the meantime, a new hole (896A) was started. After the jars arrived, the BHA was 
recovered and a 3 m fish was left in the hole widi 15 m of rubble above it 

Austin wanted to know why the proper jars were not on board, TAMU had been directed to have an 
extensive inventory of fishing tools on board for diis leg. Francis said diat the fishing tool inventory on 
board had beai a cost issue. 

Leg 14? 
Francis reviewed the status of Leg 149 drilling, die cruise was stUl in progress (Appendix 3.6). He was 

sorry to report that there had been several problems at site IAP-4 with both drilling and logging; 
equipment had been lost and none of the holes at IAP-4 were logged. The worst news was that on April 
24di, at IAP-2,123 stands of pipe were lost in rough weadier (est value $500,000). Francis explained that 
6180 m of pipe were still left on board but dus was not quite long enough to achieve basement objectives 
at IAP-2. As a result, proposed site IAP-6 was selected as the alternate site where basement could be 
achieved with the remaining pipe and a new re-entry hole had been established at this site. Ihe last 
proposed site for Leg 149 would be LAP 3-C, there should be enough pipe for completing diis hole. 

PCOM discussed what alternatives there would be for the leg if any more pipe was lost and what die 
impact of this problem was on the objectives of NARM. Of particular concern was die budgetary impact 
of recent equipment losses on future drilling programs. 

. Frands discussed die New Jersey Leg 150 and NAAG Leg 151 proposed site locations (Appendix 3.7 -
3.9). The staffing for tiiese legs was reviewed. 

Ice Boat 
Frands presented a listing of bidders who responded to die RFP for an ice support vessel on Leg 151 

(Appendices 3.10 - 3.12). He announced diat the Fainica had won die bid, the cost would be about $ 900 K 
depending on fuel costs which could be quite variable depending upon actual ice conditions. 

Francis identified die Leg 152 proposed sites (Appendix 3.13) and reported that die Leg 152 
Prospectus would be coming out soon. A scheduling change had been made to save transit days, the end 
of Leg 152 would be in St John's, NFLD, instead of Lisbon (Appendix 3.14). 

Staffing Leg 153-Leg 155 
Francis reviewed the status of staffing for Leg 153 - Leg 155 (Appendices 3.15 - 3.17), he noted diere 

would be several new staff sdentists joining the program in the next year. 
Frands asked PCOM for direction on die purchase of equipment for Leg 153. TAMU would soon 

need to commit funds for necessary equipment but realized diat there might be some changes to the 
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science plan pending upcoming budget cuts. Francis wanted to make PCOM aware that if funds were 
committed to equipment at this point, any future budget cutting would probably have to be in other 
budgets. PCOM discussed the budget issue and concluded diat TAMU should go ahead with planned 
equipment purchases. 

Equlpg^ent Stafas Report 
Frands reported on the status and priority of equipment for the ship (Appendix 3.18); the first 

priority was core-log integration. 
I^lblications 
Frands gave a summary of progress ODP Proceedings volume publications (Appendix 3.19). He noted 

that die costs of publications were rising steadily, in part because the volumes were getting Icirger. 

Coffee Break 11:15 AM 

4. Wireline Logging 
Operations 
Goldberg discussed the details of recent logging operations on Leg 147,148 and 149 (Appendices 4.0 -

4.1). To help remedy some of the recent problems encountered in FMS logging operations, LDEO would 
create a more comprehensive logging manual to cover operation of diis tool in more detail. 

Developments 
Goldberg reported on die status of downhole systems development for the following (Appendix 4.2): 

(1) High-T temperahire tool (BGRM), (2) High-T cable (BGRM), (3) H i ^ - T resistivity tool (CSMA), (4) 
Directional shear wave sonic tool (LDEO), (5) Third-party tool guidelines (TAMU/LDEO). 

Lewis asked how the technical report on third-party tool guidelines fits in with die brochure already 
published by TAMU? Goldberg explained that this report was to be die second phase of DMP's program 
for third-party tools; this report would be a more technical production than what was published 
previously. 

Futare Logging Operations 
Goldberg presented die future logging operations for Leg 149 through Leg 152 (Appendix 43). 

Goldberg pointed out diat LDEO planned to have a working BHTV on Leg 152. He explained that it was 
the digital BHTV tiiat had not been working and that the tool had been diagnosed as having a hardware 
problem. Since the tool was leased, LDEO was actively working widi the German 
manufacturer/subcontiactor (DMT) to fix die problem widi the tool. In die case that the digital 
instrument was not functional, the plan was that the analog BHTV would be used on Leg 152 as a back
up. However, Goldberg acknowledged diat die analog BHTV was not on board the ship at diat moment 
and would need to be shipped out in order for this to happen; use of the analog tool would also require 
that someone receive an extensive amount of training in order to be able to use the tool successfully. 

PCOM discussed LTTHP's statement of firusfration regarding die recent failures of die BHTV. Austin 
brought up die point diat BCOM had specified, at die recommendation of LDEO, tiiat die BJTTV 
subcontract be terminated in FY94 due to the h i ^ cost and urueliability of die tool. In addition, Austin 
reported diat BCOM had dedded diat die BHTV should only be used in specialty situations and only if it 
was being supported externally. PCOM discussed with Goldberg the recent performance history of this 
tool and die specialty status that BCOM had intended for the future operation of diis tool. 

Lewis questioned why LDEO was planning to continue to work with the BHTV subcontractor when 
BCOM had mandated the subcontract be terminated? Goldberg darified that BCOM's mandate was for 
FY94 and die subcontiact was still valid dirou^ FY93—durough Leg 152. He went on to say that diere 
were two separate subcontracts for die two different televiewers and since there was a sfrong need 
expressed by UTHP for die general use of a BHTV and a specific need on Legs 152 and 153 die best 
approach was to get die digital BHTV working in die time still left in die contract Goldberg wanted to 
make sure that the subcontractor fixed the unit so that it was available for operations in the remainder of 
FY93. 

PCOM debated die sdaitific value of die digital BHTV tool and die possibility of reconsidering 
funding for it in the future if die reliability problems were remedied. The likelihood, practicality and 
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budgetary implications of substituting the analog BHTV were discussed in terms of personnel and 
training required. 

Other Operational Developments 
Goldberg described recent operational developments at LDEO in the area of CD-ROM production for 

logging data on Legs 143 - 146 and gave updates on the ODP field tape backup project logging schools 
and staifing (Appendix 4.4). 

Lewis returned to die issue of BCOM cutting funds for borehole tool development from the LDEO 
contract Given DMP's interest in tool development Lewis asked Goldberg how he thought diis would 
impact the program? Goldberg was concerned about the situation, he felt diat third-party tool 
development was especially problematical because the line between new tool development and third-
p«irty support was hard to define. What BCOM cut was new tool development Goldberg interpreted this 
to mean tools not already in the program as an existing or third-party tool. 

PCOM discussed the implications of the tight budget situation on tools, it was clear that budget cuts 
meant that no new innovation would be possible and continued funding of existing or diird-party tools 
would need to be prioritized. Lewis pointed out that some of the problems with tool development were 
exacerbated by the fact that panels were not careful to route their recommendations about tools throu^ 
PCOM for approval, this had lead to some confusion between LDEO and BCOM about priorities. 

Item 989. Reports by PCOM Liaisons 
1. E X C O M 

Lewis summarized die major business.items that were addressed at die EXCOM meeting in January. 
Two items of interest to PCOM were: (1) panel chairs and national membership, and (2) core repository 
facilities. EXCOM dedded that if a coimtries' national representative became a panel chair, it did not 
entitie a countiy to add another representative to the panel. However, if sdentific expertise required i t 
there was no objection to having an additional member from that country on die panel. The core 
repository internationalization issue was revisited by EXCOM and they asked that TAMU reopen their 
search with a new request for proposals. In response to EXCOM's mandate, TAMU issued a letter asking 
for proposals to operate the fadlity; the responses were due at the end of April and diey would be 
reviewed by three members of EXCOM for recommendation to TAMU in June. 

2. B C O M 
Austin reported that at the March BCOM meeting the large discrepancy between die LRF budget and 

die present budget made it dear that die LRP budget goals would not be met Due to the budget 
situation, die term SOE was replaced simply with "innovation". 

Strategy - Short Term & Long Term 
Austin explained that BCOM had taken a short term and long term strategy in preparing the FY94 

budget The short-term strategy induded goals of: (1) maintaining cutting edge sdence and innovation, 
and (2)-tightening base budgets by using effidency and performance improvements to affect savings. For 
the long term, BCOM felt diat it should: (a) apply corKerted effort to find new funds," (b) rewrite ODFs 
sdence objectives to reflect fiscal realities, and (c) if diere were no new funds, devise a slimmed-down 
operation with sdence to match. 

DraftBudget 
Austin reviewed aspects of the draft budget (Appendix 5.1). He wanted to make it dear that BCOM 

had prioritized funds in order to make it possible to complete the FY94 Sdence Program as it was 
planned. Austin explained the budget funding levels and the required budget cuts for TAMU, LDEO and 
JOI/JOIDES. BCOM was concerned diat further budget reduction would have serious implications for the 
program. Specifically, BCOM felt that further reduction would require ODP to revise its sdence plan to 
limit sdentific objectives and to reduce/eliminate technical innovation. BCOM had conduded diat such a 
budget reduction would have a mid- to longer-term deleterious—and potentially fatal—impact on ODP. 
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3. TECP 
Moore reported the results of TECP's global ranking (Appendix 6.0). Atlantic/E. Pacific proposals still 

remained at the top of TECP's list but some new proposals in different geographic areas were moving up 
in die global rankings. As requested by PCOM in December, Moore presented TECP's prioritized list of 
deep holes and sfressed TECP's continuing support for development of deep-drilling capabilities. The 
Iberian Deep hole (LAP-1) was TECP's top deep-hole priority because TECP felt that this hole was critical 
to completion of the NARM Non-Volcanic sdence objectives. 

TECP was in the process of revising its White Paper, drafts of revised sections were due to the Chair, 
Eldridge Moores by July 15,1993. Moores would edit a revised version of dieir White Paper to be 
reviewed at the fall TECP meeting. TECP wanted to produce a short, publishable version of the White 
Paper as well as a longer, more meaty version for proponents. Unlike LITHP, die TECP revision scenario 
did not indude a public meeting. This was because of the large TECP mandate and the panel's feeling that 
a public review would only tend to broaden dieir document TECP preferred to use its own expertise to 
focus the White Paper on the best tectonic problems diat can be addressed by ODP drilling. 

Dick was not in support of such a dosed-shop approach, he felt that LITHP had previously suffered 
from this kind of approach and wanted to see TECP adopt the open meeting, public review approach that 
LITHP was taking in revising its White Paper. Moore emphasized that TECP members were not planning 
to do their revision work in a vacuum and panel members would seek input from colleagues in dieir field 
when revising their assigned section of the White Paper. 

Arculus questioned if TECP had been able to address PCOM's concern in Bermuda (December 1992) 
that important TECP programs were not getting drilled because die concepts of how drilling could solve 
tectonic problems were not being commimicated by proponents? Moore felt that TECP had started to 
solve that problem by assigning TECP watchdogs to higjily-ranked or promising tectonics proposals. The 
watchdogs were to work with proponents to get the proposals ready for diis type of scrutiny. 

Moore summarized TECP's discussions on the content of the ASRC Draft Report 

Lunch Break 1:00 - 2:00 PM 
faî el Recommendations 
Moore explained TECP's concern that collection of core orientation data was not being done in a 

systematic manner on the JOIDES Resolution. As a result, TECP endorsed the recommendation by Staff 
Sidaitist Bob Musgrave, die ODP-TAMU liaison to TECP, that core orientation become a routine 
operation by the shipboeuxl paleomagnetidst 

PCOM discussed how diis recommendation should be handled. As SMP liaison. Fox felt diat SMP 
should get diis item and that they would like to review the specifics of the recommendation. After 
discussion, PCOM came to die following consensus: 

PCOM consensus was to refer the TECP core orientation recommendation to both DMP and SMP for. 
their opinions on what to do and how to.imiplement this recommendation. DMP/SMP 
recommendations in regards to core orientation are to be presented at the December PCOM meeting. 

4. SGPP 
Berger presented die results of SGPP's global ranking. SGPP was not happy that the shelf drilling for 

Leg 150 would not be accomplished and felt that the sea-level goals were not being properly addressed 
by the revised transect To emphasize diis, SGPP did a second ranking that induded the undrilled Leg 
150 shelf sites—diey ranked second overall among SGPFs globally-ranked proposals. 

Panel Recommendations 
SGPP was concerned about the procedure for keeping a proposal active within the ODP system and 

recommended that there should be a requirement diat a complete revision must be submitted to keep a 
proposal active, not just a letter. PCOM discussed the current requirements to keep a proposal active and 
the issue of corporate memory on panels. The JOIDES Office would make an effort to improve the process 
of updating proposals for non-revised proposals nearing the three year age limit by working with 
proponents of these proposals to meet the JOIDES diematic panels recommendations. PCOM also 
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recognized diat an uncomfortable situation often arose when new members were asked to rank proposals 
that they were not familiar with. For the future, the JOIDES Office would compile a compendium of 
abstracts of all active proposals to be made available to panel members to help them in their preparation 
for global ranking. 

Berger reported diat die odier major item of concern for SGPP was die status of die PCS. SGPP had 
recommended that diere be continued field testing of diis system, spedfically on Leg 150. SGPP felt that 
the PCS would be critical to die success of any future gas hydrate leg. Arculus argued that PCS was a 
working tool and that the problems widi it were in transferring samples for preservation. Francis agreed, 
explaining diat die PCS was operational but diat while it was good at acquiring pressurized core, it was 
not particularly good at coring—it had also become a back-burner item after the recent engineering 
budget cuts. Austin noted that there had been an independent proposal to create a pressurized 
transfer/storage container to work with die PCS. PCOM discussed what die best course of action would 
be and passed the following motion: 
PCOM recognizes the critical importance of the Pressure Core Sampler (PCS) for studies of m situ 
sediment conditions, induding but not limited to capture of dathrates. However, PCOM remains 
concerned about the sporadic success of the instrument to date, and the complete lack of information 
concerning progress on design and construction of a lab chamber for transfer of pressurized core into 
an enviroiunent more amenable to aiulysis. PCOM requests SGPP to investigate the latter, for a report 
back to PCOM at its 1993 annual meeting. 

Austin moved, Natland seconded; vote: 14 yes, 1 abstention, 1 absent 

5. OHP 
Sager summarized die OHP meeting (Appendix 7.0) and die results of OHP's global ranking 

(Appendix 7.1). Coring issues were an important item of discussion, specifically the need to improve die 
handling/curation procedures of gassy sediment cores. OHP also felt that it was important to figure out 
the cause of and a cure for the depth mismatches between mbsf and composite stratigraphic depth. OHP 
voted the NAAG leg II its hig îest priority in die global ranking and, in order to better prepare for i t 
plaimed to hold a one-day meeting after Leg 151. 

OHP's discussion of die ASRC Draft Report had brought up die issue of program publidty; OHP 
wanted to see increased visibility for ODP sdence. PCOM discussed at length whedier or not the ODP 
Sdeice Plan schedule was being disseminated fully. Some members of PCOM questioned whether or not 
diis was a real problem and what the origin of OHP's perception was. Further discussion followed over 
what PCOM could dp to fix die problem, there was general agreement that die constituency for publidty 
efforts should be larger than just the ODP community—die use of EOS was preferred by many as a 
vehide to do this. PCOM debated die use of EOS as a way to inform a broader-beised earth sdence 
community about ODP activities. Different opinions were expressed about what mechanism would work 
better in EOS—an ad or an artide. PCOM discussed die merits of different strategies for publicizing die 
program in regularly published media (journals and magazines). PCOM agreed that more efforts to 
publicize die sdence plan and schedule could be made. The JOIDES Office would pursue die issue further 
by working on putting an artide and/or an ad in EOS in die near future about the FY94 schedule and the 
Four Year Plan. 

Painiel Recomq^endqtions 
Sager noted diat die only item of major concern that OHP had raised was that of equipment 

specifically the carbonate autosampler. This item had not been induded in SMP's prioritized equipment 
list because it was not available from the manufacturer. OHP wcuited to make it known that when it 
became available it would be OHFs highest priority item. PCOM referred die item to die OHP liaison 
(Mix) for further investigation. If necessciry. Mix will report on the item in August for further PCOM 
consideration. 

6. LITHP 
Mutter reported diat aside from the global ranking, a large part of die LTTHP meeting was taken up 

widi rewriting die LITHP White Paper. LTtHP was in favoi: of having an open meeting to facilifate White 
Paper revision and were encouraged diat die ASRC Draft Report had endorsed this approach. Mutter 
said diat the main problem that UTHP had was iri'fihding funding sources for the meeting and LTTHP 
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requested a dear statement of support from PCOM endorsing this approach to White Paper revision. 
UTHP felt that it would fadlitate getting funds to support an open meeting. 

Panel Recommendations 
Mutter summarized LTTHP's other recommendations: (a) UTHP was concerned about the 

engineering requirements for the FY94 hard-rock drilling legs and requested an engineer be assigned to 
address them, (b) UTHP wanted a reliable BHTV system and operator on board, (c) LITHP wanted to 
add die deployment of a CORK to hole 395A to Leg 158, (d) LTTHP supported die development of in sihi 
fluid sampling capabilities and wanted to see die RFP or RFQ approadi be imdertaken as soon as 
possible, and (e) LTTHP recommended die JOIDES Office compile abstracts of all active proposals. 

Lewis noted that the JOIDES Office would address die last item and that the main issue diat PCOM 
had to act on was to dedde if CORKing hole 395A should be added to die 1994 schedule—diis item 
would be taken up later in the agenda. 

7. SSP 
Kidd reported that SSP evaluated die status of data for die top seven globally-ranked proposals from 

each of the diematic panel rankings (Appendix 8.0 - 83). He reviewed SSP's comments to proponents of 
the highly ranked-proposals regarding data requirements that must be met for the site survey data 
package to be considered complete. SSP also flagged three jjroposals. Eastern Equatorial Atiahtic, Costa 
Rica and Gas Hydrates, as having potential safety problems and in need of a pre-review by PPSP. 

Post-mortems were done on recent legs in an attempt to evcduate if the site survey data was adequate 
for die leg. Of particular concern were the Santa Barbara sites with die gas problems that were 
encountered, SSP's consensus was that the data package for this site was rushed through the SSP and 
PPSP review process. SSP conduded that a more ddiberate approach would have been beneficial to the 
results of the leg. Kidd noted diat site survey data for Leg 147 (Hess Deep) would be carefully re
evaluated at die next ̂  meeting. 

Of the currently scheduled proposals, Kidd reported that die most significant problem SSP had 
identified was widi the Vema site survey data. SSP was concerned that there was no carbonate cap at die 
1500 m water depth. Kim Kastens asked to clarify the issue and explained diat there was not enough data 
available to determine if there was carbonate cap in the desired water depth. Kastens felt that, based on 
die data that existed, it appeared that the cap did not extend into the area of 1500 m water depth. She felt 
diat it was possible that limestone cap existed at another site but tiiere was no data to make diat 
determination. Austin said that, based on what he had heard at the TEDCOM meeting, the water depth 
issue was still up in the air and the engineers may not need to have the 1500 m water depdis; more 
information on this depth requirement would be available after die DCS land tests in die summer. 

Kidd conduded by relating SSP's discussions and opinions regarding die ASRC Draft Report. 

CoffK Break , 4.00 PM 

item 990. Scientific Reports of Recent Drilling 
1. Leg 147 

Catherine Mdvel, Leg 147 Co-Chief Sdentist, began by outlining the primary objectives of Leg 147 
(Appendix 9.0). The program was the first leg designed to drill the lower crust and mande using the offeet 
drilling strategy. The drilling targets were within a tectonic window in oceanic lithosphere generated at 
the fast-spreading EPR. Two sites were successfully drilled, 894 in gabbros and 895 in peridotites. 

Site 894 
M ^ e i gave a complete description of die preliminary sdentific r^ults, operational procedures and 

problems diat were encountered in drilling at Site 894 (Appendices 9.1 - 9.14). The hole conditions 
encountered at this site made it difficult to log, die FMS was not successful in the lower part due to 
irregularities of the hole size. Drilling encountered mainly gabbros cross-cut by a few basaltic dikes, six 
holes were drilled with an average recovery of 22J % overall. M^vel then presented detailed descriptions 
of die petrology, lithostratigraphy, foliations and cross-cutting relationships between ductile and britde 
structures observed in die cores. 
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Mevel outiined die principle results to-date from Hole 894G: (a) die gabbroic section crystallized from 
the roof of the magma chamber, (b) the strong subvertical magmatic foliation was oriented N-S—paralld 
to the EPR axis, (c) no high temperature deformation was observed as had been in slow-spreading ridges 
(735B), (d) the britde fracture network was most likely related to the opening of die Hess Deep rift 

Site 895 
Mevel reported on the preliminary sdentific results, the operational procedures and problems that 

were encountered in drilling at Site 895 (Appendices 9.15 - 9.23). At this site there had been numerous 
unexpected difficulties encountered during the drilling of die peridotites. Six holes were drilled at diis 
site; harzburgites, dunites and gabbroic rocks were recovered with an average recovery of 23.4 % overall. 
M^vel presented a detailed description of the petrology, lithostratigraphy and structural fabrics of cores 
recovered from the site. 

The major condusions reached to-date about die rocks recovered at site 895 were: (a) die rocks 
recovered at site 895 correspond to plastically-deformed upper mantie tiiat was impregnated and aoss-
cut by magmatic liquids—similar to die transition zone in ophiolites, (b) the origin of the dunites was both 
the result of a reaction between die harzburgite and magma and as a cumulate, and (c) the variability 
between die different holes at the site suggested that melt percolation may be focused widiin conduits. 

M6vel compared aspects of holes from Sites 894 and 895 (Appendix 9.25) and discussed her 
condusion diat what had been drilled on this leg was die upper part of the fast-spreading ridge magma 
chamber (Appendix 9.25). M6vel explained that one of the goals of this leg was to determine what effect 
the opening of Hess Deep had on EPR rocks (Appendix 9.26), in M^vel's opinion, it was still not possible 
to distinguish between the two tectonic models hypothesized for the Hess Deep area. However, she 
strongly supported the offset drilling strategy for diis type of investigation. 

2. Leg 148 

Jeff Al t Leg 148 Co-Chief Sdentist gave a complete description of the preliminary sdentific results, 
the operational procedures and some of the problems that were encoimtered in deepening Hole 504B by 
111 m—-to a total depth of 2111 mbsf (Appendices 10.0 -10.8). He explained diat prior to Leg 148, diere 
was speculation that the hole was nearing the depth of the observed vdodty contrast between layer 2 and 
layer 3. The objective of die leg was to penetrate into layer 3. Unfortunately, several problems were 
encountered during drilling operations at 504B and evoitually the drill became inextricably stuck in die 
hole. Fishing was attempted but was unsuccessful, jars diat were not on board were needed so were sent 
for. While waiting for die equipment to arrive, die ship moved to a new, nearby site (896) to continue 
drilling—356 m were drilled prior to the jars arrival. After die jars arrived, operations moved back to 
5p4B to remove the drillstring stuck in the hole. Alt explained die complex problems tiiat were 
encountered in trying to remove all of die stuck equipment from the hole and in dying to make die hole 
drillable again. Four days were spent fishing and when all of die fishing equipment sent out to die ship 
was used up it was dedded that it was not worth trying to dean out the hole to continue to drill any 
furdier. After abandoning drilling, logging was completed at504B and die ship-moved back to 896A to 
continue operations with die time remaining. 

Alt described in detail die lithologies of rocks recovered from 504B and passed out samples of rock 
chips that were characteristic of all of the cores on Leg 148. Alt felt diat the chips were a feature of an 
interval widi pervasive miaofaults, this zone of microfaulting had not been previously encountered in 
the hole. The drilling rate went up dramatically near the depth where the drill became stuck, both diese 
evaits were attributed to penetration of a major fault zone. The sonic velodty tool had worked well in 
logging 504B and Alt pointed out that near the bottom of the hole the velodties appeared to approach die 
layer 3 level. Alt observed diat fault zones similar to that inferred at die bottom of 5046 have been 
observed in ophiolites separating the sheeted dikes from die gabbros and suggested diat die analogy may 
be additional evidence to support the h5rpothesis that the hole was nearing layer 3. 

Sit? 896 
Alt described die siting and operational procedures used to drill Hole 896A to a total depth of 469 m 

(Appendices 10.9 -10.12). One of the objectives of drilling this hole was to drill on a local heat flow high 
indicated by the site survey heat flow data. The site was located on a different fault block dian 504B 
making it possible to test the local variability of the basement but still dose enough to 5046 so that future 
cross-hole experiments would be possible. The lithologies diat were recovered were described and Alt 
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noted that there was a high degree of alteration and numerous carbonate veins in the recovered core 
which were attributed to hydrothermal activity. Alt described the logging program carried out at 896A, 
comparing 896A results witii 504B data (Appendix 10.13). An initial interpretation of the comparison of 
die logging results was diat the crust was more tightiy sealed at 896A than at 504B, possibly as a result of 
the inferred hydrothermal activity at 896A. 

Prognosis Report for 504B 
Frands asked to report on TAMlTs engineering prognosis for continued drilling at 504B. TAMU 

engineers had conduded that a final determination of the feasibility of deepening 504B could not be made 
unless a two-part leg was scheduled to: (1) clean out the hole—estimated to take 3 weeks, (2) determine if 
the unstable zone could be drilled at all—^TAMU would prefer drilling with a downhole motor instead of 
a rotating drill string, and (3) run packer tests to see if the hole could be cemented and, if so, then case die 
hole. TAMU felt that there was a great deal of open hole at 504B and to continue drilling would require 
casing the hole—a step diat would be very expensive Francis warned. After casing, die next step would 
be to continue drilling but it was imknown how effective the drill bits that exist would be. 

Dick brought up for discussion the option of starting over and drilling a new deep hole that would 
start out with a proper casing and drilling program. PCOM discussed this sfrategy and why casing had 
not been done previously at 504B. Nadand brought up that several years ago TEEXIOM had 
recommended developing a complete drilling program—from start to finish—to achieve deep holes. 
NatUind felt that ODP had reached the point where a such a deep drilling program needed to be 
developed, particularly for a post-98 time frame. 

Item 991. Non-JOIDES Liaison Report 
1. MESH (Marine aspects of Earth System History) 

Mix explained die development of the Marine aspects of Earth System liistory (MESH) group and the 
plans/timetable for development of their programs (Appendices 11.0 - 11.1). He noted that MESH had 
representation from many other groups (NSF, NOAA, NAD, USGS were examples) and countries. The 
NffiSH Steering Committee had been elected and money would be coming available at NSF for MESH 
programs. Mix reviewed the MESH working groups and goals and wanted to point out to PCOM that 
large part of the MESH program could become involved with ODP; PCOM discussed the 
internationalization of the MESH program in terms of funding. Mix felt that the initial intent was for 
MESH to get US money and NSF would be die source for funds. 

Item 989. Reports by PCOM Liaisons - continued 
8. IHP 

Database Problems 
Sager reported diat IHP had identified several high-priority problems widi data base management, 

specifically the influx of new data and the backlog of data that were not being captured and 
curated(Appendix UJO). VHP was also concerned about die problem of data that was collected in 
individual labs and not submitted to TAMU; IHP hoped that CD-ROMs might help address all of these 
problems. Sager summarized IHP's recommendation for prioritizing tasks for TAMU to address the 
database problems (Appendix 12.0). PCOM discussed IHP's recommendations debated the best way to 
solve the problems IHP had identified. 

Sager clarified the discussion by asking PCOM to consider two separate issues—one issue was 
dealing with raw data management and the second was updating refined data. Arculus brou^t up the 
possibility for solving both types of problems by an integrated use Internet throu^out the program. 
PCOM debated diis option and odier possible alternatives but could not identify with certainty what diey 
could or should do given the pending computer and database upgrade project Sager sfr^sed diat IHP 
realized that the computer upgrade would take place in the near future but felt sfrongly that, in the 
meantime, there needed to be something done to capture data being produced at present 

Lewis ended die discussion on diis issue by giving PCOM die choice of going back to IHP with a 
request for more specific recommendations on how to solve die database problems or, instead, to request 
from TAMU a proposal to address the database problems. Lewis favored having the Computer RFP 
Evaluation Committee review die recommendation. Frands urged PCOM to wait until die computer RFP 
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came back before any dedsion was made on diis issue. PCOM recognized die need to get somediing done 
in die time frame tiiat IHP urged (immediate) and die realities of changes diat were shortiy pending; CD-
ROM was viewed as die most promising scenario. After further discussion, PCOM reached die following 
consensus: 

PCOM referred die concerns of IHP with regards to the interim capture and curation of data to the 
Computer RFP Evaluation Committee to review. PCOM Chair will ask die RFP Evaluation Committee 
to come up ivith a report containing specific recommendations on how to deal with this interim 
problem for the August PCOM meeting. 

Other Issues 
On other issues (Appendix 12.1), IHP was not happy with what they perceived as a short-circuit of 

the advisory system in regards to development of die HARVI - HRTMN software. IHP noted diat work 
at Micropaleontology Reference Centers was slowing due to funding problems. In regards to core 
repositories, IHP was not in favor of breaking up collections, bansporting curated cores or using non-
refrigerated storage space. 

IHP/SMP held a joint session during the meeting and had discussed the concept of "limited sampling 
interval". This designation would be used to help co-chiefs reduce over-sampling of cores with low 
recovery. IHP favored a three-tier approach: (1) die "critical interval" would be die most restrictive for 
sampling, (2) die "limited sampling interval" widi fewer restrictions, and (3) normal sampling intervals. 
The importance of critical intervals and problems of equitable sampling were discussed in light of 
problems that arose on Leg 147. PCOM was sympathetic to the need for a dear statement of rules but felt 
that the existing rules for shipboard partidpants were very dear in stating that co-chiefs have die fiml 
authority in sampling dedsioris. 

Publications - Initial Results (TR) 

Sager reviewed IHFs recommendations regarding cost reduction for publications (Appendix 12.2). 
The first recommendation was diat TAMU should shorten die IR by encouraging brevity, this should be 
done by giving spedfic directives to co-chiefs. IHP felt diis could be accomplished if interpretations were 
put elsewhere in the publication process and tables should be put on CD-ROMs. IHP spedfically 
recommended diat a 20-page limit be instituted on papers and specified the editorial guidelines for 
implementing the limit in practice. 

PCOM debated the merits of cutting down the size of volumes and speculated on what other changes 
were implidt in IHP's recommended guidelines. Several PCOM members felt diat the overall cost of 
publications in the program was small relative to die impact and scientific legacy it provided; their feeling 
was that limiting publication sizes was a bad idea given the importance of die data. Further discussion 
addressed die question of whedier or not PCOM should mandate a capping of publication sizes, and 
therefore costs. PCOM's consensus was that given die high degree of variability between core type and 
recovery on different legs, die co-chiefs should be self-limiting, with suggested guidelines provided by 
TAMU. PCOM discussed and passed the following motion: ' 

Considering the trend for increase in the size of both Initial Results and Scientifie Results volumes, 
and a corresponding increase in the costs of publication. PCOM recommends that T A M U negotiate the 
size of volumes with co-chiefs before each leg, with a review after each leg, when an assessment of 
sdentific output can be made. PCOM encourages publication of data on CD-ROM to reduce printed 
pages. Establishing an across-the-board page limit for either IR or SR is discouraged, to maintain 
flexibility. 

6erger proposed, von Rad seconded; vote 14 in favor, 1 abstention, 1 absent (voted on Wednesday). 

Publications - Scientific Results (SR) 

For SR volume publications, IHP recommended the SR submission deadlines be changed to 40 
months post-cruise. IHFs reason was that the publication time had been decreasing steadily with time 
and IHP was concemed that the shortening of preparation time had been detrimental to die quality of 
papers submitted. 
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Von Rad reminded PCOM tiiat in die past PCOM had fought very hard to get the shorter lead time 
for the SR and he felt strongly that going backward to a 40 month deadline would be bad. PCOM 
discussed the potential benefits and drawbacks of implementing IHP's suggestion. Sager emphasized that 
the reason IHP requested the time extension was sfrictiy a quality issue, not a financial one. PCOM felt 
that there was not enough evidence to show that the time deadlines were the fundamental problem in 
quality confrol so they preferred to leave die 36 mondi post-cruise publication deadline in place. PCOM 
reached the following consensus: 

PCOM was not in favor of implementing IHP's recommendation for a 40 month submission deadline 
as policy. PCOM preferred to leave the 36 month post-cruise publication deadline in place-

9. SMP 
Fox reported that at the SMP meeting, the first issue of particular concern was die recentiy-identified 

systematic error in die GRAPE numbers. Sdentists from Leg 138 discovered that a software change was 
the source of a sjrstematic error in the calculation of density. SMP was satisfied that the error had been 
correcdy identified and remedied in the software but wanted to make sure that the correction was 
applied to all past data. To ensure this, SMP formulated specific recommendations on how to'do the 
correction and replace old GRAPE data. Fox explained diat for SMP, die GRAPE problem illustrated die 
necessity for quality control for all software on board. SMP wanted to see TAMU implement a quality 
control program on board to ensure diat proper documentation for all computer programs was on 
board—especially for non-commerdal software acquisitions. 

Another important issue die SMP discussed was the need for capital equipment replacement SMP 
felt that it was likely that many large laboratoty items would be in need of replacement soon; a plan for 
die phased acquisition of major pieces of equipment needed to be formulated by TAMU. 

Fox reiterated die point diat IHP had made about hardware/software prioritization. SMP felt that 
their efforts were being undermined by individuals who went around the SMP software prioritization 
system^i.e. HARVI & HRTHIN. Fox emphasized diat it was the process diat needed to be addressed, not 
the specifics of the most recent example. 

End of day 1 : .3:00 PM 

Tuesday, April 27,1993 .. 9:00 A M 

10. DMP 
Lewis reported that DMP was beginning to assign watchdogs to monitor operations; development 

and costs of downhole tools (Appendices 13.0 -13.1). DMP instituted a new dirust involving 
measurements that provide information from the regions far-removed from die borehole—i.e. cross-
bor^ole acoustic techniques and downhole radar. DMP continued to monitor the development of durd-
party logging tools and felt that progress was good. The German magnetometer tool was die first third-' 
party tool to enter the ODP certification process. The French sediment magnetometer had been accepted 
for commercialization by Schlumberger and would be provided at no cost to ODP during die engineering 
checkout phase; this tool may be ready for Leg 150. 

FaTnel Kecomq̂ effcĵ tions 
DMP was distressed about not having more involvement in die wireline services contractor review; 

they recommended diat PCOM review die situation. Pyle objected to DMP's statement because JOI did 
involve DMP members in the process. Lewis elaborated on DMP's specific concerns on die issue and 
explained that he had recentiy contacted Peter Lysne, the DMP Chair, and had resolved the confusion 
over diis issue. Lewis woidd rehim to die issue of JOIDES input to RFP review later in the agenda. Austin 
pointed out that DMP had become somewhat separated from die service panel advisory shructure—diey 
met diree times a year instead of two and were not providing direct input to PCOM on logging issues. 
Austin asked diat PCOM review diis panel's schedule and activities. Lewis agreed but tabled die issue 
until discussion of the ASRC Draft Report since die issue would come up again diere. 
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11. T E D C O M 
Austin reported tiiat one of the main objectives of die meeting had been to discuss the responses to 

the RFQ on deep drilling (Appendix 14.0). However, due to conflict of interest of some TEDCOM 
members, the TAMU engineers could not bring the bids to TEDCOM for review. In order to be able to 
have TEDCOM evaluate die responses, a subcommittee of uninvolved members vvas created to review 
the responses. Austin did not know when the subcommittee review was going to occur, PCOM would 
receive a report by August 

TEDCOM was updated on die DCS Phase IIB by TAMU engineers, a complete review of all aspects of 
DCS was presented. A DCS land test was planned for the summer, in Texas, to see if die secondary heave 
compensation was operational. TEDCOM dien had a detailed discussion of the DCS sea test scheduled 
for Leg 157. 

Panel Recommendations 
Affer discussing the DCS testing on Leg 157 and reviewing the operations on the previous DCS test 

on Leg 142, TEDCOM recoirunended setting seafloor hardware at die DCS test drill site ahead of time. 
This recpmmeridation was made to increase die chances of success for the DCS test itself. Austin felt that 
this was a reasonable recommendation and recommended that PCOM consider it since implementing it 
would be possible given the present schedule. 

PCOM discussed the issue of presetting hardware. Of particular concern was the water depth 
requirement for the EXZS test and die fact that TAMU wanted to see the land test results before making a 
definitive water depth determination for the test site. 6ecause the issue of placing equipment ahead of 
time was tied to site sdection, PCOM fdt diat it had to defer a dedsion on this recommendation until 
August after die land test of DCS. PCOM discussed the sites at Vema and die specifics of the site survey 
by Kastens diat would be done diis summer. PCOM's consensus was: 

PCOM will reconsider in August die issue raised by TEDCOM concerning DCS hardware placement 
prior to Leg 157. 

Another issue that TEDCOM discussed was retractable bit technology. TEDCOM recommended that 
TAMU engineers should go to Russia to investigate this technology further because it offered the 
potential for a dramatic increase in drilling effidency for ODP. 

12. PPSP 
Lewis reported diat PPSP had reviewed and approved drilling sites for Leg 150, Leg 151, Leg 152, 

MARK and TAG (Appendix 15.0). Safety prereviews were done on Leg 156 (6arbados) and on Proposal 
323-Rev2 (Alboran Sea) (Appendix 15.1). The Leg 156 Barbados sites located on top of a bright spot along 
the d^oUement were approved after a thorough analysis of amplitudes and velodty on a 3-D cube. The 
Alboran Sites Al-1, Al-3 and Al-4 could be approved if s l i^ t iy relocated (shallow holes) but die Al-1 
(deep hole) could not be approved because of die potenticil for overpressuring. In order to get PPSP 
approval the proposed Al-1 site required more data or analysis proving tiiat overpressuring was not 
present in the sectioru Lewis added that an additional problem widi die site was that it was located on-
stiructure and would have to be relocated to be approved. Alboran proponents could either do a velodty 
study or devise a new drilling strategy to accompUsh dieir sdentific objectives. Lewis noted diat if 
proponents chose to revise die proposal it would be in review at the time the FY95 Prospectus would be 
assembled. PCOM discussed die Alboran data and whether or not it would be possible to answer die 
overpressuring question. 

The results of the meeting of die Shallow Water Drilling Working Group (SWDWG) were presented 
to PPSP meeting. PPSP discussed and approved of the working group's preliminary recommendations 
and would review die SWDWG final report at dieir fall meeting. 

Item 992. Shallow Water Drilling Working Group Report 
Frands reported on die meeting of the SWDWG held at TAMU and chaired by PPSP Chair Mahlon 

Ball (Appendix 16.0). Members of the groiip 'induded people from industry, academia and several other 
JOIDES pands. Written contributions were submitted by WG members unable to partidpate in the 
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meeting. A final report would be produced by the end of June, reviewed by PPSP in October and 
presented to PCOM in December. 

The SWDWG confirmed diat riserless drilling from a floating rig was die safest way to drill in 
shallow water but sfressed that gas must be avoided (Appendix 16.1). After discussing methods for 
detecting shallow gas, SWDWG conduded that drilling in shallow water could be conducted provided 
diat very tightiy-spedfied hazard surveys were carried out for each site and the data was properly 
processed and interpreted. Frands outlined the specific recommendations diat were made for hazard 
surveys regarding: seismic source, hydrophone sfreamer, sampling rate, line spacing and orientation, and 
data processing. The SWDWG recommended that diese types of hazard surveys be obligatory for all ODP 
drilling in water depths of less than 200 m on sedimented continental margins. Francis explained diat this 
type of survey would cost about $ 250 K. He felt that, if the money was available, the surveys could be 
done by academic workers but might require leasing some oil industry equipment—i.e. seismic sources. 

Drilling guidelines proposed by the SWDWG were that penefration be restricted to 1000 mbsf and 
that any deeper penefration in the sedimentary margins should not be attempted widiout blow-out 
protectors and well control (Appendix 162). The SWDWG also recommended some engineering and 
operational procedures to be considered by ODP. The first was to have the ability to drop the drill string, 
the second was to monitor the water colimui at the seabed for gas bubbles, and the diird was to have an 
emergency contingency plan. 

Francis pointed out diat TAMU had added the requirement that hazard surveys be conducted, 
processed and interpreted by people who were not proponents of drilling. PCOM discussed this last 
requirement at length, specifically the idea of who was qualified to evaluate a hazard survey and the 
rights of proponents to be involved. PCOM agreed that the requirement should be for an independent 
review of the data, not a completely separate, non-proponent, acquisition. Frands felt that TAMU would 
not want to back down on the issue of having non-proponents do hazard studies. Austin asserted that 
there would never be funding for academic people to conduct these hazard studies because diere would 
not be any sdentific merit to proposals submitted for this work. Instead, Austin was in favor of 
establishing a separate fund for money to do diese types of hazard surveys, specifically for surveys that 
were not sdentifically required. 

After more discussion, Francis was willing to back off on the TAMU requirement for independent 
acquisition but sfressed diat the requirement for an independent review of die hazard survey by 
experienced non-proponents was crudal for safety. PCOM agreed diat having an independent third-party 
evaluate the data was appropriate; options to implement sudi a policy were then discussed. Lewis 
conduded the discussion by asking PCOM to think about these issues for further discussion when die 
final SWDWG Final Report was presented to PCOM in December. 

Item 993. Computer RFP Evaluation Committee Report 
Frands listed the respondents to the RFP for computer and data management (Appendix 17.0). The 

RFP Evaluation Committee had met at TAMU in February and selected three bidders to write a proposal: 
(1) EG&G Washington Analytical Services Center, Inc (LDEO/GEOMAR), (2) die Meyer Group, (3) 
TRACOR Applied Sdences, Inc. Representatives of diese bidders went on die recent fransit leg from 
Panama with Kate Moran on board to facilitate the tour. The bidders' responses were to be submitted to 
TAMU by May 31,1993. Responses would be evaluated by John Coyne at TAMU and diai by the 
Computer RFP Evaluation Committee in July. 

Coffee Break 9:40 AM 

Item 994. Four Year Plan FY93 1996 
1. Thematic Panel Global Rankings 

Lewis began discussion on the Foiu: Year Plan by reading die PCOM motion from last year. Panel 
liaisons (Moore, Berger, Sager, Mutter) were then asked to review dieir panel's global rankings (Appendix 
18.0). PCOM discussed the status of die various top-ranked programs with respect to site survey data, 
potential safety problems, and overall proposal maturity. 
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2. S e t t i n g the A r e n a o f S h i p O p e r a t i o n s f o r F Y 9 5 — 1996 
Lewis started the discussion by presenting a draft motion for die Four Year Plan. PCOM discussed 

what to present in die Four Year Plan motion given diat budget cuts could potentially affect the near-term 
program plans. PCOM agreed that it was important to maintain an upbeat message for the Four Year 
Plan but recognized diat budgets needed to be factored into die picture. 

Natiand proposed formulating a science plan with a longer-range view and having PCOM make a 
bold statement on the long-term ideas PCOM wanted to implement. He presented a map illustrating 
several options for long-term ship tirades (FY95 - 98). He discussed die geographic distiibution of die past 
ODP legs and, using highly-ranked proposals, suggested several ship tracks that would allow the JOIDES 
Resolution to get out of die North Atiantic. Using additional proposals already in the review system, 
Natiand then presented a five-year ship track and schedule as an example of die approach he was 
suggesting. PCOM discussed the sdentific and political aspects of Natiand's scheduling approach. 

PCOM agreed diat Natiand's suggestion was an interesting idea but most PCOM members felt 
stirongly diat there were proposals soon to be submitted that would make this long-term scheduling 
approach unwise. PCOM fdt that it was dear diat the system was intended to be proposal-driven and 
that within the next few years diere would proposals submitted diat would begin to direct die ship's 
schedule into new areas. Annoimdng a ship's schedule dirough the end of the program using only 
proposals in the system at present was not considered a viable option. Natiand darified that his proposed 
schedule was only for PCOM's use in diinking about how best to accomplish effective long-range 
planning, not necessarily as a spedfic proposal for the schedule. 

PCOM continued the discussion of how to present an effective announcement for future operations. 
There was general PCOM agreement that themes should drive the sdence and diat it was just as 
important to publicize the thematic interests of ODP as the geographic area of operations. Mutter felt the 
problem of setting an area of operations and then getting a large number proposals for that area would 
always occur. To counter diis type of proponent reaction and guide PCOM in its planning process, 
Malpas felt it was important to stress die thematic objectives diat ODP wanted to be addressed. Natiand 
felt that the only critical geographical issue was dedding on die general area of geographic interest diat 
proposals for the prospectus would come from. Fox felt that any statement coming from PCOM should be 
worded to emphasize die thematic priorities. Arculus agreed and wanted PCOM to insure itself enough 
flexibility to accommodate new proposals that would be submitted this year. 

Larsen asked for clarification on why it was necessary for PCOM to formulate a greater-than-two-
year plan for die ship's track. Austin explained die four year plan allowed for fiscal planning and kept the 
technological devdopment on track; Austin stressed diat PCOMs Four Year Plan motion needed to 
indude technological priorities. Malfait added that the Four Year Plan assisted proponents in devdoping 
drilling proposals and in site survey data collection. 

PCOM discussed the globally-ranked proposals and how to convey ODP's diematic interests in 
combination with die ship track. Austin wanted PCOM to state explidtiy what themes ODP would 
pursue in die future, he fdt that diere had been critidsm of ODP for its lack of spedfidty diat could be 
addressed if die higji-priority diemes were stated clearly. Dick agreed, he fdt diat ODP needed to 
actually accomplish some of its significant thematic objectives in order to be successful post-1998. Dick 
did not fed diat die present system of setting a ship track and diai getting proposals for that area was an 
effective strategy for accomplishing die diemes diat were crudal to ODFs future success—die ship 
needed to go vfhere it could be used to solve thematic problems. Malpas was in favor of PCOM 
presenting its planning in terms of diemes that would be addressed in the near-term schedule while also 
announcing what diemes PCOM would like to be addressed in the near-future. 

After discussion of the most hi^ly-ranked proposals in the global rankings, Lewis drew die 
discussion to a dose by summarizing that for FY95 die Atlantic would still be die likdy area of 
operations. Lewis fdt diat it was after FY95, depending on proposals, tiiat the ship back could begin to be 
headed for odier geographic areas. A subcommittee of Mutter, Mix, Kidd and Austin prepared a 
diematically-focused Four Year Plan Motion. After presentation by die subcommittee, PCOM discussed 
and passed the following motion on die Four Year Plan: 
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The Ocean Drilling Program is thematically driven, as generally detailed in the Long-Range Plan and 
White Papers presented by the program's thematic panels. In order to address some of those themes 
which are considered of high priority by the advisory panels, and to provide for the development of 
necessary technology to achieve drilling targets, PCOM sets the direction of the drilling vessel for the 
next four years as follows: 

a) In the remainder of FY93, confirmed as the current program plan (PCOM winter 91). 

b) In FY94, confirmed as the program plan approved at the December 1992 PCOM meeting in 
Bermuda, noting that the precise location of the DCS test leg (157) may change and that, if the DCS 
testing is eliminated from the FY1994 schedule, drilling at TAG (Leg 158) will occxir as Leg 157. This 
program plan is designed to address aspects of rifted margin evolution, the development of oceanic 
Uthpspher? At oqeqn iridgeg, Ngogene paleo<;gâ nography, q^d th? evQ^̂ Hon of deep seq fqps AnA 
accrerionarv prisms. 

c) The further investigation of these and other high priority themes including, but not confined 
to. sea-level change, high-latitude paleoceanography. fluid circulation in the lithosphere. carbon 
cycle will continue to define the track of the drillship. At present, highly ranked and drillable 
proposals which address such themes exist for the North and South Atlantic Oceans, the Caribbean, 
the Gulf of Mexico, the Mediterranean, Norwegian, Labrador and the Red Seas, the SW Indian 
Ocean and the East Pacific. These, at present, confine the likely operational areas of the drillship for 
FY95andFY96. 

d) PCOM encourages the submission of proposals for any ocean which address those high 
priority themes appropriately investigated by ocean drilling. 

Proposals received before 1 January 1994 that are subsequently highly ranked have the potential to 
modify the FY1996 and subsequent ship track. 

Austin proposed, Kidd seconded; vote: 15 yes, 0 no, 1 absent 

Item 995. Advisory Structure Review Committee (ASRC) Draft Report 
Lewis had distributed Revised ASRC Draft Report (#3) to all members of PCOM prior to *e meeting 

and wanted to have a general discussion on the report so he could take PCOM's views, in the form of a 
motion, to EXCOM in June. Lewis suggested that PCOM request that EXCOM pass the report back to 
PCOM for detailed comments after the final report was presented to EXCOM in June. PCOM discussed 
the subjects of ttie Revised ASRC Draft Report individually. 

Proposal y. Woy^}iops / COSQDs / White Papers 

PCOM agreed that the ASRC recommendation for open workshops to improve White Papers was a 
good idea for long-range planning. However, the specific details of how. these workshops would be . 
implemented needed to be worked out Also of concern was what PCOM's charge to the panels for tfieir 
revisions should be. PCOM wanted the revisions to include a section focusing on post-1998 plans. 

In addition to post-1998 planning, Fox stressed that the White Papers should be used to identify 
important themes that need to be drilled using a multi-leg program in order to completely address the 
thematic objectives. He saw this approach as haying an important impact on how resources were 
allocated by PCOM from flte present to the end of the program and beyond; less themes were needed if 
these themes needed large amovints of resources to accomplish their goals. Fox urged the panels not to be 
afraid to develop themes that may require more than a leg to accomplish. 

Lewis felt that PCOM should ask LTTHP to postpone their White Paper meeting untU PCOM could 
come up with detailed instructions on what to incorporate into ttieir White Paper. Lewis explained that 
he wanted PCOM to have time to carefully develop Aeir charge to tiie ttiematic panels regarding post-98 
and multiple-platform planning—both issues the PCOM itself was only beginning to address at this 
meeting. PCOM was reluctant to postpone the UTHP meeting at this stage of development After more 
discussion, PCOM agreed to support UTHP's approach and work with them during the revision process 
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to help refine the UTHP objectives. At the conclusion of the discussion, PCOM adopted the following 
consensus: 

PCOM fully endorsed the approach and schedule taken by LITHP in their White Paper. The PCOM 
Chair will contact the LITHP Chair to ensiire that the objectives of the White Paper are consistent with 
the PCOM discussion. 

Proposal 2; Role of thematic panels 
PCOM endorsed this ASRC proposal and it was generally felt that the present structure had already 

adopted this type of role in the planning process. 
Proposal 3; Overlapping of themes, liaisons and intemarional groups 
PCOM agreed that this ASRC .proposal was aheady in practice within the system. 
Proposal 4; Handling of drilling proposals 
PCOM agreed that the central idea of the first part of this proposal was using a DPG for plaiming the 

ship's schedule. PCOM's consaisus was that a DPG was not necessary but PCOM was in favor of the use 
of a pre-planning subcommittee with representatives from the science operator, SSP and PPSP be 
employed to prepare scheduling options for the PCOM armual meeting. 

PCOM then discussed the ASRC idea of having panels rank proposals on the basis of scientific merit 
and interest, thematic relevance, and scientific feasibility. PCOM agreed that thematic panels were not 
currentiy giving enough scrutiny to the details of the proposed drilling sites or the issue of whether or not 
the proposed sites would accomplish the objectives of the proposal. PCOM was in favor of panels using 
additional criteria for evaluating proposals to help identify and develop immature proposals in the 
thematic review process. 

Proposal 5t SSP. PPSP 
After a general discussion of the ASRC proposal, Kidd assured PCOM that the site survey guidelines 

were always imder review by SSP and that SSP was very flexible on a case-by-case basis. In addition, SSP 
always updated PCOM on changes in any of the site survey guidelines. Kidd felt diat SSP did spend a lot 
of time on the issues in the ASRC proposal and the ASRC had not recognized the SSP procedures that 
were already in place. PCOM discussed the SSP and PPSP review schedules and was satisfied that recent 
changes to procedures for proposal review—safety pre-review and drilling time estimates from the 
operator—were good improvements. PCOM was against the ASRC recommendatioris to: (a) make SSP a 
smaller group, (b) to have the JOIDES Office be tasked with site survey augmentation—SS' already did 
this, and (c) to use abstracts/extended abstracts in place of a complete proposal. 

Proposal 6: Panel and Shipboard Party membership 

1. PCOM agreed that a rotational policy for most non-US panel members had already been 
implemented. 

2. PCOM agreed that it already does informally consider several candidates for new panel members 
in consultation with the national PCOM representative. 

3. PCOM agreed that this item was not necessary because there were no barriers to former panel 
members being reappointed to a panel. 

4. PCOM agreed that in the present system co-chiefs were already chosen largely as ASRC 
described. 

5. PCOM discussed the issue of non-US nominatiorw for leg participants. Dick felt that this was a 
useful suggestion tiiat allowed co-chiefs to choose the best crew. IGdd wanted to clarify that such a slate 
of candidates had to be from actual applicants for the leg. Malpas added that the MOUs insure that tiie 
xiltimate decision on who goes on a leg was up to the countries themselves, changing that policy would 
require a change in the MOUs. 

Frppogiil 7; Selertion pf new TQIDES Office 
Lewis felt that the main point of this proposal was the issue of having a non-JOIDEiS institution lead 

the program. PCOM discussed the further implications for the program if this proposal was 
implemented. PCOM conserwus was that this was an internal UiS problem and it was not appropriate to 
address ttie problem as part of the advisory structure review. 
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Prpppgal 8; PCOM 
1. PCOM had a variety of opinions on giving the thematic panels more work in the planning 

process, most were against adding to panel chair workloads. There was support for more subcommittee 
work by PCOM to handle business issues and save time for more long-range planning during meetings. 

2. PCOM agreed that subcommittees were an appropriate way to deal with the majority of the panel 
recommendations prior to PCOM meetings. There was support for having longer PCOM meetings to 
allow more time for effective handling of long-range planning. 

3. PCOM agreed that TEDCOM viewed itself as somewhat autonomous and had tried to distance 
itself from the advisory process. The consensus was that PCOM probably did not get enough direct 
technical advice from TEDCOM. 

4. PCOM discussed the proposal to have thematic panel chairs or their representatives attend all 
PCOM meetings. There was general agreement that PCOM did not want to see work taken away from 
PCOM liaisons and added to the panel chairs' responsibilities. However, several PCOM members wanted 
to have thematic panel representation at all PCOM meetings to give direct input on proposals and science 
planning. PCOM debated the necessity of having thematic panel chairs attend both the April and the 
August meetings. To conclude the discussion, a straw vote was taken on having thematic panel chairs 
attend all of the PCOM meetings, the results were: 5 in favor, 11 against. 

5. PCOM was not in favor of implementing this proposal for the Four Year Plan because it was 
viewed as a geographic, and not a thematic, approach to ship scheduling. 

LunchBreak 1:00 - 2:00 PM 

Ptoposal ?; Scientific Syntheses 

PCOM agreed with the proposal to ask thematic panels to encourage S)mtheses of ODP science. 
Proposal 10; TEDCOM 

PCOM discussed the ASRC proposals regarding TEDCOM and supported many of the suggestions. 
PCOM debated what the mandate of TEDCOM should be in the advisory structure. The recent role of 
TEDCOM in PCOMs decision-making process was evaluated and ideas were generated on what could be 
done to improve PCOM's interactions with this panel. There was general agreement that, as presently 
constructed, TEDCOM was not as responsive to PCOM's need for tedmical advice as it could be. 
TEDCOMs technical advice was considered very valuable but PCOM wanted to see greater willingness 
to give input directly to PCOM. It was suggested that more engineers from academia be added to the 
panel to address the complaint that people firom industry were not able to put in sufficient time to the 
panel because they were not being paid for it There was discussion about having the TEDCOM chair, or 
a representative, come to all of PCOMs's meetings. 

Proposal 11: New technologies for downhole measurements 

PCOM agreed that DMP was already doing a good job at this. 
Proposal 12: Mode of operations of panels and TOIDES Office 

PCOM was in favor of using more committees and subcommittees to delegate work but there was 
agreement that generating additional meetings should be avoided. PCOM was in iavoT of increasing the 
staff for the JOIDES Office but saw that it was going to be impossible with the current budget situation. 
Kidd wanted to see the JOIDES Office take on some of the work of Uje panel chairs to help cut their 
workload. PCOM was not in favor of increasing the workload of the JOIDES Office without adding more 
staff. 

PCOM agreed that it may need to pay attention to those proposals of high scientific merit that were 
slipping througjh die cracks of the ODP review process. PCOM tried to identify some active proposals 
Aat were of hig^ quality but were not being highly ranked by panels because ttiey did not fit exactly into 
any of ttie ODP thematic categories. 

PCOM concluded discussion of the Revised ASRC Draft Report by adopting the following consensus 
statement 
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PCOM has received the #3 draft of the ASRC report. PCOM finds within the report many benefidai 
recommendations, but also some recommendations that it wants to examine in greater detail. 

PCOM requests after the report is formally received by EXCOM, that it be referred to PCOM for 
detailed comment 

PCOM set up a subcommittee consisting of Von Rad, Austin, Kidd, Taylor and Lewis to coordinate 
PCOM responses. 

Item 996. Long Range Planning 
1. Prioritizing Budget Items 

Lewis raised this issue because he was concerned that major budgetary items critical to the long-
range planning process would be severely impacted by the budgetary crisis ODP could face in the next 
few years—particularly if the Can/Aus pulls out. If there was a significant shortfall in the budget for next 
year PCOM would have to dedde on what budget items to cut. Lewis presented two examples of 
sti-ategies to cut the FY94 ODP budget by $ 3 M—this was the potential shortfall if ODP was left with five 
partners (Appendix 19.0). One option was to cut all SOE expenditures, this would result in a $ 2 M cut— 
the remaining $ 1M would come from across the board base budget cuts for the contractors that total 
$ 1 M. This option would have a large impact on the science program since it would cut out ttie DCS 
testing, the planned computing upgrades and all hard rock drilling sites. This type of budget cutting, 
focusing on SOEs, would essentially made ODP a soft rock program. A second option Lewis presented 
was cutting all innovative downhdle measurements and using only the basic Schlumberger package to 
save $ 2.4 M. To bring the cuts up to $ 3 M would also require cutting out the computing upgrade ($ 600 
K) or otiier large SOE/base budget items. 

Lewis presented these options not as the only possible ways to cut money, but to show that the 
program would have to consider major revision of the near-term science program if there were to be a 
$ 3 M budget shorts caused by loss of the Can/Aus partner. Lewis pointed out that the $ 3 M cut was 
the "doomsday scenario" and tiiere were other, perhaps more likely, possibilities for tiie near-term budget 
situation. In Lewis' opiruon the most likely possibility was that Can/Aus would be allowed to retain a 
partial membership with the money tihey had available—about $ 2 M. In tiiis scenario, the ODP budget 
shortfall for FY94 would be about $ 1M, Lewis preferred to have a discussion of priorities for cutting this 
amount from the budget. 

Austin noted diat the DCS costs were a large budget item that could be deferred by taking it off the 
FY94 schedule, saving close to $ 1 M. He felt that delaying DCS into FY95 was the cleanest cut—but only 
if it delayed it and not killed it PCOM agreed that delaying DCS sea testing would have a relatively low-
impact on the FY94 science program but also wanted to know if there were ways that base budgets could 
be cut more. Frands pointed out that the LDEO and TAMU base budgets had already been cut by BCOM 
at a time when the program was asking them to iruiovate—Francis felt that witfi these budget cuts they 
could not be very innovative. 

Malfait indicated that PCOM should consider the option of planning for a budget where Can/Aus 
was granted a full membership for 2/3 of a year to give them time to raise the additional $ 1M for full 
membership. PCOM debated tfie policy of allowing partial memberships and the possible domino effect 
this might have with other partners if it became a practice. Arculus reiterated that the crisis in the 
Can/Aus consortiiun was exacerbated by the short amoimt of lead time they had to deal with the 
problem. Can/Aus saw a partial membership as only a temporary, measure to allow them more time 
Can/Aus remained optimistic that they would, by some means, obtain funding for continued full 
membership. 

Dick asked PCOM to consider what savings might be realized if the publication of Scientific Results 
volumes was cut and publication of results was left to the open scientific literature? PCOM discussed this 
type of option as. an alternative to the cutting of major parts of the drilling operations. Dick wanted to 
consider other significant changes to the. way ODP did business before they conunitted to cutting out all 
hard rock legs. He suggested an option of completely changing how computing was done on the ship— 
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perhaps ODP should consider no longer providing the computing facilities on the ship and people would 
provide their own computing platforms. 

Von Rad asked if there was any possibility that the existing partners could each contribute more 
money for their membership? PCOM agreed that the economic and political prospects for tiiis option 
were not good since memberships had just been increased during the last renewal. Lewis asked about 
alternative sources within each country—such as industry? PCOM did not support tiying to get funds 
from industry, because of past experience with trying to do so. Lewis felt that the lesson to be learned 
from the exercise of trying to cut $ 3 M from the FY94 budget was that if Can/Aus was lost from the 
program the existing partners would be forced to fight for more money in order for ODP to survive. 

PCOM discussed getting additional partners from die rest of die world. Some saw potential for a 
South American consortium, an Asian consortium and possibly a South African consortium. The PCOM 
consensus was that a more proactive approach needed to be taken, possibly by hiring a professional to do 
the job. Lewis brought up the idea of pursuing other funding agencies within member countries, 
particularly ONR in the US. PCOM's consensus was to pursue new partners over trying to get more 
money from present member funding agencies. However, PCOM agreed diat a search for new members 
had to be undertaken with the realization that it was not a very promising option given diat most of diese 
countries did not have money for this type of science. 

PCOM concluded the discussion by passing the following motion: 

PCOM considered the impact of financial shortfalls in the period FY 1994 and beyond stemming from 
reduction or loss of the Can-Aus contribution. 

1) In the event of a one-time shortfall of $1 million, PCOM sees no choice but to delay DCS 
development and engineering Leg 157 into FY 1995. 

2) If there is to be no contribution from Can-Aus at all, the program will be unable to continue in its 
present form. Radical reorientation of scientific and technological objectives would be necessary. 
PCOM discussed potential deleterious consequences to logging and tool development, bare-rock 
lithospheric and accretionazy prism drilling, computer upgrades, publications, and the scale of 
scientific participation in program planning. 

3) Since these consequences are unacceptable to large segments of our constituent community, it is 
imperative that current Can-Aus efforts to find financial support be successful. PCOM stands ready to 
support diose efforts. 

4) Even if continuing Can-Aus participation in ODP is successful, ODP presentiy lacks the funds 
necessary to carry out the program outlined in the Long-Range plan. 

5) PCOM therefore wishes to assist EXCOM in its efforts to attract a broader international base for 
scientific ocean drilling. 

Natland proposed, seconded; vote: 15 yes, 0 opposed, 1 absent 

The In Situ Pore Fluid Sampler RFP 

Lewis explained that this RFP was for a feasibility study to find out if it was technically possible to 
make a an in situ pore fluid sampling tooL Austin recommended that, given die current budget situation, 
PCOM not fund this RFP aiul duit DMP identify additional expertise for tiieir panel to find out for 
diemselves if this instrument could ever be successfully designed. After discussion, PCOM agreed not to 
commit money to do a feasibility study for a tool diat might not yet be technologically possible to 
develop. 

Lewis noted that several of die diematic panels were in support of developing a way to do this type 
of sampling and had requested diat the RFP be issued. Frands suggested diat a tool may not be die 
answer, casing and perforation was a way to accomplish die in situ pore fluid sampling—it was the way 
that die oil companies do such sampling. However, he did not feel that the long time periods required for 
diis type of testing was feasible for ODP. 
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PCOM concluded the discussion by passing the following motion: 

PCOM appreciates that sampling of pore fluids in low permeability rocks is of importance to several 
thematic panels. However, the poor prospects for success and the budgetary constraints, preclude 
issuing an RFP for evaluation of the feasibility of sampling pore fluids at this time. PCOM 
recommends that the DMP either use or acquire panel expertise to address this issue or to seek 
funding from other sources for the RFP. 

Natiand proposed, Kidd seconded; vote: 13 yes, 2 abstentions, 1 absent. 

Pgep-PriiUng RFO 
PCOM discussed the scope of the deep-drilling RFQ issued by TAMU. Francis explained that the RFQ 

was for a feasibility study for deep drilling on the JOIDES Resolution but was to include specifications for 
an alternate drilling vessel/platform if the required changes would exceed the capability of the JOIDES 
Resolution. Francis reviewed the names of the respondents to the RFQ. TEDCOM wanted time to evaluate 
tiie responses to the RFQ but could not complete tiiis task at their March meeting due to conflict of 
interest problems with some TEDCOM members. A subcommittee of TEDCOM would be reviewing the 
responses soon so, until then, there would be no decision by TAMU on die winner. 

PCOM debated what action to take on this issue given the current budget situation. Austin felt that 
the process needed to be stopped because there was no money for it and it was not dear that it was ODP's 
business to conduct this study. Lewis felt strongly that resolving the issue of deep drilling on the JOIDES 
Resolution was critical for a post-1998 plarming and that some type of feasibility study needed to be done 
ahead of the renewal review of the program. 

Frands explained tiiat PCOM's only options were to: (1) table the issue pending TEDCOM review 
vmtil the August PCOM meeting—waiting imtil this date would violate the terms of the RFQ, or (2) to not 
fund the RFQ. PCOM discussed the two options. The PCOM consensus was thatdeep drilling was 
essential for long-range, post-1998 planning and needed to be investigated prior to 1998. Unfortunately 
there was no money for it in the current budget so PCOM agreed that TAMU should not fund the RFQ. 
PCOM agreed to revisit the issue in the future and suggested that TEDCOM progress the issue on its 
own. 

PCOM conduded tfie discussion by passing thie following motion: 

PCOM recognizes the importance of deep drilling for ODP, particularly for antidpated continttation 
of operations beyond 1998. However, given severe present fiscal restrictions, PCOM cannot 
recommend to fund any of the responses to the RFQ recently issued by ODP-TAMU in consultation 
with TEDCOM. PCOM encourages TEDCOM to pursue the initiative on its own, by augmenting its 
existing expertise as required. 

Austin proposed, Moore seconded; vote: 14 yes, 1 no, 1 absent 

Item 997. Old Business 

1. Von Herzon proposal request update 
Lewis reported that at the December PCOM, Richard Von Herzen had requested an opportunity to 

deploy temperature measuring devices on Legs 150 and 152. Von Herzen was cxirrentiy planning to take 
measurements at the two shallow slope sites on Leg 150, the co-chiefs supported the activity. Von Herzen 
planned to evaluate the data from Leg 150 before dedding whether or not to continue witii die program 
on later legs. 
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Wednesday, April 28,1993 9:00 A M 
2. Update on the 1994 Schedule 

Vgm̂  Enginggring Mpdatg, Lgg 157 
Lewis summarized die status of the site selection for the EXZS leg. Austin noted that in order to have 

site survey done for placing a hardrock guidebase, Kastens would need to write another proposal to add 
camera surveys to her cruise. Austin felt diat PCOM should not miss the opportimity to get data needed 
to make Leg 157 a success. PCOM discussed the necessity of getting the photos for hardrock guidebase 
emplacement and what the possibility of actually getting this data on die Kastens cruise was. At the 
conclusion of die discussion, PCOM passed the following motion: 

PCOM, in light of recent Hess Deep experience, recognizes die importance of photo coverage in the 
vicinity of any site scheduled for deployment of a HRGB. PCOM, in order to prepare properly for Leg 
157, endorses a plan of action to attempt to acquire this coverage during an upcoming siuvey of the 
Vema FZ transverse ridge. The JOIDES Office will help tfie PI of die program witii tiiat effort. 

Austin proposed, Natiand seconded; 15 yes, 1 abstention. 
TAG monitoring program update 

Fox reported diat RIDGE held a workshop on the instrumentation of the TAG site in February 1993. 
Lewis brought up diat UTHP requested diat die TAG leg (Leg 158) be used to CORK 395A but that SGPP 
had recommended not to CORK the hole on Leg 158. Frands wanted to make it clear diat the TAMU 
budget did not include a CORK for die 395A site. PCOM discussed die panel recommendations, 
operational feasibility and budget constraints for this operation and came to the following consensus: 

PCOM consensus is not to use Leg 158 to CORK 395A. 

Coffee Break 10:30 AM 

Item 998. New Business 
1. 1993 Meeting schedule 

PCQM Mfistingg 
1) Summer Meeting in Brisbane, Australia, August 10-12,1993 
2) Aimual Meeting at Miami, November 30-December 3,1993 
3) Spring Meeting 1994 at Cardiff, Wales, date undetermined 
4) Summer 1994 possibly an ESF4iosted meeting in Iceland, or in Barbados at the Leg 157 port call 
5) Annual meeting, December 1994 in College Station, Texas 
3) Spring Meeting 1995, possibly meeting in Japan 

2. Membership Actions 
PCOM adjourned to Executive Session to discuss membership actions 
Panels and Panel Chairs 

SGPP: R.Sarg to replace N.ChristieBlick 
TECP: J. Stock to replace T. Atwater 

A. Robertson to replace E. Moores as Panel Chair after the fall UTHP meeting 
UTHP: A. Sheehan to replace T. Brocher 

A. Fisher to replace D. Moos 
K. Gillis to replace S. Humphris 

In recognition of Humphris' service, PCOM adopted the following consensus statement 
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On behalf of the JOIDES advisory structure, PCOM expresses its considerable appredation for the 
excellent job that Susan Humphris performed as chair of the Lithosphere Panel and wishes her well in 
her position at the RIDGE office and co-chief designate of Leg 158. 

SMP: J. Gieskes to replace K. Moran as Panel Chair after the fall SMP meeting 
J. Parizo to replace J. King 
J. Whelan to replace M. Motti 

SSP: D. Toomey to replace Greg Moore 

PCOM Membership and Liaisons 

PCOM Mpmbership 

Malpcis would offidally be replaced by Arculus for Can/Aus on PCOM as of September 30,1993. 
However, this was Malpas' last PCOM meeting. In recognition of Malpas* years of service, PCOM 
adopted the following consensus statement 

On behalf of the JOIDES advisory sbnicture and the entire ODP community, PCOM expresses its deep 
appredation to John Malpas for the time and energy he has put into PCOM, the Long Range Plan, and 
the ntimerous committee and panels he has attended oyer the years. PCOM recognizes that his 10 year 
commitment to the program has contributed immeasurably to its success. 

PCOM Liaison Assi^mpntt; 

EXCOM LITHP OHP SGPP TECP DMP IHP PPSP SMP SSP TEDCOM 
J. Austin X 
K. Becker X 
W. Bereer X 
RDick X 
J. Fox X 
R.Kidd X X 
H. C. Larsen X 
B. Lewis X X 
R. Arculus X 
C. M6vel X 
A.Mbc X 
J. Mutter X 
W.Sager X 
K. Suvehiro X 
B. Tavlor X 
U. von Rad . X 1 

Co-Chief Sdentists 

PCOM endorsed, by consensus, tiie nomination of Dave Piper (Canada) as Co-Chief Sdentist for Leg 
155 (Amazon Fan). 

Computer RFP Evaluation Committee 

PCOM endorsed, by consenstis, the designation of Dave Goldberg as a liaison to the Computer RFP 
Evcduation Committee to foster interaction (except that he will be exduded from situatior\s involving 
conflict of interest). 
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At the conclusion of the Executive Session, PCOM passed the following motion: 

PCOM endorsed all personnel changes in panel membership, panel chairs and PCOM liaisons 
presented at the April 1993 PCOM meeting. 

Natiand proposed, von Rad seconded; vote: 16 yes. 

3. Review of RFPs 
Lewis explained that DMP felt diere had not been sufficient input by the JOIDES advisory structure 

in the recent wireline logging RFP review process. Lewis' purpose of raising this issue here was an 
attempt to clarify the RFP reviewer selection process for PCOM. Lewis suggested that the handling and 
review process of die recent computer upgrade RFP might serve as a better model for future RFP reviews 
and that if the JOIDES advisory structure was involved in die process at an earlier stage, reviews might 
go smoother. 

Malfait saw no problem with more input from the JOIDES advisory structure but cautioned diat 
conflicts of interest may exist He explained that individuals representing themselves on an RFP review 
committee may or may not have a conflict, but individuals representing JOIDES would be seen as a 
having a conflict After discussion, PCOM passed the following motion: 

To ensure that the interests of the JOIDES advisory structure are fully represented in ail contracts let 
by JOI Inc. or it subcontractors that involve important new directions, the PCOM Chair should be 
direcfly involved with JOI Inc. in the specification of RFPs and nomination of reviewers. 

Austin moved, Moore seconded; vote: 15 yes, 1 absent 

4. Russian Request for ODP Representatives to Visit Russia 
Lewis brought up for discussion a recent request bom Nikita Bogdanov for ODP scientists to go tx) 

Russia to give presentations on die results of Legs 147 and 148. PCOM discussed the general problems of 
interactions with die Russian science community. There was general sjnnpathy to keep Russian scientists 
involved in ODP dirou^ such informal interactions because there was a large scientific population in 
Russia who were interested in ODP. Austin felt that die impact of lectures was limited, he felt insiuing 
Russian access to ODP publications was a better investment Fox agreed and related that there was a 
severe lack of written journals and materials in Russia. PCOM discussed ideas that would help ODP to 
better distribute literature in the Russian s)̂ tem. 

PCOM discussed the specific request that had been made. Since the Russian request was specifically 
for more information on Legs 147 and 148, M6vel volunteered her efforts to by go to Russia to talk about 
Leg 147 and would look for someone from Leg 148 to go with her. She felt diat she could get funds from 
France to undertake this activity. 

5. Western Pacific Seismic Network Proposal 
Suyehiro asked PCOM to discuss the Western Pacific Seismic Network proposal (ODP proposal # 

431—^Suyehiro identified himself as a proponent) and he questioned whedier or not it had received a fair 
review diuing the spring global rankings; he noted diat UTHP had not included it in their global ranking. 
Austin felt diat die proposal should not be ranked because it needed to be placed into context of the 
global OSN network program plan priorities, PCOM had made that dear in the past for these types of 
proposals. Suyehiro said diat the proposal was not submitted as part of OSN and even so, it had been 
placed within the most recent prioritized OSN listing. He understood UTHFs need for proof of the 
technical feasibility of die program but questioned if die review/ranking process had been fair. 

After discussion, PCOM's consensus was that in order for a proposal for drilling spedal-purpose 
holes to be ranked hig^y, the proposal needed to be fit into a global network plan. Lewis disagreed diat a 
proposal should be forced to fit itself into a global network if it was designed as a single, geographically-
isolated experiment Lewis pointed to this proposal as an example of a proposal not widiin die mandates 
of any of die thematic panels and might be best handled as the ASRC Draft Report suggested—by having 
PCOM review and rank die proposal itself. Pyle suggested having a liaison from FDSN come to the 
August PCOM meeting and address this issue. PCOM agreed diis would be a good option because the 
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August meeting traditionally included guests from ODP liaison groups—which included FDSN. Lewis 
agreed to consult with an FDSN representative (Dziewanski/Purdy) about the proposal for the 
emplacement of a borehole seismometer (# 431). 

PCOM continued to discuss how a proposal like # 431 should be handled. Since it was not a proposal 
that fit well into any panel mandates there was some support for having the proposal reviewed externally 
and letting PCOM consider it independentiy of the thematic panel review process. PCOM debated the 
sdentific objectives of proposal # 431 and how it fit into tiie LRP objectives. Most felt that PCOM needed 
to know what the OSN priorities were in order to put a proposal like this into context with it Austin's 
opinion was that PCOM's only commitment to these types of proposals was to view diem in the global 
context and stressed that it would be bad a precedent for PCOM to contradict or go around the panel 
reviews. Mutter darified that the reason UTHP did not rank proposal # 431 highly was that they did not 
feel it would be a good experiment for technical reasons. 

Item 999. Review of Action Items and Voting on Motions Outstanding 
PCOM reviewed a list of all of the motions, action items and consensus statements that had been 

presented during the meeting. Motions that had been discussed earlier but not offidally voted on were 
presented for fined consideration and voting. 
[Editor's note: The results of the vote are reported with each motion in the minutes where it was discussed]. 

Lunch ; 12:45-1:30 
Ken Miller gave a presentation during lunch on the progress at land-based NJ/MAT drilling at Island Beach, New Jersey. 

Item 1000. Long-Range Planning for Post - 1998 
In order to begin planning for ODP in post-1998 time, Lewis asked PCOM to tiiink about three 

prindpal questions: (1) What will be die main focus of the sdence in the program—deep drilling, ocean 
history sites, shelf drilling, or a selection of each? (2) What platforms will be required to achieve these 
sdence objectives—special piupose or general purpose vessel(s) ? (3) What level of funding will be 
required to support this t3̂ e of program? Lewis felt that tiiese were the issues critical to the continuation 
of ODP post-1998 and strategies that PCOM developed now would be important for the continued 
success of the program. 

Austin questioned how PCOM could deal v̂ rith long-term planning when the budget planning 
process was very short-term? PCOM discussed the budgetary situation for tiie near future and agreed 
that if die "doomsday scenario" of budget cuts occurred it would be very difficult to plan for a long-term 
future. However, PCOM agreed tiiat it must begin to address post-1998 planning now, even if only for the 
static—and admittedly optimistic—case of level funding throu^ 1998. Lewis pointed out tiiat trjdng to 
maintain and increase money in the program would also have to be part of a long-range plaru 

Natiand wanted to see ODP become more program-oriented and pursue integrated drilling strategies 
instead of concentrating on individual projects. Austin thought that the program should restructure itself 
to focus on more effectively addressing specific tiiematic goals, he saw a need for two vessels in tfie 
program, one a long-term drilling project ship (6 months to a year), tiie other a moveable, multi-piupose 
vessel to drill legs like ODP did now. Larsen thought that there should be some vision applied to tiie 
program in order to get more money from partners, ODP should not expect to get more money for 
performing the same service. M6vel agreed, changes in the program could open up possibilities for 
increases in tiie funding levels and she dted multiple platforms as a possible example. Von Rad saw a 
need for tiie program to have both shallow- and deep-drilling programs with multiple platforms, but he 
recognized that there would need to be a much more money in tiie program to do both of these types of 
drilling well. 

PCOM discussed the assets it already had in die JOIDES Resolution and tiie effidency of a single, 
multi-purpose platform wifli laboratory facilities, equipment and storage. It was recognized tiiat these 
features would not be available to the program if several t3̂ es of spedalized vessels were contracted on 
short-term charter to do various types of drilling. PCOM agreed that adding another platform to tiie 
program would require doubling the budget and tiiat in order to properly support multiple platforms tiie 
program needed to have strong international support and ain increase in funcUng. 
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Mutter questioned why PCOM did not discuss the science planning and funding first instead of 
platform planning? He felt that ODP needed to sell die program on die science not on a platform and 
suggested that global change was an area diat ODP could make some headway into in terms of increased 
funding. PCOM debated whether or not ODP should by to sell itself dirough global change aspects. 
Further discussion covered the philosophical concept of "selling die science" and how justification angles 
applied to what ODP did in its science program. 

Berger changed the subject of the discussion back to die decisions that were made earlier in die 
meeting regarding the potential budget cuts and proposed die following motion: 

Considering the importance of retaining the dirust of technological innovation during times of 
budgeting difficulties, PCOM asks TAMU and LDEO to make a list of program services not direcfly 
impinging on drilling activities that can be cut in times of future budget shortfall. 

The motion was seconded by M^vel and opened up for discussion. Berger explained that he did not 
want to see PCOM set a pattern of cutting out all aspects of technology development and irmovation from 
the program when budgets got tight. He proposed this motion because he wanted other options to be 
available, options diat he did not feel had been fully explored at diis meeting, if tliis type of situation 
happened again. 

Austin argued that PCOM, or a subcommittee of it, should do die list making for budget cuts and not 
leave it up to the subcontractors. Pyle countered diat it was JOI's responsibility to make the list but added 
that he did not approve of die list making approach to budget cutting as a general practice. Fox 
questioned how any cuts could be made without having prioritized die near- and long-term science and 
technology goals to guide diose cuts? Kidd wanted to make it dear that the innovation and technology, 
which were the main product of diis international collaboration, were critical to the continued funding 
and partidpation of die international partners. 

Having already passed a motion regarding budget priorities, PCOM discussed what purpose passing 
the motion would serve. PCOM felt that die earlier motion incorporated enough language to deal with 
die perceived problem. Berger withdrew the motion noting diat his point had been made. 

Lewis proposed that in order to prepare for post-1998 renewal PCOM should xmdertake a two-part 
sfrategy: (1) write a proposal describing die prindpal sdentific goals of post-1998 drilling, and (2) write a 
paper describing the platform requirements and options to achieve these sdence goals. After discussion it 
was dedded diat a subconunittee of PCOM consisting Lewis and Kidd (next PCOM Chair) should work 
with PCOMs thematic panel liaisons to direct the revision of the White Papers—diis would form the 
basis for completion of task 1. Task 2 would be investigated by Lewis and Kidd as the requirements of the 
first task became dearer. Lewis expected that synopses of these papers could be ready by the August 
PCOM meeting. 

PCOM discussed Lewis' proposal and the most effident way of accomplishing the planning tasks. 
There was coiKem over the timeframe diat Lewis outlined given diat die diematic panels would not be 
meeting prior to August PCOM agreed diat in order to get die information prior to the August PCOM -
meeting, it would be most effective to have die PCOM liaisons contact and work widi die panel chairs. 
While diey worked on this project, Lewis asked die liaisons to consider if they envisaged diat the present 
thematic panel organization should be maintained or changed in the post-1998 advisory structure—^were 
there better options for diematic panel organization. 

Austin wanted to have die issue of post-1998 planning discussed by die panels at their fall meetings, 
the results could be presented to PCOM for further discussion at the annual meeting in December. Lewis 
wanted to complete diis first task by August so diat die panel chairs could be given specific direction 
from PCOM to take to dieir fall panel meetings in regards to White Paper revisions and die White Paper 
revisions could be kept on a timely brack. PCOM agreed diat die panels shoidd add an aspect of long-
range, post-1998 planning in dieir White Papers. 

PCOM discussed die wording of a post-1998 planning statement It was agreed that die approach 
would be to first define the sdence goals and dien identify what type of platform(s) would be required to 
accomplish tills sdence. After dieses issues were addressed, PCOM would begin die process of 
identifying suitable platforms that would be available in a post-1998 timeframe. PCOM conduded the 
discussion and the meeting by adopting the following consensus statement 
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In preparation for proposing a renewal of ODP beyond 1998, PCOM identifies the following two tasks 
as being required by 1995. 

1. A proposal describing the principal sdentific goals of post-1998 drilling. 

2. A paper describing platform requirements and options to achieve the sdence goals. 

To accomplish task 1, PCOM assigns a subcommittee, consisting of the PCOM Chair (Lewis) and next 
PCOM Chair (Kidd) to work with the thematic panel liaisons to direct the writing of White Papers by 
the thematic panels that can form the basis for task 1. 

To accomplish task 2, PCOM assigns a subcommittee consisting of PCOM Chair (Lewis) and next 
PCOM Chair (Kidd) to iiutiate work on tius task. 

PCOM expects that in executing these tasks the subcommittees will make maximum use of e-mail and 
they will present synopses of these papers at the August 1993 PCOM meeting. 

Meeting adjourned 3:30 PM 
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A C R O N Y M DICTIONARY 
ACOS Advisory Committee on Ocean Sciences GCR Gulf Coast Repository 
ABW Antarctic Boaom Water GEOSECS Geochemical Ocean Sections Study 
AGU American Geophysical Union GLOBEC Global Ocean Ecosystem Dynamics 
AMC axial magma chamber GOOS Global Ocean Observing System 
APC Advanced Piston Corer GSC Geological Survey of Canada 
ARC Australian Research Council GSGP Global Sedimentary Geology Program 
ARCSS Arctic System Sdence HRB hard-rock guide base 
ASRC Advisory Structure Review Committee HRO hard-rock orientation 
ASTC Asscxnation of Science and Technology Centers IDAS isothermal decompression analysis system 
BGR Bundesanstait fiir Geowissenschaften und IFREMER Institut Ftangais de Recherche pour 

Robtoffe ITxpIoitation de la Mer 
BGS British Geological Survey IIP International Lithosphere Program 
BHA bottom-hole assembly IMF Institut Mediteiianeen de Technologie 
BHTV borehole televiewer INSU Institut de Sdences de ITJnivets 
BIRPS British Institutions Reflection Profiling InterRIDGE International Ridge Inter-Disdplinary Global 

Syndiate Experiments 
BMFT Bundeministerium fiir Forschung und IOC Intergovernmental OceanographicCommission 

Technologie IPOD International Phase of Ocean Drilling 
BMR Bureau of Mineral Resources IPR intellectual property rights 
BRGM Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres nus Incorporated Research Institutions for 
BSR bottom-simulating reflector Seismok}gy 
CGC Canadian Geosdence Council JAMSTEC Japan Marine Sdence and Technology Center 
CHT cross-hole tomography JAPEX Japan Petroleum Exploration Company 
CORK JGOFS Joint Global Ocean Flux Studies 
CSDP Continental Sdentific Drilling Program JOIBOG JOI Board of Governors 
CSC Computer Services Group (ODP) KTB Kontinentales Tiefbohrprogramm der 
CSM Camborne School of Mities (UK) Bundesrepublik Deutschland 
CY calendar year LANL Los Alamos National laboratory 
DCB diamond core barrel ItST lateral stress tool 
DCS diamond coring system LBL Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
DEA Drilling Engineering Association LDEO Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory 

DFG Deutsche Fbrschungsgemeinschait UPS large igneous provinces 

DI-BHA DriU-in bottom-hole assembly LRP Long Range Plan 
DOE Department of Energy mbsf meters below seafloor 

DP dynamic positioning MCS multichannel seismic 

DPG Detailed Plarming Group MDCB motor-driven core barrel 

DRB diamond coring system retractable bit system MMS Minerals Management Servkx 
ECB extended Core Barrel MOU memorandum of imdentanding 

ECOD ESF Consortium for Ocean Drilling MOR mid-ocean lidge 
ECR East Coast Repository MRC MkropaIeontok)gkal Reference Center 

EEZ Esdusive Economic Zone MST multi-sensor track 
EMCO ESF Management Committee for ODP NAD . Nordi Adantic Deepwater 
EB environmental impaa statement NADP Nansen Arctic Drilling Program 

EMR Department of Energy, Nfines & Resources NAS National Academy of Sciences 

ENSO El Nirio Southern Oscillation NATRE NorthA Adantic Tracer Release Experiment 

EPR East Padik Rise NERC Natural Environment Research Council 

ESCO ESF Sdentific Committee for ODP NGDC National Geophysical DaQ Center 

ESF European Science Foundation NOAA National Oceanic & Atmospheric 

ETH Edgendssiches Technische Hochschule, Administration 

(Zurich) NRC National Research Council 
FARA French-American Ridge Adantic NSB National Sdence Board 
FCCSET Federal Coordiiating Committee on Sdence NSF National Sdence Foundation 

Engineering & Technology NSERC National Sdence and Engineering Research 
FDSN Federation of Digital Seismic Networks Council (Canada) 

FMS formation microscanner OBS ocean bottom seismometer 

FY fiscalyear ODIN Ocean Drilling Information Network 
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ODPC Ocean Drilling Program Council SOW Statement ofWork 

OG organic geochemistry STA Science and Technology Agency (of Japan) 

OMDP Ocean Margin Drilling Program SUSCOS Subcommittee on U.S. Coastal Ocean Science 

ONR Office of Naval Research TAMU Texas A & M University 

ORI Ocean Research Institute of Univ. of Tokyo TAMRF Texas A&M Research Foundation 

OSN '" Ocean Seismic Network TOGACOARE Tropical Ocean Global Experiment Coupled 

PCS pressure core sampler Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment 

PDC poly-crystalline diamond compact (drilling bit) TTO Transient Tracers in the Ocean program 

PEC Performance Evaluation Committee UDI Underseas Drilling, Incorjpotated 

PPI Producer Price Index USSAC US Sdentific Advisory Committee 

RFP request for proposals USSSP US Science Support Program 

RFQ request for quotes VPC vibra-percussive corer 

RIDGE, Ridge Inter-Disciplinary Global Experiments VSP vertical seismic profile RIDGE, 
(US) WCR West Coast Repository 

ROV remotely-operated vehicle WCRP World Climate Research Program 

SCM sonic core monitor WG Working Group 

SCOR Scientific Committee on Ocean Research WHO! Woods Hole Oceanogtaphic Institution 

SCS singlekharinei seismic WGB weight on bit 

SES sidewall-eiitiysub WOCE World Ocean Circulation Experiment 

SNL Sandia Natioiial Laboratory WSTP water sampler, temperature, pressure 

SOE Special Operating ficpense (downhole tool) 

JOIDES Committees and Panels: 
BGOM Budget Committee PPSP Pollution Prevention and Safety Panel 

DMP^ Downhole Measurements Panel SGPP Sedimentary and Geochemical Ptocesses Panel 

EXCOM- Executive Committee SMP .. . Shipboard Mearurements Panel 

IHP . Information Handling Panel SSP. Site Survey ftnel 

urap lidiosphere Panel STRATCOM Strategy Committee (disbanded) 

OHP Ocean History ^ e l TECP Tectonics Panel 

OPCOM Opportunity Committee (disbanded) TEDCOM Technology and Engineering Development 

PANCHM Panel Chairs Meeting Committee 

PCOM Planning Committee 

Detailed Planning Groups (DPG) and Working Groups (WG): 
DH-WG Data-Handling WG 
NAAG-DPG North Atlantic-Arctic Gateways DPG (disbanded) 
NAHM-DPG North Adantic Rifted M a ^ DPG (disbanded) 
OD-WG Qfl&et Drilling WG (disbanded) 
SL-WG Sea-Lev^ WG (disbanded) 
SWD-WG ShaUow Water Drilling Working Group 

FY93 Programs; 
NAAG-I 
NARMNOT-VofcanicI 
Nf/MAT 
504B 

North Atlantic Arctic Gateways, first leg (Leg 151) 
North Adantic Rifted Margins non-volcanic, first leg (Leg 149) 
New jersey / Middle Atlantic Transea (Leg 150) 
deepening Hole 5043 (Leg 148) 

c 

FY94 Programis; 
NARMVokanic-I 
MASK 
CearaRise 
Amazon Fan 
N. Baiiiadoes Ridge 
DCS Engineering 
TAG 

North Adantic Rifted Margins.volcanic, first leg (Leg 152) 
Mid-Adantic Ridge at Kane fracture zone (Leg 153) 
Leg 154 
1*8155 
Leg 156 
Diamond Coring System engineering leg (Leg 157) 
Ttans-Adantic Geotraverse Hydrothennai Fidd (leg 158) 
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LITHP OHP SGPP TECP 
1 420— NAAGH 423-Rev 323-Rev2 

Oceanic crust evol. NA. Arctic Gateways II Gas hydrate sampling Alboran Sea (deep hole) 
2 300-Rev 430— New Jersey Margin II TIE} NARM-DPG 

Return to Site 735 Sub-SAT 348-Add (shallow boles) IN-VMar.n(Iber.2) 
3 NARM-DPG 354-Add 412-Add 1 346-Rev3 

Volcanicmarsiiis n Beneuela Cunent Bahamas transect TIElEqu. Atl. transfonn 
4 TIE)086-Rev2 . , 415-Rev 391-Rev 330-Rev 

1 Red Sea Caribbean KT/paleo. Med. sapropels Med. Ridge (Phase 1) 
5 1 SRH 386-Rev2/422-Rev 380-Rev3 34d-Rev 

TE] Sed. Ridges n California current VICAP-MAP N Aiistralian margin 
6 * GENERIC 404— 400— 400— 

TimingofLIPs NW Ati. sed. drifts Costa Rica acc. wedge Costa Rica acc. wedge 
7 * GENERIC 427— SR-Rev NARM-DPG 

W. Pac. Forearc/Backarc Soutb Florida sea level Sedimented Ridges n Volcanic Margins II 
8 426— TIE} 391-Rev 330-Rev T[E{ 265-Rev/Add) 

Aus:-Antarctic discord. 1 Med: Sapropels Med. Ridge (Phase 1) 1 Woodlark Basin 
9 407_/425— 1 079-Rev 422— 1 334-Rev2 . 

IS'lO-N/MAR TIE} Somali deep hole Santa Monica Basin TEE} GaladaMm^S 
10 * GENERIC 337-^ 404— 330—/33p-Rev 

Mass BaL atSub. Zones New Zealand isea level NW Ad. sed. drifts Med. Ridges (deep) 
11 376-iRev 253-Rev/253-Add 424-Rev NARM-DPG 

VeniiFZ.VE-l.VE-2 Pac. black sbales Code Hole 395A Non-VoIdH fNfId) 
12 TIE} 368— 347-Rev 253-Rev 333-Rev 

1 Return to 801C Soutbreq. AtL paleo. Pac; black shales Cavman Trough 
13 •\ *GENERIC 406—/372TAdd 386-Rev2 •GENERIC 

TIE} Caribbean Kf/LIP FeniDrift/DSDPlie California margin Red Sea 
14 374-r-. 367-Ada 427— 323-Rev2 

OceanoKraijlierFZ Si Australia margin South Florida sea level Alboian Sea (non-deep) 
15 380-Rev2 Bering (CEPAC/390) 407— 

VtCAP. Gran Canada Bering SealCstorv 15°20'N shallow manUe 
16 368— 

- Hole 801C return 
17 420-r-

Oceanic crust evoL I 

•GENEMC PROPOSALS IDEimFIED IN 1993 GLOBAL RANKINGS 
• LIP Timing: Hiis program would address die timing of the foimadon of large igneous provinces, sM. 

wooid most likely be ccmducted on either the Kerguelen or (>itong Java Plateaus 
• Forearc/BadcaKr A number of high priority objecdves exist at convert It is expected 

that several proposals will soon be submitted for drilling these environmoits in the Western Pacific. 
• Mass Balances and G«ocfaemical Fluxes at Subduction Zones: LTTHF has long been 

interested in addressing this problem. There is curroady a proposal m the system (Prq)osaI 400—) 
that coujd .with stnhe revision, condua an ^qnopiiate smcty at the Middle America Trench. 'However, 
as preseady written, its emphasis is nune on fluid flow within the acoedoiiary wedge, than on 
defining die composition of the down-going slab. Consequendy, this topic is included in the rankings 
as a generic proposal 

• Caribbean LIP/KT Boundary: The PANCHM recommended that the proponents of the KT 
bouiidaiy proposals and die Caribbean LIP proposals work together to pnxluce a joint program of 
dicing. A leg of drilling for such a pn)gram is included in the tankmgs 

• Red Sea: TECP felt diat die exisdng Red Sea proposal (086-Rev2) proposal did not address die needs 
of the panel and therefore required an extensive rewrite of a new proposal 

c 
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JOI joi@iris.edu 
Kappel, Ellen ekappel@iris.edu 
Pyle, Tom pyle@iris.edu 

NSF 
Ambos, Beth bambos@nsf.gov 
Dauphin, Paul jdauphin@nsf:gov 
Heinrichs, Don dhdnrichs@nsf.gov 
Malfeit, Bruce bmalfait@nsf.gov 

Panel Chairs 
Ball, Mahlon (PPSP) 
Bloomer, Sherman (UTHP) bloomer@crsa.bu.edu 
Delaney, Peggy (OHP) delaney@cats. ucsc.edu 
Gibson, Ian (IHP) guelph2@watdcs.uwaterloo.ca 
Kastens, Kim (SSP) kastens@lamontldgo.columbia.edu 
Lysne, Peter (DMP) pdysne@sandia.gov 
McKenzie, Juditii (SGPP) sediment@czheth5a.bitnet 
Moores, Eldridge (TECP) moores@Bametucdavis.edu 
Moran, Kate (SMP) moran@agcrr.bio.ns.ca 
Sparks, Charles (TEDCOM) 

ODP-TAMU 
Baldauf, Jack baldauf@nelson.tamu.edu 
Coyne, John coyne@neIson.tamu.edu 
Frands, Tim francis@nelson.tamu.edu 
Rabinowitz, Phil moy@nelson.tamu.edu 
Storms, Mike storms@nelson.tamu.edu 

ODP-LDEO 
Borehole Resecirch Group,.LDEO brg-users@lcimontldeo.coIumbia.edu 
Broglia, Cristina chris@Iamontldeo.columbia.edu 
Demenocal, Peter pdem@lamontldeo.columbia.edu 
Goldberg, Dave goldberg@lamontldeo.columbia.edu 
Hobart, Mike hobart@lamontldeo.columbia.edu 

Site Survey Data Bank 
Mountain, Greg moimtain@lamont.ldeo.columbia.edu 
Qarratano, Milly milly@lamontldeo.coliunbia.edu 
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W Internet: Directiory 

Please let the JOIDES Office know if jon have an Internet address addition or correction 
Executive Committee Internet address 

Beiersdorf, Helmut beiersdorf@gatel.bgr.dbp.de 
Bnden,Jim jbriden@mailjisw.ac.uk 
CaldweU, D. d.caldwell.OSU@omnetnasa.gov 
Donnan, QaiR c.dorman.WHOI@omnetnasa.gov 
Duce, Robert duce@triton.tamu.edu 
Eaton, Gordon g.eaton@omnetnasa.gov 
Falvey, Diavid 
Frieman, Edward e.frieman@omnetJiasa.gov 
Helsley, Chuck chuck@soesthawaii.edu 
Lancelot, Yves yJancelot@omnetJiasa.gov 
Leinen, Margaret mIeinen@gsosiml.gso.uri.edu 
Maxwell, Art art@utigjg.utexas.edu 
Nowell, Arthur noweIl@ocean.washington.edu 
Rosendahl, Bruce brosendahI@rsmas.miami.edu 
Sartori, Renzo 
Taira, Asahiko taira@tansei.cc.u-tokyo.ac.jp 

Planning Committee Internet Address 
Austin, Jamie jamie@utig.ig.utex£is.edu 
Becker, Keir kbeckei@rsmasjniami.edu 
Berger, Wolf 
Dick, Henry send care of Bill Curry wcurry@whoi.edu 
Fox, Jeff jfox@gsosunl.gso.uri.edu 
Kidd,Rob kiddi@geology.cardiff.ac.uk 
Larsen, Hans-Christian 
Lewis, Brian joides@ocean.washington.edu 
MaIpas,John ODP@Kean.ucs.mun.ca 
Mix, Alan mix@oce.orstedu 
M4vel, Catherine cam@ccr.jussieu.fr 
Mutter, John jcm@lamontJdgo.columbia.edu 
Sager, Will sager@tritoiLtamu.edu 

, Suyehiro, Kiyoshi suyehiro@aix3.ori.u-tokyo.ac.jp 
Taylor, Brian tayIor@elepaio.soestJiawaii.edu 
VonRad,Ulrich vonrad@gatel.bgrxlbp.de 
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